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-.A.J;JSTRACT , \ 
The cobalt(ll) and nickel(~) coordination complexes, of tQree potentially hex-
adcntate pbthalazine' hydrazone ligands, obta~ned by reacting 1,4-dihydrazino-
I • 
phthalazine ( 'DJIPH ) with;-an appropriate aldehyd~'or ketone, have bc~n' Invcsti-
. ~ . . 
g~ted, in ~ich' ~b~variable: terminal donor substiiuents include 6-~ethYl pyridine--, 
. ..' . ..... . 
,. .. . 
(PMP), pyridine (PPA) . a~~ N-~ethyl iroidazole '(PMI) groups, 'S,iudies on 'the analyt:.' 
H N R 











ie,aI, spectra(x..ray I and magne~ic data oC'tb,e complexes reveal that the ligands :are 
able. to 'Corm. do~ble p-b'ridged bimetallic complexes', i~ wlH~h two. pseud.cr~ctahedral 
m~ti:il. centers are brqilght int-o close proximity- by , a: com~on phthalazinc ~iazine .... 
• • ~~1~ _ • . 
bridge as well as by the second either ani~nicl binuclear 2:1 ( me~al:ligand ) species J. 
. i .. .. . ~ . , \ f ' . : T ; " . • t ' • • • • 
or anotber diaziD:e bridge l binuclear 1:1 derivatives 1. In the binuclear 2:1 ~~mplexes 
three in-plane cOordinatiob sites"oC th~ pseudo-Qctahedral metal cente; are ,occupied ,.' 
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by liga.nd nitrogen donors alid t~e rest of t,he sites involve coordinated a,nions and 
" . 
water/solvent molecules., Two binuclear 2:1 chloride complexes of the ligand PMP, \' .. ~ . " - . 
ICo2(PMP)CI(H20)4]CJa;4H20'and rNi2(PM~-)CI{lf20)4]Cla·4.5H20, have been charac-Ii . ~"-" 
tcred by single crystal X-ray ·diffraction. For the 1:1 compounds the ~~, coordina: 
;lbD 'Sites are all occu~ied ;by the nitrog~n atoms from -two ligands, All the complexes 
.• . " . "if' J 
./ exhibit very in~ense' metal-to-ligand ~harge transfer absorption '-( f > g200 
, 
.Lmol-1cm-1 ) 'in the visible region. ( IgODO - 21000 cm-1 ): Variable-temperature mag-
net(c susceptibility measurem~nts on. some complexes indicate antiferromagnetic 
. '. . / 
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\.- CHAPTER ' 1 
.. 
GENERAL SIGNlFICANCE AND PURPOSE 
An important new development in' th{' field of coordination chemist.ry i~ thl' 
design and synth<'5is of ligands capable of/~ing t.wo transition II!.!'. al lOllS. Snell 
systems include sat.urated mon'ocyclic l and biry'clir2 hexamin('s nn~ rt'lntl'd 
, 
ligands3, cyclir4 and acyclic.) Schiff bases, polyryclic rryptands 6, "('arn~ufTs" 7~ 
, . 
"wishbones" 8, and "face-to-face" g, "'cappedt~ 10, and ;'crowned" Ilporphyrins.' 
Of particular interest t~ us is the use of binucleating ligands ,to fix two interact-
. ing metal a.toms wit.hin a ligand cavity. The re~ml~, ing bimetallic center may 'be 
caiiabJe of bindiqg substrates or ' incorporating bridging ligands. Systems of thit" 
type may have value (a) as models for mctalloproteins and (b) as mediators of 
~ 
multi-electron redox processes. 
1. 1. Binuclear Q<?mplexes as Models for Metalloprotelns 
There are many metalloproteins, or metalloenzymcs, which' possess fune-
• tional centers containing two metal atoms held close together, less than JO X 
• 
apart 'and orten less than ~ A apart 12, The metal atoms often share a bridging 
ligand\. or ligands, and the pairing of me.tals may be homobirnetallic or hetero-
bimetallic. ~be desire to undersla~e na.ture ~r ~bese sites ·has led' to the ·u.se of 
~ - , ,. 
bimetallic complexes of binucleating ligands as speculative models for the metal 
c-
, , 
.. . ~ 
" 
\ 
' . " 
,.1. 
,~" ' .. '.: .. , -: 
3 
environment. With time and the availability of 'more precise inf6rmation from X-
. . 
ray studies these have, in certain cases, approached corroborative status. 
A brief d escript.ion of the sites in selected bimet,alloemolecUlcs is given 
below. The molecules under dis,cussion herein are the homobimetallo-systems 
h<'meryth rin, hemocyanin an d tyrosinase: ~ an d the heterobimetallo-species cyto-
('hrome c oxidase and supeJoxide dismutase, 
A. Hemerythrhi (Fe, Fe)13 
Hemerythrin has been designated an "alternative dioxygen ' carrier". It is 
Pr~ent in the red blood cells of some marine inv,ertabrate phyla notably siphun- . 
, \ 
culid worms. The active center is a. pair of iron at~ins about 3.5 Aap~Ya~d co~-
tailled within a single polypeptide chain . . 
Him, ~:~ .I HI.54 
HI.,ON F.~ /'" . 
/ A'~'06 \. 
Hill101 N N HIs25 
Fig. 1.1 Proposed iron site in OXY hemerythrin. 
" . 
For the oxy form the structure in Fig. -1:1 has beim suggested, in which the 
binuc7-r iron center contains\ a Jl-OXO brid,ge similar to that in p-oxo diiron(ill) 
complexes. 
, ',' , ' .. " . . -,' .. -
" 
.t" -', •· .. 01; 
'" 
... 
': ', '.:. 
, '1 1 • 
, . ' 
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4 
B. Hemocyanin (Cu, Cu)14,~ ,h ,t 
.", 
Dioxygen, for the metabolism of arthropods and rnollusc~, is bound a.nd trim-
sported by hemocyanin. The active oenter is a pair of copper atoms ca.pabl~ of 
binding one dioxygen molecule. A variety of studies indicate that tht' Cu(Il). ions 
in oxyhemocyanin reside in Ii ligand environment composed of two or three nitro-
gen .donors, a bridging ~ioxygen liga~d,- 'and an endogenous protein bridge: '~c 
Cu-Cu distance is 3.55 A and each eu is square planar or squ.are-pyramidal { Fi~. 
1.2, a ). The bridge (X) is.believed to mediate the very strong (7~J > 1000 em-I) 
antiferromagnetic spin exchange inter~otion between the metals which results in 
an essentially dia'~agnetic pair of Cu(II) atom~H,b . 
l
' ~iI393) . (HI1230) \ . r ~~lr . 
N . Cu---:---~-Cu---N' 
"".3." lj \ "',." .. 
Fig. 1.2' 
\ N(H11l3551 (HI1203)N 
(a) tb) 
(a) Proposed binuclear site in oxyhemocyanin. (b) The binuclear 
site in Panulirus interruptus hemocyanin. 
~ . 
R~nt1y, the three-dimensional str.ucture of Panulirus interruptus deox-
yhemocyanin, as the firstmemb€r of the copper-containing class of 
... . - co 
. , 
carrying proteins', has bet:n determi'ned by X-ray crys.tallographyH.t . T 
ture at ' 3.2 ~ resolution shows that the six hi8~idi~es in the 'second dom 
. 
su bunit ligate the two oxygen-~inding copper atoms which are separate 
tance of 3.8(0.4) A. ( Fig. 1.2, . b ). The availability of binuclear copper . 
~ I " ,' • • 
, 
.. 
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pounds wiIJ help to identify , the active site geometry and nature of this 
.. ' c~aogenous bridge, Even when the structures of the binuclear copper proteins are 
known from X-ray crystallography, however, well designed model compounds will ' I 
be useful 19 probe the fundamental differences in their functions. 
C. TyroBin~e (Cu, Cu)14.a ,J 
i 
/ 
Tyro.sinase is a Cu~wntaining mono-oxygenase found In m;tny qifferent 
micr<;>-organisms, plants, an~ 
. , 
hydroxylation of ,monophenols 
animals, ~n~' is capabfe of catalysing the 0-, 
an'd' oxidation of ()-diphenols to. o-~Ui~, The 
\,'. , '. 
, . binuc)~ar site ' c~ntair:ts a~~irer;~magnetically coupied Cu(II) ·pairs. The structure 
YI • .' 
.,representative oC the meiahenters. has 'been prop'osed as shown in Fig,'- 1.3; a: 
, , j • 
'. ~.. . r' H2 . ' . QH~ . . 
N '. - ". L .'.:, ~ ~ ;../:,,1/ .. 
\ ./Cu,- . ::;..-Cu ' 
/ " ', /.' ,"" ~ N R N 
_ met(ruUng, . . 
. (e) 
. OH2 · " . OH2 ' " 
N . 1/-0 1 .~ 
"'CU' ··"c~ 
./ "R/'''' N' . ' N 
• oxy 
I ' 
. (~ , 
Fig. 1.3 . 
. (a) Models .for the. bicopper-si~ m'et(resting) and oxy.-tyrosinase. 
(b) Proposed mechanism of phenol hydroxylation and oxidation 
to form O-:quinones by trrosinase. . -' . 
of •. 
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A detailed study on competitive inhibitor binding. to tyrosinn.SeH.~ lins led to 
a structural mechani,~ for the functions of the coupled binudear Cu(n) 8(·tivl' 
site in monophenol gfdroxylation reactions (Fig. 1.3, b ) . 
• 
D. Cytochrome c Oxidase (Fe,.Cu')15 
Cytochrom~ c oxidase is a complex enzyme which contains two helllE' ullits, 
. ' -
, low spin heme a and' high spin ~emeCl3' and two Cu(ll) atoms. It is ,locat,cd as ",hp 
. ' . ', 
. 
terptinal component of the rnjtochrondrial respiratory chain and has the impor-




, In ~he oxidised form hemeo3 and CU a 3 exhibit properti~ which indica.te that, 
the two metal ~enters ar~ strongly',antiCerrornagnctically coupled, making the'two .' 
-i • " .. . " . i . , 
metals' ~PR jD-visible, ,and redu'cing th~ir magnetic susceptibilities (the ex'chnllge 
co~pling const~nt, -2J, of > 40Q ' cm-1 for the oxidnsc). The heme~3 and CU o3 




N . 5 : -N .~.. 'l-'P~A03~(j .. ~y 
'" )7 3,75.4 'C7 ;.,./F.~~----/.i \.~., 
7 NN ", . 
N N S(N,Q) 
CUI3 
Fig. 1.4 Pt;oposeQ active site in cy~chrome c oxidase: 
. -~~ 
could mediate any mag~etic .~xchange. Several potentinllinks :have been prop~sed 
( e.g., imidazolate, carboxylate, and'oxo-bri<lge), but an oxo-bridge was preferred 
, , 
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as a working hypothesis fo"r the site 16. A detailed investigation was concerned, 
with both metal centers and led to a proposal for the fully oxidised heterobime- : 
tf~ 
tallic sit(P '( Fig. 1.4), 
• 
E. Cu-Zn Superoxide Dismutase [CutIl), Zn(II)]1S 
Supcroxidc dismutases are metalloenzymes whicq. combat the potentially 
toxic effe~ts of superoxide ions, formed in one-electron oxidation reactions involv-
- ' , 
iog molecular 0xygen"by catalysing the di$mutation of the anion to dioxygen and 
.. ' 
hydrogen perQ~ide. The-protein consists of two iden tical" non-'~~valently associJ -
atcd subunits in each. of which the-met-al binding sites are near the ends of a 
cylindrical arrangement. The essential features of the metal binding region are" 
, ' . 
.' 
shown in Fig. 1.5. '. 
');H11 61 ~' 
',- '\ 
HII1I9 " N' e ... N ,OH2 HilUS N"" -/ ~ ~I /N 
/Zn~ /~ . 
- ·"pS10 · ·HI07S N N HI... "'N HI146 
- \ 
, ,. 
Fig. 1.5 Schematic , representation of the bimetal site in Cu-Zn superoxide ' 
dismutase. 
,The Zn 'a~om playsa structural role in which it hE:lps the protein to preform 
the coordin'at.ion environment around the copper, and the copper is the act.ive 
rnt.alytic centcr. Zn can be r~p13ced- -by Cu to give the active "'[our-copper" form, 
. ' .. I • 
" 
.. 
~ " " .. 
, . 
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CUzCuzSOD, which has also been studied in 'some detail 10, 
The upshot of -these brief discussions a.bove all is that synthetic binuclcnr 
.............. ------ . 
metal complexes act :lS appropriate ~odels for natural binuclear melnl ccntNs 
when they'mirrlic some chemical/physical property of the biosite, thus improving 
. -: 
our knowledge of it. \Vhile it is a truism that synt.hetic systems are unlihly to 
replicate all the properties, physical and chemical, of the metGlIoproteins, it, i~ 
... . 
also true that much can be learned abqut the chemistry or the active sit~ from n 
. r \ 
,fr 
study or model compounds. 
. 
. 
A considerable effort has been directed in Irecent years toward the synthesis 
; 1- • . 
or lig~nds capable of holding two' metal ions .1 either tho same or different, at 
.' .. \ ' 
separations ( typically about 2 .5' - 6 A) which a~e ~Jbject to· control by. a~p.ropri­
, 
ate modification of th e molecular topology, AltllOugh the imitation of the fu (1('-
tional roles of the biosites is currently not at a very well-advanced stage, the first 
steps' have been taken along the path, especially in the area or homobinuclcar 
, 
Cu(U) chemistry . 
• 
Ligand modification to alter the properties of the binuclear sitp, and 
preparation of new mixed-metal complexes, are expected to open new nrf!3;S of . 
modern chemistry. An. apposite concluding remark can be found in Jean-Marie 
Leh,n's review6i "how promising 'the ruture or the _chemistry of these systems 
appear and ,how much' it gives room to the creative imagination and experimental 
skill -of the chemist" . 
I .., _ • • • • • • " 
,, ' ~ 
• 't ", -, . .'- " . ' \ 
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Binuclear Complexes as Mediators of Multi-electron Redox 
Processes 
g 
The second area in which binuclear complexes may prove to be useful is the 
mediation of redox rea~tions'~in part;'u).r mu)ti~electron processes. Rltions 
'r involving an n-electron reduction or oxidation could be accomplished in theory 
using n I-electron steps or one n-electron step, In practice, substrates such as 02 
J ' 
and N2 are difficult. to reduce in single-!:!lectron steps since the intermediate 
• r • . 
~pecies are high in energy. The reactions would be thermodynamically favour~ 
• • 





Electrochemical ' studies on a dicopper cryptate have shown that ' weakly-
" .. . .. , . - ~, . . 
interacting metals in a binuciear complex can act indepen~?Dtly to tran~fer tw'o 
electrons at the same pote~tial~o. The reduction , of dioxygen by a binuclear 
"face-ta-Cace" porphyrin at an electrode surrace has he en reportedQ• Particularly, 
it is well worth singling out tQe latter work for recognitio,n. 
In designing pos~ble O2 reduction catalysts, chemists have been looking .ror I 
mat~ria]s capable of delivering 4e, more or less simulta:neously, to the 02 sub-
strate at as positive a potential as possible. A mononuclear complex is highly 
, - - . 
I • 
unli.kcly to effect such a process, which has thus led to the piepar~tion of binu-
clear ligands, capable of holdi~ two metal ce,nters in a sujtable geo~etry so that 
thr.y may jointly bind 02 and,' each metal cent~r transrerring2e, carry outa.4e 
process. 
To this end, Collman et . al 21 looked to biology and inorganic reaction 
mechanisms Cor their initial catalyst . design. It is well understood that. 
. . 
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Cytochrome c oxidase employs four metals. two at the oxyg('n-biuding site ( n 
heme and a copper) to reduce 02 to H:p. FlVth('rmore. iron(lI) porphyrins 
decompose 02 krough a mechanism invoh' ing ' two porphyrin~ B('ting\ )n oUt' O:! . 
So they prepared a variety of porphyrin darners linked so thaI till' planar mano- . 
. .. 
cycles ana'their met,af~re held in a "fa('('-to-fac(''' orientatioll. 
-~r'.- , 
Alter a series of'~a"rations of porphyrins bl'aring runct jOllaiy z('(\ o. ')-nll's (~ 
alkyl groups, Collman et aro, in 1980, found tha t. when th(, Co-Co dist a(1ct' is 
~. ~ 
su ch ( 4 J\. .) as to ,permit formation of an -0-0- bridge \)el.w('('n till' Co-Co 
centers, the face-ta-f,ace porphyrin. bound on a graphite subst.rnlc ('al.lI)Y~{,s t.ht· ·1(' 
reduction of oxygen in acid electrolytes, Since then, 3d t.ransition nwt.nl dH'lnh'~ 
.' 
pave been widely st~died as electroncatalysts for thC' ca.thodic red udion of O!!. " 
. , . 
Cl~ar1y, the bridging asso~ciation or °2, raquiring the prcscn~e o( two Co cent.l'.rs · 
at the apprppriate dist.ance, is a crucial condition for the o('('urrencl' of .j{' frdu('-
tion. V ' 
, 
In principle, this condition can alsO' be fulfilled by planar chelat('s, conta.ining 
two C~ions. Indeed, 4e reduction of 02 in a planar coba,lt ~(.x I Fi.g. 1.0)t 
[Co2(TAPH)](N03 )41 adsorptively attached to graphite in alkaline solution, was 
reported bJ Yeager22 in 1984, Recently, van deT Putten et al 23 n'portcd that 
[Co2(DPThIC12 is also able to reduce 02 to H20 in alkaline solution ( Fig. 1;7 ~ 
All theSe ,studies demonstrate that concerted multi-electron proC<!Sl';('S at 
binuclear centers are feasible. Notable goals for future work may be the electro-
chemical decomposition of H20 to 02 ( a terminal step in photosynthesis ), and 
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1. 3. The Objectives of the Project 
The principal purposes of this present study are: 
11 
4+ 
lit to synthesize coordina'tioll complexes of disubstituted bydrazinophthalazine , 
ligands inv61ving '90 and Ni salts, since' previous s~udies on the dicopper 
complexes of such ligands have proved, to be very interesting, from the s'tand- ' 
\ -
\ 
~ , '. ...: >, ~ 
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[2] t.o cha-rac·tNiz{'. thE' resulting c'np\l'x(l~ by X-rny crystallography: 





CY/\lS . InfrarE'd spectroscopy ~lnd magn(>ti~ nW!l..<;ur{'ml'nts ( room t-('mp('rn-
ture ); _, \ 
r~·/n"est.igate the ~pin ~xchange sit,ualion in the binuknr spf'dl'-s using vari-
able temperature magnetic measurements and relatl' the ex('hn.nge to stru('-
tural parameters, e.g .. geomet.ry , bridge group etc., and compare su('h a 
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HISTORICAl; BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE SURVEY 
• 
In U)70 R0bson introduced tbe term "binucleating ligands" 24 to describe a 
, " . . 
group of compounds which were synthesized to he capable of binding and possi- . 
bly activating molecular nitrogen. The concept was that two metal ions should be 
, 
fixed at an appropriate distance, leaving a ~ridging position, to allow for the 
cn)Fy of the dinitr~gen' (Fig, 2.1). The complexes could then be regarded as 
gcometr~cal models for poten~i!l nitr'~gen-fixing systems25• " 
Fig. 2.l 
)----...:---------....:--------~ 
,I ' ~ 
" M-. -I ~N 
:. II 
-N 
Schemat.ic represent ation of the dinitrogen trapping by binu-
deated mt'tals. 
The study of nit.rogen fixation, however, has evolved into .. a fascinating area 
, - ' . 
of chemistry inv'olving studies on multicen~.red metalloproteins and a plet~ora of 
. 
synthE.'tic simulat.ions26 . Binucleating ligands and their jnetal ~omplexes have 
therefore developed in.to . an ex~remely important researcQ area. Although it is 
\ 110\0,' dioxygen t.hat. is at the focal point, the original thesis of the activation of 








small molecules persists as a central theme. 
., 
The following review will briefly discuss the e"olutron of hinucOlcnting ligands 
and some physitY/chemical properties 01 their tran'itiO),t'l complex ... 
The term binucJeating ligand was defined as "a polydentate chelating ligand 
capable of simultaneously binding two metal ions" 24, Later, the definition wa..'l 
refined to present macrocyclic binucleating ligands as macrocyclic ligands cnpnbh' 
of securing two metals ions in close proximity:'!7. Since Robson introduced this 
term, there bas been a steady increase in the number and type of su('h lignllds 
synthesized. Their complexes fall, usually, into two general categories2R: 
" [11 The first group. consists of those complexes in which the metals share at len.'it 
one donor atom in species containing adjacent ~tes, ih which till' central 
dqnor~ atom/atoms provide a bri4gc. The Hgands giving these complcXL':l 
have be~n collectively termed ';COMP ARTMENT AL LIGANDS", 
[21 The second class is composed of those complexes in which donor atoms arc 
not shared and therefore designated as "ISOLATED DONOn SETS". 
Selected examples of these two types of ligands will be given b('low to illus-
( , 
trate the number and variety of binucleating ligands. It should he noted h('re that • 
t~e discussion will be restricted to the binuclcaqng Schiff ba.se ligands, both 
macrocyclic and acyclic, but with emphasis on the latter, 
~ . .. ' . ~' .. , 
' . ' 
'",. 
..... -, ' . 
~ --'"_ . -
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2 . 1. Compartmental Ligands 
The ligands in this category are mainly Schiff bases derived from 2,6- disub-
stitutcd phenols, ,B-ketophenols, and 2,6-diacetylpyridine in which the central 
phenolic, keto-oxygen or pyridine nitrogen ' atoms can act as the bridging donor 
atoms. These ligands c n be divided into two types : 
IAI a ~acrocyclic for ,derived from a "2+2" condensation reaction. 
IBI an acyclic r , in which one donor bridge is removed . 
Selected examples of each type of the ligands will be given as follows . 
• 
\ 
2. 1. 1. Macrocyclic Compartme~tal Ligands ( 
" Generally, the macrocycies, such as 127 and 229 , >' and their complexes are 
prepared by three different strategies : 
11] A direct complexation reaction between a presy~thesized macrocyclic ligand 
and the metal ion in solution. Advantages of this ' approach- are that the 
mncr-ocyclic ligands may be isolated', )JUrified, and characterized before the .L 
synthesis of the complex, since t.he ptlrific~tion and characterization of an 
organic lig~nd is often more easily accomplished than those of a metal com-
plex 29; 
" 
[2] "in situ 11 syntheses, i.e., a template reactio~ involving condensation of the 
precursors in the presence of the required metal salt27; 
[3] The sy\nthesis of the macrocyclic complex involves the modification of the 
ligand and/or' the metal ion in the macrocyclic complex. This third approach 
. . ~ 
. I 
,r 
' . H ' 
., \ 
~ f' ' .. 
16 
. . 
is appropriate to the synt.hesis of non-symm(\trk spl'cil's, and ht'tl'robinur\t'nr 
met.al complexes . 
Certainly, many compounds may be synthesiz(>d by proc(>dur(>s from mor(' than 
one catE'gorr. 
1 2 
For the ("omplex 1 with t.he counter ions .Cl-, high-spin behavior.( I' = 3.15 
BM ). was observed at room tempt'raturc but deviations from Curie-Weiss 
. . 
" . . 
'"" behavior below 120 K were interpreted -as resulting from an atiliferromn.gnel.ic 
", . 
,t,in'teraction27• Fiom spectral evidence Robson <el al concluded that the two Ni(lI) 
ions were square pyramidal with an aplcal ('oordinatcd chloride. 
Robson's macrocycle 1 h~ also heen used to generate mixed-valenc(' rtU't::t1 
complexes Co(I1I)-Co(ll)3o, complexes of m(>ta\s in low oxidation st.ntl'~ Cu(l)-
t 
Cu(J)31, and a range of heterobinuclear mc-tal ('omplexes Cu-M, M = Co(ll), 
Ni(Il), Fc(II),and ' Zn(I1)32,33. X-ray crystallographic st.u·dies have confirmed th" 
binuc~ar natu~e of the homobinuclear species derived from 1. Interest. in th(' 
• 
... . . .) 
potential role or these complexes in modelling biornetallositcs has led to ('xlcn- ,r 
sive el~ctrochemical, spectral and' magnetic studies being carried out 3 J -34. 
The binuclear Cu(ll) complex 2 was prepared both by direct rea.ction of 
hyd.rated Cu(D) nitrate with the free ligand in ethanol and by an in situ J>r(~ 
. , 
.. 
. ... ' . " ' -~ .~ 
':', . 
" : 
~. : i 
[;'t .. ~ . .' ': 
.. ,' 
, '., " 
\ 
. . , 
. , ' . :. . " .. 
- \ 
17 
cedure involving 2,6-diacetylpridine and o-phenylenediamine in the presence of 
Cu(II) ions2g . Studies 'of the magneti~ properties of this compound indicate a 
weak Cu(II)-Cu(I1J interaction. 
2. 1. 2. Acyclic Compartmental Ligands 
The ligands provide only one endogeneous bridging donor and so 'have a 
labill' bridgin_g she ,available between the metal sites into which a. va,riety of 
anions (X-) can be introduced as exogeneous bridges. In principle, this su bclass 
. 
has the poten tial to bind 'ffioiecult>s such as dioxygen, or dinitrogen, at the exo-
gencous bridging sit"e, The complexes are gcncraly prepared by template pro-
cedure;, or by prior formation of the ligand followed by meta.l inc~rporation. 
plex~s of 3 and 4 have been prepared35 • The two eu ions in complex 
f 
ICu~(L6)Br2(MeOH)J(CIO~) are five-coo~dinated but in different' environments; 
there is a bridging bromiqe an,ion ~nd one ·copper has, bromide as its fifth ligan,d, ' 
whereas the other has methanoI36,37. The vi~bility of adding small molecules 
, -
Mross the exogeneous bridging site has been demonstrated' by., using pyrazole as 
. -ligand, which, has been con6rmed by X-ray crystal"strutture analysis of the bis-
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. 2. 2. Isolated Donor Sets 
• -to 
I 
There now exists a wide variety of ligands .in this dass. In contrast to the -
compartmental ligands the-isolated donor sets 'arc variapons not only on a singll' 
the~e but also on different structural frameworks. Similarly, there arc two tyP(~S 
of ,~hese ligands: (A} Macrocyclic Systems, and [B} Acyclic Systems. 
;, .: 
:.sel~cted exa~ples of each type of ligand wiil be il~ustrated as follows. 
2. 2. 1. Maeroeyelie Systems 
( 
Rosen38 synthesized the Ni(II) complex I io~, 7, as a fluoroborate deriYativc, 
from the reaction of 1,4-dihydrazinophthalazine with 2,2-dimethoxypropane in 
. . 
the presence of -Ni(BF .. h ·6H20 , in me~hanol. conta.iDi~g a few drops of coneen- ' 
, ., 
, , 
trated HBF; , The 2,2-dimethoxypropane is used as a dehydrating agent and is, 
. - \ . \ . . 
in fact, the' source of, acetone for the acid-catalyze,d condensation reaction with 
the hydrazine group. 
• I ' ',' 
" " 
. .., .:. ' 
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The fiuoroborrte complex is paramagnetic with a mat?:be~jc. moment slightly 
" , 
below the' usual values for six-cooJ'dinate Ni(II) ions, This ' lowering of the mag-
, 
netic moment is attributed to a weak antiferromagnetic interaction between the 
: Ni(lI) ions, The six-coordination of 'the fiuoroborate derivative is exphined by 
stacking the macrocyc1ic complexes in a staggered configuration such that 
uncoordinated hydrazine nitrogen atoms of adjacent molecules occupy the fifth 
and sixth positions of Ni(II) ions within the macrocyclic ligand , 
r-\r-\.r-\ 
_ 0 0 .N_ 
\ \ / \/ ~ 
N-Pb++ ' . Pbt..:l-N j ' . I' 
-N ''-0 0 "N-
'\..J '--./.'--1 , . 
8 
Macrocy~lic tetra:imines',' or; "2+2" ,Scl?iff bases, 8, have ' been isolated and 
studied by Nelson": The, st~dies ' showed that the ~ransfetallation route could be 
used to synthesize the otherwise Inaccessi~le dicopper(n~ species. By utilizing this 
. ". /" \,' . 
. techniqtre- with Sr2+ 'and Baz+, as the l~rge ' radius templates, a wi4e range of 
macrocycJes have been ·const,ructed39• 
2. 2. 2'. Acyclic Systems 
. . .. 
This subclass covers a soinew~at.."misce))aneous group of corqpounds l some of 
which in,dicate that even the simplest of systems. 'Should not .be dis~ounted as 
- . 
potential. binuc1eating. ligands. 
.~: ~ , . , . 
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Binucleating ligands containing just nitrogen donor atoms bavl' re<.'('ivl'd 
increasing attention in recent yenrs and have been based largely· on substitut('d 
"DIAZINE" ( =N-N= ) type units. The transition metal complexes of polyrunc--
, . 
tiona} diazine ligands, derived rrom II) Hydrazine40-H , 121 Triazoh.\23.4!,,4~. t31 
Pyrazole47 , (4} Pyridazine47- 61 , and [5) Pbthalazinc37,47,4s,62-74. bave binudca-r 
centers, in which th~ metals are brought into close arbximity due to the presence 
, . 
at the diazine fragments in these systems (S~e Fig. 2.2) and the metal atoms ar~ 
" -
almost invariably antiCerromagnetically coupled via a superexchangt> mechanism. 
~ II 
N-N 
Diazine Hydrazlne pyrazole . 
--i ~~N-N~ J 
Trlazole Pyrldazlne Phlhalazlne 
Fig. 2.2 Diazine unit and its derivatives. 
, 
Pyridine-2-aldazine(P AA), derived from the condensation .of pyridine-2-
. , 
aldehyde and hydrazine, has been shown to produce metal complexes with a 
variety o'f different stereocbem7stries40-42, which arise largely as a result of free 
. rotation about the N-N bond. Stratton and Busch40 reported the systems 
• [M2(Lhl" (where M =- Fe(!I), Co(Il), Ni(ll); L = PAA, PMK, i.e., 2-pyridyl-
methyl-ketazine) where the ligand was 'predicted to adopt configuration g .. 
~. 
"('. . . 
'y------
Later: studies·3 , •• on binuclear Cu(ll) complex of PrvtK have confirmed some 
of the -earlier pre<Uctions concerni.ng the bridgiBg tetrad en tate coordination of 
~ . . . 
. . ,' 
~. : ~~ 
• • I ; 
• f,~ 
.. > > : ~ :I '~~: 







!J: CI, ,,-CI/CU'N::""" M 
I • ~(f;' CI Cu/ 
ON/ 'CI 
,0 
R • H (PAA) 
R· CH 3 (PMK) 
9 
r&1J( and PAA. However, tbe X-ray crystall structure further shows that the 
, ligand PMK, 10, in the binuclear complex CU2(PMK)CI4 has a trans-t~ans conlor-
mation. Though the ligand is conjugated, it is not planar due to a rotation about 
the N-N bO,nd. The bri~gc connecting the two metal centers con-gists of an diazine 
linkage. The complex exhibits antiferromagnetic exchange ( -2J ,= 52 cm-1 ), 
which is assumed to occur solely via ·this bridging N-I';J linkage', 
. , 
The compoullds' of both 3,5-disubstituted -1;2,~-triazoles 11, I ABPT = 4-
amino-3,S-bis,(pyridin-2-yl)-1,2,4-triazole ]45, imd 12, I BPTH·~ 3;5-bis(pyridiile-
2-yl)-IH.triazole ]46, ar~ int.eresting binucl~ating ch~lnt.ing 'iigands and suitable for 
st,udying magnetic exchange between transition-metal ions. 
f 
11 12 
The bi~uclear. , c?~plexes [Ni2(ABPThCI2(H20h]CI2'4H20 (13) and 
.ICu(BPT){CFsSOs){H20)12 (14), were identified by X-ray analysis45,46( See Table 
2.1 ). The bin,uclear unit (M2L21 is nearly planar. '~he metal 'atoms in the dimer 
\ . 
. ' ,' . 
.'- . .. , . , .. , .'~ ''''''.'-.., 1' ' ."'- ' ... '" t,. ~' •. ~;: , • I , . ' .' , .. >, I .,.: • ,! ' ., ::; " 
.. ,'-
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Table 2.1 The major parameters or some binuclear eomplrxt's. 
, 
Complex M·M M-O·M (X) (drg. ) 
,. 
[Nii ABPThCldHzO )21 Cl!! '4HzO 4.135 · 
ICu(BPT)(CF !S03)(HzO)]z 4.085 · 
[Cu::(DPPN)(OH)CI!(H2O)j 3.376 126.5 
ICuz(PPDMe HOH J(NO!)dHzO bIN03'HZO 3.338 119.3 
. 
lCudPPDMe )(OH)CI2I1CuCI3(H20 )]H2O 3.384 126.0 
INidPPDh(H:P)JCI.'2H2O 3.920 -
ICU2(PPD)(OH)CI!(HzO)JO.8HzO 3.454 116.4 
-, 
ICU2(PPD)( OH)Br;(H20 )JO.6HzO 3.413 118.9 
ICu2(MIP){OH)Br3(H20)IH20 3.420 124.9 




ICU2(EtBITP J( ~~CI3JDMF 3.011. 104.7 
INiiI?HPHPY)Cl(Hi) )~I Cl! '2H2O ~3 - 4 
ICU2(MIP)(OH)CJ3(H20)JHzO 3.425 126.3 
~ 
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2.08 1301 ~dinmng . 57 
.2.17 992 0.35 57 
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2.01 2flO 1.38 61 
- -
2.74 66 
2.00 800 0.62 76 
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~ 23 
arc bridged by two tria,zote rings. The structure may be compared to that or 
[Ni(DHPH)(H20)2hCI..'2H2062, DHPH =_ 1,4-dihydrazinophthal~zine, which has a 
similar rramework 16. 
NH2 
CI I OHJ::\ 2+ 
@- -1.~lr ~NOJ 
'/ ,/ 
'NI NI It' II'N N N-N ~N~ 6..2 I CI 
NHz 14 
'l'he essential difference between the two structures"howev.er, is that the cen-
tral part is a five-membered ring in thf triazole compound and a six-member,~d 
ring in the pllt.halizine one., Mag~etic susceptibilit~ .measuren:,snts on 13 and 14 
'rcvc~.le,d that a ' relat.ively weak ,_antirerromagnetic , exchange ~s_Present in the 
I 
rormer ,complex and a quitr la.rge antirerromagifetic interaction between the 
Cu(II) centers in the latter one. 
4+ 
,J- 15 16 
, ., 
The Ni(II) complexes of 3,5-di(pyrid-2-yl)pyrazole '(DPPH) and 3,6-di(pyrid-
2-yl)pyridazine (DPPN) ligands, and ' 
[Ni(DPPN)(N03l2b'4H20, wer~ synthesized and the stru'cturesf'werc proposed as 
• i> 
'binuclear complexes ( 16 and 17 respectively) las, a ~o,nsequ~nce of their magnetic 
" ' 
" . , .' ',' . ,. '.' 
.,t, 
.' ' 
(('I ' . 
. , 







properties47 , i.e., analogous to thl' crystal strurturl' 16, but. no furth(>r reports of 
the X-ray st.ructures confirm them. Nl'verthrlrss, Ball and Blah's othl'r st ru('-
tural suggestion 18 has been confirmed by lat('r X-rny studi('s on til<' complex('s, 
R 
R • H (DPPN) If . 
17 18 R· CH 3 (MeOPPN) 
.? 
The t'rystalst.ructures of the isolated complexes I.Cu2(DPPN)~13(Oll){I!~P)J, 
ICu2(DPPN)CI4(HzO)] and ICu2(DPPN)Clz(OH)(N03)(lIz0}] verify th~ presen('(' 
.-~-. 
of the binuclear complexes, in which' the t\~O eu(I1) atoms, bridged by th~' 
. hydroxyl .gro~p ( or' chlorine atom) and thl' pair of nitrogen atom~ of pyrida~ine 
. 
moiety, are in different coordination environments, 1 g ( See Tahle 2.1 ). 
Recently, Thompson et al reported the crystal strurturl'S of hinurl('ar ('om-
dimethyl-t-pyrazolyl)pyridazine ]5~ . Structurally, till'sl' two ('omplt'x('s an' VNy 
close to the compounds 17 and ~8 resp{'ctively, thus support.ing Ball and Blah·'s 
predictions. Variable-temperature magnetic mcasurem~nt.s on bolh ('oUlpl('xl's 
indicate significant antiferromagnetic excha~ge between the ml't al ('('nters. 
Analogous eu(II) complexes, ICu2(PPD)(OIl)X3(1!2Q)]nllzO ( X = '(;1, II = 
. ... 
0.8; X = Hr, n = .0.6 ), 22, 'h.ave also been determined by single-crystal X-ray 
,) 
diffractometry, and characterized by exhibiting positive redox potcnti,als ( 0'.41 ,...." 
" " r 
. ~ 





0.47 V vs. SeE) associated with two-electron reduction as well as .,Very strong 
spin exchange ( -2J = 8g8, ,and g15 cm- I ,respectively. )5~ These two binuclear, 
spin coupled CIl(I1) complexes have square-pyramidal,. hydroxide-Lridg{'d Cu(II) 
centers separated by -3.4 """-' 3.5 J\, wit.h cu-o-eu angles of 116 - 125 ., and are 






Binuclear ,Cu(lI) and Cu(I) complexes of a sNips of quadrident.ate pyridazint> 
t bioet.her liga.nds invulving nitrogen dODor groups (derived from pyridine, b~n-
zimidazole ) (23) have been described by Thompson ei a/ 56,59-61. All of 
copper(II) complexes exhibit positive redox potentials ( 0.4 """-' 0.6 V \'5. SCE.) 
associated wi\h~ two-eject-ron redu('t.ion and moderat.e antiferromagnetic exchange 
( Iltll = 1.1 '"'-' 1.7 8M at room temperature ). The complexes 
24, 26, and 
ICu~(Et.BITP)(OH)CI3IDMF, 26, have been characterized by the X-ra.y crystallog-
" . 
., 












(PTP) N (EtBJTP) 
• 
26 ' 
_ In t.he. coqtplex 25, the binuclear cation consists of t.wo ps:udo .. t.rtrahrc!ral 
C4(J} centers, separat.ed. by 3.422 X and' bridged by t~o pyridn.zil\~ groups wit .h 
t.erminal pyridine donors co~pleting the four .. coordinat.ion. Thr ('ompound 24, ill 
which the t.wo square pyramidal Cu(lI) ('('nt.ers ar~ triply bridg<,d by I.wo CI 
at-oms and the pyridazine nit.rogen pair with a Cn .. ('u sl'parlllion or 3.Hl~ A. 
reacts rapidly with appropriate reducing agents ( l'.g., I ,SO:!:.! I to producl' 
derivat.ives containing the very stable binuclear Cu(l) cation I' 'u2(PTPI212+, 
\ 
which is identical to t.he cation found in 2561 , 
The five-coordinate Cu(Il) cent't>rs in 26, which contains a triply 'hridgNl 
binuclear structure involving hydroxo- and chloro- bridges in addition to the 
diazine, have st€!eorhemistries that can best. be dcscribrd as distort cd trigonal 
, 
hipyramidaJ. This feature distinguishes this system (rom other analogous fiVl ... · 
c80rdinate derivatives where the live .. coordination most closely approached that 
, . of a square pyramid61 ( See Table 2.1 ). 
The high', positive redox potentials for these systems, which parallel' those of 1\ 
some copper oxidase/oxygenase enzymes, suggest their possible catalytic acJjvity 
-./' . . 
in oxidase and oxygenase runcti~n. Preliminary initial velocity kine'tic studies on 
, . 







cat('('holase activity involving the aerobic oxidation of 3,5- 1- butylbenzene-l,2-
diul, in which a Michaelis-Menlen kinetic trcatJpent gave the binding constant 
Km' = 3.4 X 1O-~ mol dm- 3 and a value of kp = 2,1 X 10-2 S- I for the dissocia-
tion of the catechol-complex intermediate·'>6, 
, 
Another represl'ntative group ' of binucleating ligands of this subclass are 
21'63-65,67-73,75,77-80. Two d(>cades ago' the ligand PAP was prepared by Thomp~ 
~ . 
son,BI. Since then, a series of studies on th.e coordination chemistry of this ligand 
have been carried out, ~nd extended to its derivatized analogues <; well. X-ray 
J , 
shurtural studies on the systems reveal that the ligands 21 'are cal' .. bl(' of form-
ing II-bridged bimetal1ic cO!Jlplexes involving a' variety of exogeneous bridge 
Table 2.2 ). .. 
A com~on structural feature in this series includes the hydroxide bridge and 
th~ phthalazine' diazine bridge, and a systematic structural variation is dev'eloped 
by varying the t.hird anionic bridge .. The order of increasing oxygen bridge angle ( 
Cl- '"""-' Br- <' 103- < N03- < SO,,- ) is matched by the trend in in<-reasing anti-
\ -
ferromagnetic exchange. A linear relatioD~ip is demonstrated between the 
.." 
exchange and the oxygen br.i5i,ge angle for systt'ltns i~- ~hich the Cu(II) centers 
haVe d~lI-rll ground states75 ( Table .2.2 ). ) 
" 
, 'I . 




Tablt> 2.2 Magnetic and kt>y structuml param('trrs ror th(' binuclrar ~l-bridg('d (,u(1I1 






Complt'x Cu-Cu Cu-O-('u -'2J Jl ,1/ (X) td('g.) 9 (em· l ) (BM) 
. 
[Cu~PAP)(O~)CI311 . 5H~P 3 .001 101.8 2.28 201 I.f,o 
[CudP AP)(OH)Br31 L5H~P \ 3.010 100.1 3.20 HH 1.66 \ 
-
[Cu2(PAPH OH)(IOahl'4H2O 3 .165 113.8 2.15 233 . 1.3·1 
: 
ICU2(PAPH OH)lS04)CIJ2112O 3 .211 115.5 2.20 532 1.01 
I r.. 
[Cu2(PAP4Mc)(OH)(NOab(H:PbjNOi 3.138 1.15.3 2.10 . 497 1.02 
[Cu2(PAP6Me)(OH)CI3131120 3.137 112.2 2.11 432 1 '0 
[Cu 2(PAP6Me)(,OH)(N03bfO·5H::P 3:134 114.1 2.01 ,,501 
[CU2(P AP46Me )(OH)(N03)21H20 )jN03 3 .156 113.7 . 2.05. 597 O.\! . 
. . 
~ 
ICU2(P AP46Me)CIJ '3.2.)1 
-




































Structurally, all of the hydroxo-bridged complexes involve "magnetically 
symmetric" binuclear centers with distorted, five-coordinate copper ion stereo-
chC'mistries. In most cases the distortion approximates ~ square 'pyramidal situa-
- tion with nominally dz 2_M'2 ground st~te copper centers. In these cases each eu 
at.om is bound via an equatorial interaction to both the hydroxide bridge and the 
diazine bridge, which results in a situation where magnetic mteractions 'via these 
~ 
group are the most releva~t; while any axial bridge interaction will ~e regarded 
.. 
as . "non-magnetic". Two complexes, ICu2(PTP)CI4]EtOH, 24, and 
ICu2(P AP46Me)CI4], 2D, h'ave been shown to have triple bridged structures 
involving two chlorine bridges, in an asymmetric binuclear cen terSg, 60. The essen-
t.ially square-pyramidal Cu centers are each bound yia an axial and an equatorial 
intcractioll t.o each d) bridge, thus creating an effectively "non-magnetic" 
supcrexchange pathway via these bridge groups. An equatorial interaction from 
\ 
('ach Cu atom to the diazine bridge, in each case, generates a viable superex-
change pathway. 
The complex (Cu2(PAP)(OH)Clal1.5H20 has been used, in studies on ~cho­
lase nrt.ivity82. The preliminary kinetic data for the catalytic oxidation of 3,5-di-
.tert-but.ylcatechol ("cate"chol") to 3,5-di-tert-butylquinone reveal that the reac-
Hon shows a first order' dependence on the initial copper complex, but no 
1_ .. ,, ·- 0' , .. 
" \ . 
" ,~ ~;~~ 
\ 
,~ " I 
' - "\ 
30 
29 
dependence upon "catechol", when the latter is in reasonable excess. In ex('{'ss 
, 
'., 
ox5'gen and catechol the rate constant, k, is ca. 5 X 10-· atm-1s\-J nt room 
temperature in 70% ( v Iv ) acetonitrile/water. 
( 
Another pbthalazine derivative 1,4-bis( I-metbyl-2-imidazolyl)phthnlnzine 
(MIP) and its binuclear Cu(II) complexes 30, [Cu2(MIP)(OH)X3(H20)}H20 ( X = 
CI, and Br ), ar~ also describe~ by Thompson et a/ 57 ,76. The 'crystal and molecu-
lar structures show that the square-pyramidal Cu(ll) centers Ilre . bridged by two . ' 
groups; phthalazine and hydroxide .. The complexes exhibit very low room-
, 
temperature magnetic moments indicative or strong spin exchange. Large Cu-C~ 
/' 
separations ( 3.420 and 3.425 A) and Cu-O{H)-Cu bridge angles ( ' 12~ and 126 • ) 
are considered to be. a dominant tactor responsible tor this very large antiter-
.. 
rom~gnetic exchaD~ ( Table 2.1 ). 
2+ 
~ w, o 
I I 
(
N Nil I I. ~,)J 
N N-N N 
\fJ' \i/ 
OJ Qj 
/ '0/ " x H X 
Me 
X. CI • Br 30 
Recently, Thompson d al 83 reported an interesting binucleating hexaden-
. I 
, . 
. ~ " · 
• f 
.1.': . .. " . " . 
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•• 
tate Iigand(PPA), synthesized by condensation ~2-acetylpyridine and DHPH, 
and the corresponding II-hydroxo-bridg(ld Cu(n) complex,(31). (Cu2(PPA-
H)(OH)(1I20)2j(CI04hHzO, which exhibits very strong antiferrorrragnetic exchange 
.• r 
( -2J ~ 000 ± 50 cm -:: I ) as well 'as very intense visible absorption ( 610 nm, £ = 
18100 Imol-1cm- 1 ) and undergoes, unlike compara~le ( N. ) diazin~ complexes, 
oxidation in a single two-electron step at 0.50 V ( vs. SCE ) to form a stable 
" binlJrlcar Cu(II1) species ( Table 2.1 ) . 
The molecular structure of 31 consists of an almost planar ligand ' binding 
two fi·ve-coordinate ( distorted square-pyramidal ) Cu(II) ions separated by 3.295 
~ and ,bridged by a hydroxide with a Cu-O-Cu bridge angle of 117.3 '. Two axi-
ally bound water molecules complete the s.quare pyramj~al coordination. The 
unusual stoichiometry of the complex indicates that the ligand has lost a proton. 
The only other structurally documented, related complex is 
INiz(DHPHPY)CI(H20).ICI32HzO(32), formed by the reaction of pyridinecarbox-
. . 
~Id('hyde with DHJ;>H in the presence of the Ni(D) ion, in which the Ni(ll) centers 
are r<>markably planar with a p-chloro-bridging angle of gS.4· and a Ni:.Ni 
.-
sl'parat.ion of 3.603 X66 ( Table 2.1 ). 
32 
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CHAPTER 3 
ELECTRONIC SPECTRA AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES,,), 
. 
OF COBALT COMPLEXES '" 
The spectral and magnetic properties of high spin cobalt(lI) complexes are 
briefly reviewed with the aim of showing how it is possible to relat~ the l'xperi· 
mental data to the electronic structure and the coordination geometry of the 
. " 
complexes. It is hoped tha( this may be of help to chnra~t.erize , Co(n) ~omplcx(!~ 
or use Co(II) as a spectroscopic probe, The high spin Co(IJ) ion. which has thre~ 
, u~paired elect~ons. is the only common d7 ion and its spectrn. hiLv(l been widely 
studied84,87, It shows a variety' oC coordination numbers and c~ordination 
. 
geomet.ries. and is able to bind to a large number of different ligands. It is also 
largely used as a tool for determining the coordination environment of the metal 
site in metallo-enzymes and metall~proteinfJ85,86 , I~ Cact, Co(ll) is often able to 
substitute Zn(D) which is present in naturally occurring zinc enzymes, and se,{eril.1 
cases are known where cobalt 'enzymes remain active. It is therefore necessary to 
have a clear knowledge oC the spectral propertiesoC Co(II) in various coordil1atio~ 
• 
, environments so as to' be able to obtain the required structural inrormat~on. 
i • : .. ~~:~~ 
~ . ~ 
" 
, , 
, " ~, ' 
" 
.. "; 
Every attempt to understand the spectral a~d magnetic properties oC ColD) , , 
complexes must· start from the ligand field energy levels. High spin ~
have the ground level characterized by the 5 ~ 3/2 quantum number. ,The·-rr;e ' 




















'" coordination depending on the symmetry of t.he coordination polyhedron ( Fig. 
, 
3,1 ). It is useful to refer ,to octahedral symmetry ( 0 h poin t group ) if the ion is 
six coordinate, to square pyramidal ( Ch ) or to trigonal bipyramidal (Dah ), 'if 
the ion is five coordinate and, if the ion is four coordinate , to tetrahedral sym-
mctry ( T d ) , It should be noted that octahedral symmetry provides an orbitally 
triply-degen?rate ground level ( .. T Jg ). Five-coordinate chromophores have 
either orbitally non-degenerate ( trigonal bipyramidal ) or doubly degenerate ( 0 
square pyramidal ) ground levels. In the case of tetrahedral symm~try the ground 
level is orbitally non-degenerate ( 4A 2 ). These properties will account for the 
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3. 1. High-Spin Octahedral and Tetrahedral Complexes of Co{I1)87 
In an octahedral cr~s~l field. three spin-allow{'d transitions are anti'cipated 
·because of the splitting of the free-ion, ground 4F term, Ilnd the- nrcompnnying 
4p term. The spectra, which can be interprctl'd by using the Tnnabe-Slignno 
diagram ( Fig. 3.2 ), usually consist of a band in th{' nenr infrar<"d, which mny bl' 
assigned as 
VI = 4r 2g (F) +- ,4 T 19 (F) (7000......, g 000 em-I) 
, " ': 
, 
\. 
"- - ' . 
, " 
" , -, 
, ' -
", - ', ' , ' 
, : .. ~ ."" 
;1!:;',1..l- ';.. ', , ', 
. , 
and another in the vis,ible( V3 ) , often with a shoulder:. ( 112 ) on the low_energy 
si~e. Since th~ ~pnsiti9n .fA 2g (F) +- 4 rig IF) is essentially a 2-e1ect,ron 'lrnnsi-
. . 
Han from t~g -eg2 to tigeg4 it is expected to be weak, and t,he"'lsual ~signmcflt is 
. . . , 
,J 
V2 = 4A 2g (F) +- 4T lg (F) (shoulder, -wcak~12 000 ,.....14 000 em-I) 
V3 = 4T Ig (P) - 4 T 1'1 (F) . (main)( 17000 "'-' 20000 em- I). 
~ 
Indeed, in some cases it is probable' that I),~ is not obs .. erved at all, but thl\t the 
fine structure arises from term splitting due to spin-orbit coupling or 'distortion 
from regular octahedral symmetry. 
For d7 ions ill tet.rahedral crystal fields, the splitting'of the free-ion , ground 
f term is the reve~se of that , in o~tahedral fi~lds so th it 4 A z( F) lies lowest. In 
, , 
. , . 
fact, the observed spectra usually consist 01 a broad, intense ba.pd in the visible 
region ( responsible (or the, colour and orten about 10 times as intense lUi in 
I;>ctahedral compounds ) with a weaker one .in the infrared. The only satisractory 
iDt.erp~etation is to assign thes~, respectively, as 
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Fig. 3.2 







• t ' '\ 
5 Dq'a 2 4 
. ' 
Simplified Tanab~-Sugano diagram for d7, .co(n),. ion in an o'C,:, , • 
tahedral crystal field 'and possible spin-allowed transition~. ( B 
represents the 'hiterelectronic .repulsion '<?r Racah parame~er.·) 
35 
in which ease 1/1 0 • 4 T 2( F) +- 4A 2( F) should be in the region 3000 "" 5000 em-I. 
Examination of Athis part 'of the inrrared has sometimes indicated the presence of 
a. band, though overlying vibrational bands make interpretatio~ difficult. The 
abilit.y, t.o assign the absorption bands reasonably in this manner, keeping in mind 
the greater inten,sity expected in the tetrahedral*case,is a m~re reliable guide to 
'stercoche~ist.ry than simple colo~r: The most obvious distinction between the 
I , 
octahedral nnd tet.rahedral compounds is that.in general the former: are pink to 
violet in ·'·colour whereas the ,latter are green or blue. Certainly, this is 'n,ot an 
inrnllib,le distinction b~t is ~, userul empirical ,guide whose reliability is in:tprovc'd 
, 
" 
~. .. . 
, :,~ , .. -,:- '-' ~- by 'n ~~re careful analysis ,of ~he electronic spectra ~entioned-above" ' 
" ,' . 
"' , ' 
'~ .,', . 
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,3. 2. Magnetic Properties of High-Spin Co(II) Complexes 
Magnetic propt'rties provide a COmpll'llH'ntnry means or dist.inguishing 
It\t('rcodiemistry . 'Th(' T ground tNm or the octnhl"dral ion is ('XIH'ct,('d to F:ivl' rist' 
• 
t.o a temperatur('-d('pendl'nt orbital ('Ontrihution to the mngm'tic' mnllwnt 
.}vherens the A gwltnd tE'rm or the t£'trahNiral ion is not.. As n mnUt'f o( (nd, ill 
. 
n tetrahedral field t hl' pxcitl'd 4 T 2(F T trrm is "mix('d int.o" t.1l(' ground 4,.\ ~ t('flll 
" 
because or:spin-orbit, coupling and tetrahedral ('ompl('x('s of Co(II) ' :lr(' ('Xpl'(,tl'd t.o 
., 'have magnetic momrnJ-s~giv('n by 
\ # 
',. . (a- J ) 
. where .~ - -170 em- I and Jl~pin-.only = n Vn +2 = 3.87 D~'1 for th.~ high spill 
, ' 
C~(II) . Deviat.ions are caused by unquench~d orbital contributions ( Sl'{' Chapt ('f 
5 f Thus th~ magnetic moments of t.h'c tetrahedral complexes lie in' the TUngI' ",0 
'"" 4.6 BM; whereas those of oct~hedral complexes arc around 4.~ ......... 5.2 BM at. 
room temperat"ure, falling off appreciably as thl' temperature is rpdu('ccl. 
Square planar complexes are also well authenticated. Thl'Y a.rc primarily of 
interest because of their oxygen-carrying properties, and arc invariahly low-spill 
with magnetic moments at room temperature in the range 2.1 rv 2.Q 13M, indicat·· 
ing 1 un'paired electron. 
Typical values of the magne~ic moments or Co(lI) complcxes at room tem-
perature 'are shown in Table 3,1. Certainly, tht're is no definite criterion for 
.. 
assigning the coordination number. The highest vaJues arc observed ror 
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degenerate nature of the ground state. However, relatively large orbital contribu-
tions are observed also for trigonal bipyramidal and tetrahedral complexe". For 
the ( quasi ) degenerate ground states the values of the magnetic moments 
depend largely on the splitting of the 4 T I g level, a larger splitting yielding lower' 
.~. . 
JI values. The sign of the splitting 'determines the sign of the magnetic amso-
tropy. 
, . 
Ta.ble 3.1 l)pical va.lues oC room temperature effective magnetic moments 




Coordination .11;, , IBM} Co(lI) Ni(ll') . 
"', , " 
Octahedral . 4.8 - 5.2 2.9 - 3.~ 
. 
Square pyramidal 4.3,-' 5.0 -
Trigon~1 Bipyramidal 4.2 - 4.9 -
Tetr~hedral 4.0 - 4.6 3.2 - 4.1 
Square planar 2.1 - 2.9 diamag. 
, I 
The temperature-depeDd~nce oC the magnetic moment in'magnetically dilute T 
I " t 
complexes can be used as a tool Cor identifying the stereochemistry of the com-
, , 
plexes since for square pyramidal and octahedral complexes, the thermal popula-
, 
t.ion of the excited levels decreases markedly with temperatur~ and ' generally a4 
'" " 
decrease or the magnetic moment is ob~erved in the range ,5 - 300 K. It seems"'to 
be ,8 g~neral rule that a large temperature-depe~dence is observed for those com-
. " 
pounds which have the highest room temperature moments: 
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3.3. Low-Spin Octahedral Complexes or co(m) 
Most octahedral complexes of Co(III) are low-spin and. h('nr(' dinmngll('tic. 
Their magnetic properties are therefore of little intl'rest but their l'lect ronir SPP<'-
tra have received a lot of attention. 
It is possible to obsprve spin-allowed, d-d bands in t.hl' visible region of tilE' 
spectra of lo\y-spin Co(IIl) complexes, wbich have large values of 10Dq, lhl' 
crystal-:field splitting, required to induce spin-pairing in the Co(lll) ion. This 
means that t~"iow-spin configuration occurs in complexes with ligands that do • 
not cause the low-energy charge transfer bands which so oft.ell dominate the spec-
~ra of other low-spin complexes. In practice, two bands nre generally observed 
and assigned to the transition: 
VI = IT Ig - lA Ig nO 000,,-, 2'2000 em-I) 
These thnsitions correspond to the electronic promotion t 2611 -+ 12~g eg I with th(· 
promoted electron maintaining its spin unaltered. The orbital mulliplicity of the· 
\ 
t 19 eg 1 configuration is 6 and so corresponds to two orbital triplrt terms I T I 9 
and 1 T 2g' 
, 
.. ~ . --
CHAPTER 4 
" 
ELECTRONIC SPECTRA AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 
'OF NICKEL (U) COMPLEXES88 
3Q 
The nicke'} (II) ion is a comml)n d 8 ion and its spectroscopic and magnetic 
properties have ~een extensively"studied. The coordinatiop number of Ni(U) 
rarely exceeds 6 and its principal stereochemistries are octahedral and square 
. \ 
planar ( 4-co~rdinate ) with ~ather fewer examples of square pyramida~rtr1gonal 
bipyramidal, and tetrahedral. The square-planar compou~ds are diamagnetic and 
commonly red to yellow, whereas the octahedral 'and "tm:fahedral are paramag-
nctic because of the two unpaired electrons in the t 26g e/ a.n,d e 4t 24 
configurations respectively ( See Fig. 4.1 ), and are generally green to blue. 
In the absence of an X-ray analysis, satisfactory assignment of the electronic 
spcctrum and confirmation of the expected magnetic properties may be used as a 
"\} 
me.ns 01 distinguishing ttreOChemil'tries. 
4.1. Electronic Spectra o~(II) In an Oetahedral Field 
, 
In an octahedral crystal field three spin-allowed transitions are expected 
owing to the splitting of the free-ion, ground 3 F term and tl~e presence' of the 3 P 
term ( Fig. 4.2 ). These ' bands are accordingly assigned as: . 






Tetrahedra I ~ "Free ion" Octahedral Tetragonal Squar\" 
distortion planar 
The splitting of d orbita.ls in firlds of dilTrrl'nt. sYlIlnH't.ril's, and 
the resulting elertronic configurations of d8 , Ni(ll), inn. 
(8 000 ~ 12 000 crn- I) 
( I:~ 000 ,-....., 17 000 r nf I ) 
'~~ - (2·1 000 .-..., 21) 000 ern 1) 
". , 
where vI gives the value of tODq directJy. Often thNl' IS aJso cvid(!O('c of weak 
spin-forbidden ( i.e., spin .triplet -+ singJet ) t.ransitions and tl)(· "'2 absorption hll.'1 
a strong shoulder on it . This has been ascribed to thl' infiuenrl' of spin-orbit Cf)U-
o 
piing ~n "mudng" a spin singlet ( lEg ) with the spin tripJet , 3 T Ig (F), ~hereby 




























0 2 3 4 5 Dq, 
B 
f 
Simplified Tanabe-Sugano diagram' for d8 , Ni(I1), ion in an oc-
tahedral erysta'l field and possible spin-allowed transitions. 
I) 
4. 2. Electronic Spectra of Ni(ll) in the Tetrahedral Field 
41 
• 
• ~ ~/ 
For d8 ions in t('trahedral fields the splitting of the free-ion ground term is 
• •• 
• Hlt' reverse of its' '5pli~ting in an ,;ctanedral field, so that 3 T .(.F') lif'S lo~t. The· 
, J, ' 
~ , . spectra of the ,tetrahedral Ni(iI) include t.hree bands arising from .the transitions:' 
.4't '!, • , 
,\ I. 
t'3 = 3TtlP)·_ 3T 1(F) (13 000 "-' 16000 cm- l ) 
In practice the spectra are mueh ~ore intense than 'those of octahedral com-
o I/' _ 
pl~xcs and bands are often ~plit by spin-orbit coupling to an e~tent V{hich can 
tI, • ' , 
, make unambiguous assignments diffic.trlt. The broad .band around 15000 cm-1 is 
, ' 
, 
normally assumed to represl'nt one ( va ) rather than two transitions, with the to 
.' 
_ ..- _ .c,-
, c . 
, .' "';:1 
• 
~ , " 
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corollary that vI must often be assumed to b(' beyon~ the lowest energies scnnn('(t 
, 
in the spectrum, 
4. 3. Magnetic Properties of Ni(II) Complexes 
Tbe T ground term of the tetrahedral ion is expl'ri.ed to lead to a 
temperature-dependent orbital contribution to the magnetic morm'nt, Whl'rl'a~ t.ht' 
. 
A ground term of the octahedral ion is not, though "mixing" or the ('xrit.l'd 
) 3 T 2g (F) term into the 3A 2g (F) ground term is expectf'd to ra.isl' its llloll1t'nl 
/' 
according to Eq. (3-1 ), where A = -315 cm- 1 and 1',pin-on'~1 = 2.83 BM (This is 
the cxac~reverse of the situations found fot Co(lI) ). The upshot. is that. ttw l1l11g-
'netic moments of octahedral compounds arc found to lie in the range 2.0 "-' 3.:~ 
, r;? 
EM, whereas those of tetrahedral compounds lie in the range 3.2 .-... 4.1 DM and 
. ' 
are depenpent on temperature and, in addition, arc reduced tow,ards 1"p1'n-onl1/ by 
, electron delocalization on to the ligands as well as by distortions frorn ideal 
( 
tetrahedral symmetry ( See Table 3,1 ), 
Alt.hough,. a square-planar d8 complex could be, in principle, high-spin with 
unpaired electron~ in the dz 2_ v'l and d Z1I orbitals this is not ..round to be the cast', 
The separati~n of.lhese two orbitals evidently always being sufficient to iorc:(' 
spin-pairing and consequent diamagnetism', Their spectra are usually chllracter-
'ized by a fairly ~trong band in the [,eHow to blue ( 17000 ,..... 22000 em-I) region 
which is responsible for the reddish. color, and another hand near the ultraviolet. 
The likelihood of l!'-:honding and attendant charge transfer makes simple crystal-















MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF BINUCLEAR CENTERS 
Polydcntat.c ligands which incorporate two metal atoms are valuable to 
study the physical properties of model compounds. In' order for "model" com-
pounds to be considNed as realistic mimics of protein active sites they should . 
combine as many of the relevant physical properties ( e.g., magnetic susceptibili-
ties, . spectral parameters, redox properties, et.c. ) as possible. The bimetallo-· 
biosites in hemerythrin, cytochrome c oxidase, oxyhemocyanin, tyrosinase and tbe 
blue oxidnse Type III all contain st.rongly antiferromagnetically coupled pairs of 
metal ions. The reproductioll of such coupling has stimulated a large number of 
studies on the ' magneti'c properties of a variety of binuclear compounds. The ' 
greater proportion of the work has centred on Cu(II) because the diamagnetism of 
thl' last, three biosites has given an especial challenge. This chapter' will briefly 
discuss t.he magnetic propertiE's of t.he binuclear cent.ers so as to interpret the 
significance of studying them in the binuclear model compounds. 
6. 1. ·Antlferromagnetic Behaviour 
There is a large numbey<>( syst.ems which are said to be magnetically con~ 
centrated, where the electron spins on adjacent paramagnetic centers ate strongly 




• ' u· 
antiferromagnetism when the spins ' are aligned anti-parallel and to fl·rromllguf.'-
tism when the spins are aligned parallel. Broadly speaking, antifE'rrom!lgnet k s)'s-
tE'ms may be divided into two main 'types: those in which the magn('tic exchllngl' 
f)ceurs between centers in the same molecules ( intramolecular antift>'rromagn('ts ). 
and thos" in which the exchange inter~6:2tends over a large numh.; "I 
centers throughout a crystal lattice ( in/ermolecular nntiferromagnet.s ). nillU('It'M 
t.ransition metal complexes generally fall into the first group . 
An ill termolecular antiferromagn etic system normally ex h i bits t hl' r hllra('~ 
teristic variation of magnetic suscep~bility( X ) with temperature ( T ) shown in 
Fig. 5.1. Starting at high temperatu'~e, the magnetir susccptibilit.y illcfl>aS(lS liS 
·-_d -
t.he temperature is lowered. This variation of. the X·,,\\·ith T orten leads to n. 
,-. I' 
Curie-Weiss law [ X = C/(T - fJ) ] behaviour ¥lith appreciable positivl' valucs of 0 
-( Weiss constant ). However, if the temperature is lowered suffidently t a fairly 
sharp maximum in the magnetic susceptibility is reached at a temperaturt', TN 
. -
(the Neei point), below which the suscept.ibility decreases rapidly with tempura-
tur'e, and will be dependent on the strength of the applied magnetic field. 
Intramolecular antiferromagnetic systems exhibit many of the g<>nl'ral teatures or 
intermolecular antiferromagn.etics, the major differcnrcs between them arc that. 
the maximum in the susceptibility is normally much broader, and th£' sll.sccptibil-
ities are not usually dependent on the strength of the applied Ch,ld . 
1'1 
5. 2. Mechanisms or Antlferromagnetlc Exchange Interaction 






. , ., 
Fig. 5.1 
\ 
Neel \ point . 
~::-:---------= I --~2~---===~ 
I 
o T 
A comparison or the characteristic ' variation or susceptibility 
with _.temperaturc Jor normal paramagnetic {I). antiferromagnetic 
(2) and Cerromagnetjc (3) materials . 
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llcighbouri,ng metal atoms. The foHowing two mechanisms are usually used to 
account for antiferromagnetic exchange: (a) direct interaction, and (l» superex-
change; 
Inl Direct Int.eraction This mechanism involves direct overlap between the 
orbitals containing the unpaired electrons, leading to mutual pairing in the 
ground state. 
[bl Superexchnnge This mechanism for antircrromagnetism involves the 
interaction of electrons with opposite spi~ on the two interacting ions vIa 
nn intermediate diamagnetic anion'. The mechanism again involves orbital 
overlap, but instead of only the metal d-orbitals being involved, the partici-
pation of filled orbitals on the intervening a.nion must also be considered, 
• 0 • ~ 
e.g., in a Hnear oxide system MzO th~ interaction may occur in two ways, 
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superexchange mechanism may be extl'nded to sYRtems in which more than 






M1 0 M2 
d~z dxz 
<2J :0 Z 
6J \2) 
'" M1 0 M2 : ' 
Supcrexchange in a linear M-O-M syst.em . An example· or SIl- . 
perexc'hangl' via (a) O'-bonding, nnd (b) 7T-bon-ding. 
6. 3. ~ntiferromagnetism in Binuclear Transition Metal Complexes 
\ 
The magnetic susceptibilities or binuclear t.ransition metal complllx('S arc 
generally interpreted by the dipolar cOllpling approach. or Van Vleck Rn whirh can 
quantitatively treat thf spin-spin interaction. The magnetic exchange between 
t.wo met.al ions of a binuclear complex may be Te})f('senled by the isotropic spi'n-
coupling Hamiltoni~n t 
(5-1) 
where 8) and 82 are the spins of the ions an'd J, which is given the energy unit.s K 
( Kelvin's) or em-I, is the exchange integral between two centers and mcnsures 
. \ 
the strength of the intradimer interaction. A negative value of J represents 
... 
\ . \ \ . 
.. . :. ~ 
./ 
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antlterromagnetie exchange and a positive value refers to ferromagnetic exchange. 
Assuming each interacting ion tc? be identical with spin 8, the possible new spin 
quantum numbers S for the dimer are: 
(5-2) 
of these srates is given by 
E (S) = -J IS (S + 1) - 2'8 (8 + 1)) (5-3) .. 
The state with the ~malles~lue of S lies lowest, as has been shown in Fig. 5.3. 
I 
Energy Multiplicity Value of S 
120J I . g 4 
112JI 7 3 
16JJ 5 2 
·12JI 3 1 
0 1 0 
Fig. 5.3 The r~lative energies and multiplicities of the possible spin state 1 . 
of a bmuclear comp~~~ .. I 
The simplest example is an antiferromagnetic interaction between two 8 -
1/2 ions I e.g.,. Cu(D) ]. There are two possible values of S, i.e., 1 and 0, with the \ 
\ f 
, ' 
',\spin-triplet ( S = 1 ) at ·2J above the spin-singlet ground . state. The magnetic 
\ CPtibiHt.y per mole of dimers. for an . 8 - 1/2 pair is given by thp. modified 
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X --.: 2Ng 2{f [I + .!.e -2J /kT I-I 
3kT 3 ' 
The strong antiferromagnetic interactions in the bimetIlUobiomolc{'ult'g con-
taining two Cu(O) ions are most likely the consequence of a Slll)(~fl'x('hnngl' 
mechanism operating; through bridging Jigands J8 . On(> or more bridgt'3 may hl' 
present at the site, and, for exanlple in oxyhemocyanin H, a bound p<'roxidl' pro-
vides an exogeneous bridge and there is support for the presl'ncc of a JI-hydroxy I 
or Jl-phenoxy, endogeneous bridge. Also it has, from the Chapter 2, he('n cll'ar 
,; 
that hydroxide and phenoxide bridges provid~ very efficient supl~r('xchnnge pat.h- , 
ways in binuclear Cu(II) complex~s , with the oxygen b~ge angl,e playing a dom-
inant role with respect to the sign and magnitude of t.he l'xchalll~('. 
. 
5.4. Magnetic Exchange in Binuclear Ni(II) Complexes 
The electronic structure of Ni(JI), dS, has 'been dealt wit.h at length in 
Chapter 4. The. reasons ·(or this should be c1('ar: Ni(II) forms cornplexes with It 
variety of ligands, as weB as theltct that several stereochemistries Ilrc common. 
The spin of this ion is large enough to make it a sensitive proLl' of a variety ot 
phenomena. Spin-orbit coupling is also important ('nough t.o cause tIle 9 vahJe.q 
to deviate measurably from the free ion valucs, to values typically in ·the neigh-
. .. 
bourhood of 2.25. Yet, the g values are commonly found to he isotropic or I)(~ar 
50. The 10w('St-Iying excited states are Car cnoujth away ( usually at least 800 
cm-1 ) so as to be unimportant magnetically. Furthermore, Ni(II) iB a ·non-
Kramers ion, and the resolution of degeneracies thereby allowed is occasionally 
. observed. Thus,' the zero-field splitting is large enough so that paramngnetie 




, ' .' 
I ' 
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. ft . . • 
resonance absorption is prevented at X-band. 
The d~minant feature of the magnetochemistry of octahedral Ni(II) ~s . t.~~ 
zero-field splitting of the ground state ( 3 A 2 ), as is shown in Fig. 5.4. The name 
"zero-field splitting" ( ZFS ) arises from the fact that the ~tting occurs in the 
absence of a magnetic field, and it can be ascribed to the electrostatic field of the 
ligands. The ZFSs are often responsible for deviations from Curie law behaviour, 
Ilnd give rise to a characteristic speciQc heat behaviour;~Furthermore, the ZFSs 
~'.' " 
, . . ' 
cause a. single-ion anisotropy which is importa.nt in characterizing anisotropic 
exchange, and are one of the most important sources of param~netic anisotro-
pies, that is, of suscep,tibiiities that differ as the external ( measuring) magnetic 
field is rotated with respect to the principal ( II, 1. ) axis of the molecule. 
" .. t.rna1 oxiol cubic oxial .lII '.r--na I 
tI.,d H. fl.'d fi"d fl,'d fi"d H, 
Fig. 5.4 Ni(lI) with an internal axial field and an external magnetic field . 
If the effect of an external magnetic field H along the z direction is con-
sidered and an interdimer interaction in the molecular field approximation is also 
.-
allowed forgO, the Hamiltonian (5-1) becomes 
(5-5) 
where St is the operator for the z component of total dimer spin, JI is the' 
" . .. ,' 
, . 
. ' .' 
" 
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effective interdimer exchange integral, and Z' is the dimer lattice coordiuation 
number. Let 8 be the eigenvalues of B\'or 82' S th; eigenvalues of 8\+82• and M. 
the eigenvalues or s: . The eigenvalues or (5-5) may be written as 
E, (S ,M,) = Eo (S .M,) - g ;3HM. - 2Z ' J I AI. <8: > ( . 
. ' i 
(5-6) 
where Eo(S ,M:).= -JIS(S + I) - 28(8 + 1)1. For divalent nickel Ni(I1), it hu .... 
two unpair~d :~~ per atom. so that 8 = 1 and S = 2. I. O. The ('nergy l('vpls 
Eo(8 ,M,) are thererore E o{O,O) = +4J , Eo(I,M d = +2.1 and 
E o(2,M 2) = -2J, where M, = S ,8-1 .... ,-S and each level is (28 + 1)-rold 
degenerate when H is zero. The magnetic susceptibility I X I per gram-Iltorn of 
Ni(II) is given by equation (5-7) 
x = Ng~&FjJ. T) + N ('{ 
IkT - 4Z'J'F(J,T)1 (&-7) 
where 
1+5e 4J / kT F (J , T) = ---..:..,.~--...,....,....---
3 + 5e V / kT + e-2J / kT 
(5-8) 
and No is the temperature-independent paramagnetism ( TIP), and is calculated 
.. 
by using the expression' 'BIN t .' Since Ni(ll) can have a large ZFS para~cter 
10 q. 
(D ~ 5 ,.....,., 10k), it is necessary_ to evaluate the effect of single-ion ZFS on the 
dimer susceptibility. Let the system be quantized along the z direction and 
assume a.xial symmetry. In the a~sence of a magnetic field and neglecting interdi- , ~ 
mer interaction, the Hamiltollian is 
, H 2J" · " D (.. 2 .. 2) o = - 8)' 82 - Biz + Szz (5-Q) 
, 
. , " 




where [) is the parameter measuring the ZFS of thE:' ground state. Let an exter-




wit{'rc i =;=~ ,~', or : . Whcn the external ficld is along the z direction, the eigen-
values E" of ( ;'-10 ) are given .exact.ly by first-order perturbation theory since the 
, . 
WO.n arc·eigenfun('t.ions of 8:, thereforE:' 
(5-11) 
When the external field i along the x direction, the first-order perturbation 
enl'rgy is zero because Sz h no' diagonal element.s with "'01\' Therefore the 
. 
~t'('ond-ordcr perturbati~errn must be calculated. With the help of the energy 
. , 
level dlagram or Ni(JI) in a weak tetragonal field, Fig. 5.4, in which Hz and Hy 
ar(' cqual t.o one another, and the treatment of Van \1eck's approach, 1he field-
ind('p('ndent susccpt.ibilities can be expressed as91 
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The magnetic susceptibility which can be calculated through (5-12) llnd ' (fi-
13) . is the molecular susceptibility while the one which can tH' (>xpPrirnNltally 
measured is the cryst~'l\susceptibility, the two are identical only when the sit(! 
• 
symmetry of the metal ion is equal to the point symmetry of the crystal space 
group. In general, however, only measurements on powdered samples are per-
formed, which yield the average magnetic susceptibility, X, In ~his ca!w there is 
no way of obtaining the principal molecular values and directions. The quantity 





Taking 9 = 9 = 9 = 9 ( a very good approximation for l\"j(II) ) and exprcss-
z III 1 
ing J and D in units ·or k, the powder susceptibility per gram-atom of Ni{ll) is 
To dNive a susceptibility equation including the effect of both ZFS and 
intcrdimer interact.ion the term -2Z'1'S .. <Sj:> is added to the Hamiltonian (5-
10), Proceeding as above Eq, (5-24) is obtained 
Qo, 
Ng 2J32 F.(J,D,T) 
X= 3 I ~tJ'Fl(J,DtT) 
2F'(J ,D, T) I N 






An important feature of the magnetic suscepti'bility is that it is temperature 
, dependent. The effective magnetic moment 










is usually much less so, and it is \Ilsl'd for a quick charactl'fizat ion of t h(' magn('t ic 
propertil's of the ions. 
6. 6. Magnetic Exchange in Binuclear Co(II) Complexes 
~ 
Cobalt. (II) with threl' unpaired elect.rons exhibits an import.ant orbitl\l COll-
tri.bution ( esp. at high t,empefatures ).. In int.erpreting th(' magnptir dat.a to 
'" ~ . 
obtain estimates of the ,exchange pa"l'ameters, thert' is a much mt)r(' ·difficult. pr~)h-
. ~ I . 
lem than in the Ni(II) case. ,For example, if both Co(U) and Ni(I1) are in approxi-
mately octahedral coordinat.ion with a tet.ragonal distortion, til(' 3A 2g grouncl 
" 
term of Ni(II) is s'plit ( to first order) only by excha.nge, whereas tht, "4 T l~ 
ground term of Co(II) i~ split by bot.h spin-orbit coupling and the-low-symmetry 
fiel8"even in the absence of exchange. A further complication which arises in tht' 
• Co(I1) case ~ that the three "t 2g " orbitals contain only one unpair('d ~pin, and 
since in the 'symmetry of a binuclear ('omplex('s thrs(' thre(' orbitals cannot bp 
, equivalent, the strength of the ('xchange will depend on .which one is o('c'upi('d 011 
, 1 
each ion, This not. only contributes substantially to th(' magnetic anisotropy of 
the complex, but als€) means that more than on(' exchange paramet~r is T!·qlJin·d 
• 
to describe its magnetic properties. 
Clearly, (h'e magnetic behaviour of ~ binuclear Co(ll) compJexe~ can obI' inter- ' 
preted at several ,levels of approximatiOlt. For example, a rela.tively ~imph' 
method to (reat the varying-temperat'Ur'e magnetis data for the hinud('ar, C9(1I) 
complexes is to ignore the effects of the orbital degeneracy, which is equivaJNlt 'to 
, " 
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split the" T Ig terms by an en~rgy >? kT, with the orbital singlet levels lowest 
ICoOI) ion in Il. tetrahedral environment has a spin of 3/2 and is orbitally nonde-
generate ( 4 A 2 ground term )1; the spin states are assumed to be coupled by an 
Q 
isotropic Heisenberg excbange intrraction , As in the Ni(II) case, ,the observed 
• 
d('('f('a.'ie in the magnetic moment with decreasing temperature is ascribed mainly 
to an exchange term -2J 81'S; in t.he Hamiltonian, ,The susceptibility of a pair of 
CollI) ions is given byg:! 
Xm 
Ng :!{32 14 + 5e -6z + 3e -IOz 
- I 1 + X TIP' kT 7+5e-6z +3e- IOz + e-12z 
(5-27 ) 
. 
wh{'re r =J /kT I X TIP IS, the so-callrd Temperature-Independent 
Paramagnetism' cau,sed by the magnetic field ( second-order Zeeman effect of 
ground term )g3.'ln principle, X TIP can be calculated theoretically48, however, it 
is usually calcula~ed by some empirical expressions, sometimes even guessing a 
I a , 
value is used jn making the TIP correc~ion. ) , 
, . 
, , 
Cert.ainly, this model, in whi~h ',the temperat"tre dependence of the magnetic 
moment'is assumed' to 'be due largely to exchange ( J ), is obviously inappropri-
, ' 
• 
ale. The kectivc 
j 
. ~ 
moment of an octahedral CollI) complex normally decreases 
with temperature, as a, result of the splitting of the 4 T 1~'grOUnd term by spin-
orbit coupling and distortion, and both of these effects are larger than the 
" . exch"ange interaction J I which is only of the order of a few wave numbers. There-~. '. 
.l Core,' ~ny further treatment should take these two effects into account. Here only 
the modification QC the spin-orbit c<?upJing will be briefly discussed below. Unfor-
tunately; in doing so ' it has to introduce t~'o new parameters, both oC rather unc-
• ertain value, so ,that the accur!Lcy oC the results will not be high, 
p . 
• 








The lowest orbital states of the free Co(il) are'" F and "P ( Sec Fig, 3.1 ). In 
the presence of the cubic field, t.he lowest o4F stnt£' splits into two orbital t.ripll'ts 
( symmetry 4 T 2 and" T 1 ) and a singlet ( 4.4:! ) with the 4 T 1 triple~ lowest .. TIH' 
.. P term is not split by the cubic field and remains nn orbital triplet. wit h sym-
. \ ' ~ 
met.ry .. T I ' SincE' the 4p and ground-orbital tri'plet ( 4 T 1 ) have th(' same sym-
metry, the cubic (h·ld mixes a littl~ 4p character into the ground o4T 1(F) state. 
However, the matrix elements of L within the state of .. T 1 are exactly th{' saml' 
. 
as the matrix elements of -(3/2)L between the assoc ~ated P functionsO", In group 
theoretical language one rerers to the siructural iJomorphism of o4TI and'~l' , 
. r _ l--. 
Since free-ion spin,..orbit coupling is expressed as )'L,s ! where). ::::::: -180cm- 1 for 
.., 
.. 
Co(U) ], the effect of this coupling in the field can be represented by the operator 
HLI = -).(L1,Sl + L:!'S2l acting on product functions derived from pse~do-4p 
. ' 
states of the ions 1 and 2 in a binuclear Co(II) ('0~plexg4. This operator must, 
however, be modified to take account of (1) mixing of metal a.,td ligand wavefunc-
tions as a result of covalency ( which causes the true m~trix elements of ~ to be . 
smaUJr than those obt~ined using pure d wavefuncti~ns ) and, (2) mixing of the 
. . 
s~rong-field determinantal wavefun~tions 'due to interelectronic repu)s'ion, The 
first can be allowed for by introducing an orbital reduction factor. ~ as an empiri-
,cal parameter05, and the second by multiplying L by another num~rical factof A , 
whose value c/ln, in princip1e, be -estimated independently from spectrpscopic 
data03, The free-ion coupling constant). is thus replaced by KA )., and the com-
plete perturbation is represented by the Hamiltonian (5-28), 
Il 
. )-











and the quantities to be determined by curve fitting to tbe experimental data ar~ 
1<., A and J, Since the dependence or X f7\ on K, A and J can not he expressed 
analytically, the usual method of least squares is not applicable, and a trial-and-
(,Tror fit is necessary. K, A and J are thererore varied by small amounts, and 
contours or the mean· squared deviation are plotted until a minimum is located 















SOME BINUCLEATING, SEXADENTATE ' 
PHTHALAZINE HYDRAZONE LIGANDS 
.' 
" 58 
Tetradentate pyridylaminophthalazine ( PAP ) ligahds ( 27 ) h!lVl' gt'JH'ra\('d 
many binuclear coJplexes with Cu(Illo Co(II), Coli II ) . and N i( II) 
salts63- 65,67-73,75,i7- 8o. Signifi~aDtly , the Cu(ll) compl('xes hav!' b('(>n shown to 1)(' 
usc{ul models for the active sites or copper meta.lloprot('ins containing bin u('I!'lIr 
copper centers, especially from the standpoint of magnetic, strurturnl, nnd el('c-
trochemical properties. 
In an attempt to expand this group of compounds to inrludl' othl'r polyfullc-
tional ligands which might show similar prop(!rtie~, this project has iuvolved tilt· 
synthesis and study of the coordination chemistry or three other ligands d('.rived 
from l,~-dihydrazinophthalazine ~WH ), which is n rca~tivc intcrnwdiah' ~lId 
acts as a tetradentate binucleating ligands in its own right 62 ( Se(' Fig. (U I. 
Th eo,retic ally , the reaction of DHPH with appropriate aldchydt·s/ketones should 
yield Schiff-base adducts ( hydrazones J wit.h S!X donor atoms arranged in n 
manner which would favour the formation of binuclear complexes, whose l!XO-
genous bri.~ging site would be l able to be varied, Besides, the well-knowlI deproto-
nation reactions or hydrazones suggest that both neutral and anionic ligand!4 
could be presen t. Finally, many extensions of the system could be envisioned by 
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PMP, PPA and PMI shown in Fig. 6.1 were prepared with ease. 
The ligands PMP, PPA and PMI were chosen for study hl're because they 
should form five-membered chel~te rings, thus having the potential for the forma-
tion or systems with large m(.l-metal separations, and also because they prese-nt-
alternatives to the other model ligands already studied ( N4 donors) by offering 
(,Ilch metal three potential donor sites. 
Fig. 6.1 The intermediate DHPH and its derivatives; 
phthalazine ligands PMP, PP A, and PMI. 
biD.Ucl.atiDg~.·1 
" i". ' R' , 
00 
• 
6. 1. The Blnucleatlng Ligand PMP 
Tbe syntbesis of this ligand was carried out according to the Iitcraturt' pro-
ced ure{)6. The ligand I ,4-dibydrazinophthalaz inc-bis( 6-methy 1-2-pyridinl'cl\rhox al-
dimi_ne), 33, henceforth referred to as PMP, was directly prepared by the renction 
of tbe DUPII with 6-methyl-2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde, in which both reactants, 
10 the ratio of 1:2, were mixed in hot methanol a.nd refluxcd (or three hours . 
Reddish-orange crystals formed upon cooling which were filtered and recryst.u.I-
lized from ethanol ( Mp -- 130 • C ) ( See Experimental Section ). 
PMP has two N-B protons, at least on'e of which seems to be rcpla('ellblt', as 
will be shown in some cases. The ligand ca.n {'oordinate two transition metals 
with its six nitrogen d~nors to (arm a binuclear structure by reacting readily with 
the salt in the ratio of 1:2, both in water and/or organic solvents. In pnrticulnr, 
PMP is found to be quite reactive toward the transition meta', ions' Co(lI) anti 
..J 
Ni(II). _ The resulting complexes Ilre adducts fwith the (orm,ula 
IMz{PMP)X]X3 'nH20, in which the tWQ metals are bound to a. single PMI? ligand 
in a dou biy- hridged structural arraJngemen t I a bin uclear 2: 1 (metal : ligand) 
structure I, and with the formula IM2(PMPbIY.-nH20,. in which t.he two metal 
centers are sandwiched between the two adjacent PMP ligands ( :l b'muclear 1:1 
mode H where M = Co(lll and Ni(II); X = Cl and Br; Y = CIO. and I3f. I. 
, l ' 
Both species exhibit reduced magnetic moments in many ctL~es, which is bt.!liev<.'d ' 
to be the res~Jt, or a spin-spi}l magnetic coupling between the two metal centers 
due to a superexcbange interaction via the -N-N- bond in the phthalazinc ring 
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.. 
6. 2. The Blnuclcatlng Ligand PPA 
This ligand was prepared in terms of the published pro('edure83. The ligand 
1,4-dihydral"inophthlazioc-bis(2-pyridineacetaldoxime), 34, henceforth PPA, was 
directly synthesizl.'cI by reaction of the DHPH ( 1 equiv.) and 2-acetyl-pyridine C 2 
cquiv ,) in rI.'Om~j"g mrthanol and obtained as orange crystals (Mp, 185 - 187 'C 
/ 
) ( Sec Experimental Scction ). _ 
Structurally, this ligand is an analogue 6f PMP, but the methyl group il' 
bound to the azomethine carbon atom. It should have analogous 
physi.cnl/ch('mical properties to ~be ligand PMP and form similar Co(IJ)/Ni(I1) 
complexes to thosc of P:MP as well. Indeed, in. this study the ligand PPA not only 
behaves as a hexndentate chelating ligand to form Il-bridged binuclear 
~. 
Co(II)/Ni(,lIr complexes with the 2:1 mode, as it did in the copper comp0und 31, 
'. . .'
hut also act.s as a binudeating ligand ,\'4th six nitrogen donorS to two adjaccnt 
t.ransition metals in the 1:1 fashion, as its PMP analogue does, 
, 
6. 3. The Blpucleating Ligand PMI 
The ligand 1,4-dihydrazinof>hthalazine-bis( N-methyl-2-imidazolecarboxaldi-
mine), 36, henceforward PMI, was' produced b~eported procedure74 , in which 
PMI was directly synthesized by the condensation of the precursors, DHPH ( 1 
equiv.) and N-methylimidnzole carboxaldehyde ( 2 equiv.), in rcfiuxing methanol 
for 3 hours, and ~ollccied as yellow crystals ('Mp. 238 - 241 . C ). Further details 
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," 
The ligand P~'lI, wbicb involves N-m(>thylimidazole periphl'ml donor group!!, 
'reacts readily with Co(O)/Ni(U) salts to givl' highly coloured prodU) .. which 
, 
include both binuclear 2:1 and 1:1 dl'rivatiY('S. Th£' renrtiom or Co(I1)/Ni(I1) lwr-
chlorate and tetrafluoroborate with PM) parallel th!' sanw r!'nrt.ions illvolv ill!!: 
PtvW and PPA, in bot.h cases binuc1t'ar 1: 1 spt'cies art' obtnilll'(\. TlU' hil\\ld"llr , 
, 
PMI complexes formt'd are"expect£'d to have t.ht' similnr 'physknl/riu'mirnl propN-
ties to their PMP and PPA counterparts, sinc!' t I)('y contain simill\r dOlll,lf groups 
, 
in an equivalent. geometric arrangement. 
• 
.. 
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BINUCLEAR COBALT(II)/N1CKEL{II) COMPLEXES 
OF THE LIGANDS PMP, PPA AND PM] 
6-1 
The ligands PMP, p~ aid PM) react readily with Ilk·oholi(' Illld aqUl'O\l~ 
solutions of Co(II)/Ni(II) salts to form two series of binuclear ('ompl\'x{'s with gen-
eral forl~lulae [M2LX]X3 (2:1), or [M2L2]Y .. (1:1) where M = Co(1I.) and Ni(IJ); L 
= PMP, PPA, and PMI; X = CI, Br, and N03; Y = N03, CIO~, and BF4. The 
majority of'the complexes hav,c been obtained as fine crystalline products. How-
ever, only a few of these crystals col1ected are suitable for X-ray analysis. The 
rest of the compounds have been isolated in the form of powders. The 'elemental 
analyses are quoted in Tables 7.1 ,and 7.2, in which some metal analyses are not 
• very satisfactory but they still· do support t~e formulae suggested. Thl' 
. , ' 
microanalytical data for these complexes also indicate that in some cases the 501-
vent molecules in the compounds are still present after being dried under 
vacuum, suggesting their coordinating behaviour. Generally, these complexes are -
# 
intensely coloured, and very soluble in water as well as soluble in most co~m9n 
organic solven ts. 
I 
The binuclear chloride complexes of the ligand PMP were prepared by react-
ing a methanol solution of PMP and an aqueous solution or the related metal salt 
" 
I iri--a molar ratio of 1:2 under reflux. The solutions were filtered hot and allowed 
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Analytical data for the binucll'ar Co(lI) complexes of the ligands PMP. PPA 
and PM/. 
a 
Mol.Wt round/(CaJcd) (%) 
Complt'x j 
Colour" C H N 
799.80 32 .81 4 .64 13.79 [Co~(PMP}C)(HzO).ICI~·4H~O Red (33.01 ) (4 .50) (14 .00) 
959.57 27.55 3 .67 11.54 [Co~(pMP)Br(H20}41I3r~'3HzO D.brown (27.52) (3.75) (11.67) 
1341.88 48.49 3 .77 21.54 [CodP MPb](N0 3). ·4EtOH Black (46.50) (4.77) (20.87) 
1353.67 41.63 3 .64 16.72 [C9:z{PMP bHCIO.},·EtOH R.violet (40.78) (3.40) ( 16.55) 
1153.54 46.11 4.04 19.17 
ICo:z(PMP.H)d(BF .)~ · 4H:zO Blac~ (45.78) (3.00) (HU2) 
681.68 40.31 3.24 16.36 
ICu:z(PPA}CI(MeOH)CI31, Rviolet (40.13) (3.19) (16.29) 
~ 
811.60 34.17 2.83 13.76 
. ICo:z(PPA·H)BrlH20l::Br:zJO.5EtOH Rblack (34.00) (3.33) (13.80) 
.' 1353.67 41.55 3.30 16.85 
ICo:z(PPA)2](ClO,) .. EtOH D.vio)(lt (40.77) (3.40) (16.55) 
1181.52 46.52 3.41 18.60 
ICo2{PPA.H)d(BF.kEtOH·3H:P D.brown (46.72) (4.23) (18.96) 
732.78 29.40 4.00 18.87 I Co:)(PMl)Cl(H:zO ).ICI~ ·1.5Hp R.brown (29.48) (3.82) (19.10) 
892.50 24.10 3.03 15.53 ICo:z(PMI)Br(H20)JBr3·0.5H~O Brown (24.20) (3 .03) ( 15.69) 
81.2.91 29.38 2.97 24.68 
ICoz(PMI)(OH2)(NOs).IEtOH·0.5HzO Brown (29.&2) (3.32) (24.11) 
1309.66 3.5.01 3.35 21.27 /Co:z(pMl}d(CIO,),'EtOH 
Rblack (34.82) (3.21) (21.38) 
1305.08 37.19 3.56 21.45 
ICo:z(PMI)d(BF ,), ·:?EtOH 
Black (36.78) (3.68) (21.45) 
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Table 7.'2 Anal~· tical data r ol f th€' binudrar !':it: ! ) rompll'\r~ oLthl' ligands r~{p . PI'A 
and P~t1 
I 
r..lol.Wt FOlind/lC'alrd) IPi,) 
:--lo. . C'omplrx 
Colour' (' II N 
80B . ~6 3'2.62 4.&7 13.72 50 [Niz(PMP )CI(HzO )4](,I~ · 4 . 5J1:p (itt't'n (~~) (4 .58) 11 ~ 85) 
939.10 28 .76 3.·18 1 I. IlO SI [Ni2(Pl\1P )Br{H20 )4] Dr3·0.::'M€,OH·IIP O .grrrn (28.75) 13.41 ) I 11.1l~) 
883.5'2 31.13 3.75 11).27 S2 [NidPt\1P HOHd{II~O )4](NO~k MeOH Drown (,11.24) (3.85) (10.01 ) 
~370.'28 38.14 3.0(j I &.Il'.! S3 [Niz(PMP hI (CI04)4 '4HzO Brown (38.27}4 (3.18) (10.23) 
1267.02 11 .65. 3.1)0 IH7 54 [Ni2(PMP )(pr-.fP-H)1 (BF 4b·5.5H2O OrangI' (11 .(lS) . (3.0·1) (l7.1l7) 
763.32 34.21 3.72 14.89 55 [Ni~(PPA )CI(H20 )41 Cia '2HP Or!'!'" (:H,59) (1 .10) (14.07 ) 
871. J.1 . 3::'.74 3.13 I '2.7n 56 [NidPPA-H)Br(EtOH)(J 120 )Br2IEtOH ·O.5HzO Orren (35.82) - (3.90) (1'2,80) 
-]229.50 43.10 3.71 22.BO 57 [NidPPAhl(N03). ·4H2O G.hrown (1~UH) (3.90) (22.77) 
1415.32 37.38 3.44 1& .73 58 [NidPPA)d( CI04k6H:P O.grcl'n (37.31) (3.67) (If) .83) 
13'28.70 30 .81 3.53 10.IlB SO [Niz(PPA )d(BF 4k·tH:P R.brown (30.71 ) (3.01) (I (J .8(J I 
741.32 '2B .07 3.93 IB.OO 60 INidPMI)CI(H20)4ICI3 ' '2llz0 Y.grl'!'n ( '20. I :l ) (4.0r.) ( 18.80) 
946.13 2'2.83 2.98 14 .58 61 INi~(PMI )Br(.HzO ),JBr3·3.5H~O L .gr~en (2'.! .83) (3.40) (11 .70) 
830.4B 28.88 3.30 23.82 62 [Niz(PM1)(OH2)(N03)4]EtOIJ · 1.5HzO Mustard (28.00) (3.40) (23.IlOj 
1335.28 3'2.11 3.33 20.50 63 [Ni2(PMl)d(CI04)4 '4H2O Y.orange (32.35) (3.30f (20.07) 
1320.74 32.63 3.47 21.02 


































a: O.green represents Olive green , G.brown Greenish brown. Rbrown Heddisb brown. Y.green Yellowish 






isolated by decanting the mother liquor and washing with a methanol/ether mix-
( . 
o tu rl' . The crystal structures of Ithe reddish- brown CollI) complex and the green 
. 
r-.:i(lJ) compound have been determined ( See Chapter 8 ). The bromi~ nitrate, 
pcrchloratl' and tetrafluoroborate complexes were prepared in a similar manner. 
Introducing a small amount of water into the preparation seems quite helpful for 
the formation of crystalline solids o However, this is not appropriate for the . 
preparation of binuclear PMI complexes , in which the fine crystalline powders of 
the PMI cdmpounds formed in cool absolute ( or gS% ) ethanol solution that was 
I 
fi Itered immediately after refl u xing. 
oFor the PPA c'omplexes, both ,solvent systems mentioned above were 
employed in their preparations so as to obtain the satisfactory products. Broadly, 
the PPA compounds are more soluble th/an PMP ones, which makes it more 
difficult to form cryst.alline solids. Crystalline products weOre only obtained in 
o 
some cases, but they were not found to be sl)itable for the X-ray structure study. 
A('cording to the elemental analyses, the binuclear PPA bromide complexes con-
tain just three bromide groups. The charge deficiency associated with these 
bromides can be rat ionalized by the presence of a deprotonated PPA ligand, like 
the ligand in 31. Such a feature has also show~the Co(I1) tetrafluoroborate 
componnds of PMP and PPA (40 and 44). in which both ligands in these 1:1 
species have 19st one proton. 
Another interesting phenomenon deserving to be mentioned is that in some 
cases the complex is able to possess totally different colours when a different sol-
vent is used in its preparation. This significant chaitge in colour may suggest 0,3 
change in the chromophore around the metal centers and/or possibly an involve-
,.., 
' \ 







ment of the solvent in tile coordination sphere of the center. The latter situation 
is supported by the -fact that t.he colour of DMF solutions of thE> PMI ('ompounds 
changes gradually. This change can be fbllowl'd by VV/\1S spl'ctrosC'Op),. in 
.which the charge transfer absorption of the compound shifts and/or split~ up into 
. 
. -
two bands, which probably impJies that the DMF molecul(' lin. .. ('oordin ntl'd to tilt' 
metal center by rpplacing a small ,molecule/anion ('oordinatl'd or ('\'(,11 til(' nitro-
-'" > 
gpn donor of the ligand, since DMF itself is a vcry strong donor. 
... 
Generally, the preparations of the binurll'ar cohalt ('omph'Xt's ar!' mOf{' 
difficult than those of their nickel counterparts. Sometinws n. carerul ('hoi('(' of sol-
vents or specia.l treatmepto is required. No precaution was t.ak(lll to exclud(l nir 
\ -
during their prepara.tion. 'However, the magnetic data on some cobalt cOIllPwxes 
suggest that the Co{II) compounds may be partially oxidiz('d by air during their 
syntheses, and so further preparation of these compounds should be carri£'d out. 
\ in a nitrogen atmosphere. 'oo 
The perchlorate and tetraBuoroborate complexes were originally expp('tl"d to 
have the binuclear 2d molecular formula(', like thl'ir halide counterparts. lIow-
rt• '-
,ever, the elemental analyses indicate that their empirical rormulaf> ar£' just 
, o 
[ML)Y2'm~:nH20 ( M = Co and Ni; L = PMP, PPA and PMI; Y = C:l04 and . . 
. 
BF 4; and S = solvent ). According to the studies of t.he ligand DHPIf and it.s . 
complex 16 as well as other related ligands and their. corfl'Sponding complex{!s, 
i 
" ~ th~ molecular formu'b.e of the CIO. and BF. complexes sh.ould be twice their 
empirical 'formulae and ~e written as [M2L2]Y,f2mS'2nIl20, i.e., they have th~. 
binuclear 1:1 structure, as will I,, · supported by 'their: spectral and magnetic data~. 
, 
Their magnetic properties are definitely consistent with a structure contaiuing 
\ 
. " ;, "s 
• - J. 
.' 
;, , 
, I , 
.1 
,}t . • :.: 
" . 
.. , 
pairs of M(n) Ions with a weak antiferrromagnetic exchange interaction ( See 
Chapter 10 ). The nitrate complexes appear less well defined. Both 1:1(381 and 
",,' ' 
2: 1( -4 7)· nitrate species are possible in terrls of their el7mental analyses and spec-
, .~ 
tral data. This coordination behavioU1'-that normally. coordinating anions' ( su~h~ 
. ~_~ CI- and Br- ) associate with the binuclear 2:1 species w'h'rIe poorly coordi~atiI)"g 
donor groups ( e.g., CIO .. - and DF .. - ,) result in the 1:1 derivatives signifies that 
" , 
the metal centers in these systems need a relatively strong ligand-field environ- " 
" ' , 
, ~..,. .... 
f:s,'ment an'd, the three ligands PMP, PPA 'and PMI in the 1:1 complex'es can pro-
.-' 
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.. CHAPTER 8 
I CRYSTAL AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURES OF THE 
BINUCLEAR HALIDE COMPLEXES OF THE LIGAND PMP 
... 
70 
The binude.ar chloride complexes oC t.he Jigand PMP, 1I1·PMP)II,-rhloro)-
• tetraaquo-dicobalt,(II)-tr-ichloride-4.0H20(361' and (/l.PMP'j(II-rhloro)-t.('lrniquo .. -
, . ' 
• 
dinickel(II)-trichloridc-4.5H20(50}, have been charact.Nizcd hy an X-r'ny rryst al 
ifSt.ructural study,: 'fhe crystallographic data collection and rl'fin{'ml'nl. oC tlH'st:ru('-
, 
tures are given as follows. 
( 
A. Collection oC X-ray Intensity Data 
·c 
A reddish-brown single crystal ( approximately 0.20 x 0.20 x 0.20 nUll ) of 
-~ . 
the title compound 36 was used Cor the structural determinat.ion.! Diffraction data 
were measured at mom temperature (22 • C ) by employing a Pi{'kcr Cour-crrcle 
. , 
diffr1Lctometer wiih graphitc:.monochromatized MoKn radiatio,n [ ~(MoKod = 
O.iOgaO it]. The 0 .. 20 scan technique was used, and individual reflection profiles 
,.were analysedV7 to 20max = 49.9 '. The rneasur~d refl{'ctions numbered 5337 in 
all" 'of which 3097 were independent and 2204 reflections with 
. . 
I(int'ensitY)ntt > 2.50'(lnel ) WCf(~ considered significant! and used in tHe nnl'-Iysis. 
" ,J. \ 
. The measured intensities were corrected Cor Lorentz and polari~n:tion effects, but .' 
. . 
',. 
, . , 
, . 
" ' " , 










absorption corrections were not made ( because of the relatively small value of 
p, ). No e~tinction correction was needed. The cell parameters were obtained by 
the least-squares refinement of the diffractometer setting angles of ~2 well centred 
~ 
reflections with 20 between 45 - 50 '. The pertinent crystal data are outlined in 
Table 8.1. 
B. Soiution and Refinement oC the structure , 
\ 
The"Structure of 36 ·was solved bY ,direct method!; with ~he program MUL-
TAN~' The atomic positions were refined with rull~matrix least- squares tech-
niques by minimizing the function Ew (~F:)2 ( the weighting scheme was 
UJ -I = UF 2 r. All non~ hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically, whereas all 
hydrogen at.oms were refined with isotropic temperature Cactors ( the calculated, 
. H-atoms were fixed at, their calculated thermal parameter ya.lues because one was 
• 
refined to a negative value :), The hydrogen atoms of the water molecules and the 
methyl groups were Cound by Fourier difference -maps. The fin'al values oC the 
, , 
discrepancy indic"cs were R == 0.040 and RID = 0.043 Cor the sig~ificant 
reflections while R = 0.075 and RID = 0.086 for all data with unit weights based 
I 
on counting statistics (uF 2). Final atomi~ positions oC the atd~s and equivalent 
isotropic t~m'peratu~e factors are given in Table 8.2. All calculatio~ were carried 
out with the NRCV AX system oC programmesoo• The source of atomic scattering J 
Cnctqrs IS specified in reC. ioo. Anisotropic thermal parameters Cor the n06':-
. - .. 
~ ~ 
hydrogen atoms, Curther bond distances and angles; and · related structural data. 
, ~ 
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Tabl~ S.1 Summary or Crystal Data' and DifJr~ct.ion Data Colle-dion. 
rormula C02czil2SCI4NgO ..... . OHZO(38) Ni2C22HZSCI .. NgO ...... 51120(50) 
. 
mol. wt 700.80 , . ( 
cryst. size, mms 0.2OxO.20x0.20 
cryst syst trigonal 
I 
space group P3121 
at X 17.1624(14) 
c, X 10.2358(7) 
V, X3 . 2611 .01 
Z 3 
p(calcd), g csn-3 1.53 
IJ, mm- l 
I- ... }-31 
radiation; >.,·X MoK~l; 0.70030 
28max, def· 49.9 
no. or indep. reftecD8 3007 
DO. or signir. reftecns 2204 
Dnal R(R., )t O.O40{O.O43) 
.. 
-
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Table 8.2 Atomic -wameters X, Y, Z and BlSO (or 3&. E :S.Ds. refer to tbt' last digit printed' . 
• 
ATOM X Y Z BISO' 
CO 0.62300( 6) 0.747S9( 5) 0.98?73( 8) 2.41( 4) 
CL 1 O. 7751S( 12) 0.77515 1 . 2.99( 9) 
CL 2 0.56512(11) 0.22334(1l} O.OO536(18} 3.86( 9) 
CL 0 0.8031 ( 3) 0.7867 ( 3) 0.~70 ( 4) 6.88(24) 
01 0.6363 ( 3) 0.7568 ( 4) 0.7877 (' 4) 4.4 ( 3) 
02 0.62~3) 0.7486 ( 3) 1.1919 ( 4) ·3.65(25) 
03 0.4934 ( 4) O.~70 ( 4) 0.7132 ( 6) 5.3 ( 3) 
N 1 0.5574 ( '3) 0.6034 ( 3) 0,9937 ( 5) 2.34(24) 
N2 0.429S ( 3) 0.6115 ( 3) 9.9733 ( 5) 2.7 ( 3) 
N 3. 0.4856 ( 3) 0.7016 ( 3) 0.9787 ( 5) 2.5 ( 3) 
N4 .6.6131 ( 3) 0.8719 ( 3) 0.9926 ( 5) 2.9.( 3) 
C 1 0.2775 ( 4) 0.3232 ( 4) 0.9953 ( 7) 3.2 ~-3) 
C2 0 .3217 ( 4) . 0.4140 ( 4) 0.9895 ( 6) 2.7 3) 
C3 0.4157 ( 4) 0.4624 ( 4) 0.9938 ( 6) 2.2 ( 3) 
C 4 0.4697 ( 4) p.S593 ( 4) 0.9894 ( 5) . 2.1 ( 3) 
C5 0.4577 ( 5) 0.7571 ( 5) 0.9797 ( 7) 3.2 ( 4) 
C6 0.5:::!70 r 5) 0.8521 ( 4) 0.98G3 ( 6) 2.8 ( 3) 
C7 0.5023 sj 0.9178 ( 5) 0.9886 ( 7) 3.7 ( 4) 
• 
C8 .0.5707 ( 6) 1.0084 ( 5) 0.0096 ( 7) 4.6 ( 5) 
C9 0.6573 ( 5) 1.0261 ( 5) 1.0065 ( 7) 3.67(14)' 
CtO 0.6769 ( 5) 0.9583 (4) " 1.0028 ( 7) 3.5 ( 4) 
Cll 0.7721 ( 6) 0.9778 ( 5) 1.0115 ( 9) 5.3 ( 5) 
04 0.0341 (t7) 0.03412 0 0.1 ( 6) 
05 0.9475 (18) 0.9388 (19) 0 .765 (3) 4.7 ( 6) 
H 1 0.227 (4) ~ 0.301 (4) 0.008 (6) 3.6 
H2 0.295 ' ('4) 0.441 (4) 0.982 (6) 3.7 
• • 
U5 0.387 (5) 0.729 (5) 0.970 ' ( 6) 4.2 . 
H7 0.460 ( 5) 0.006 (5) 0.991 (6) 5.0 
lI8 0 .561 (5) 1.039 (5) 0 .996 (7) 5. ~ 
.. -, 
H9 0.712 ( 4) 1.096 (4) 1.024 (7) 4.6 
H N2 0.388 (4) 0.590 (4) 0.989 (6) 3.5 
HilA O.Si\' ( 5) 1.0·j6 (S) 1.005 (7) 6.2 ( 3) 
'IllB" 0.783 (4) 0.000 (4) 0 .949 (6) 4.2 ( 4) 
'. 
Hne O.7Sg (6) 0.004 (6) 1.082 (8) 7.8 ( 3) 
HI,OJ 0.005 (4) ,0.760 (4) 0.737 (5) 2.9 ( 5) 
H201 . 0.684 (7) .. 0.~53 J 6) 0.740 (9) 9.97(22) 
Hl02 0.666 ' ( 5). . 0.754 (5} 1.254 (7) . 5.6 ( 3) 
H202' .0.5&3 ( 3) t 0.729 (4) 1.242 (5) 2.0 ( 5) 
~103 0.528 .( 4) 0.206 (5) 0.687 (7) : 4.2 ( 4) 
H203 O.50S ( 5)' 0.230 (5) 0.783 (7) '6.0 ( 3) 
( . • q '\ 
• E.S.Da art tht ~quivalt'nt isotropic Debye.Waller It'mperat\lre r~tor5 . 
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C. Description of the Structure of 38 
The crystal str}lcture 38 consists of a binuclear [Co2(PMP)Cl(H20).t3+ 
cation, three chloride anions and four lattice water molecules. A structural 
representation' of this binuclear species is pres<Ul~:ed in Fig. S.l, ' together with ' the. 
atomic numbering ~tem ;Used. Relevant interatomic distances , a~d ,angles. are 
listed in Table S.3 and sfi. There is essentially a two-fold axis. in the molecule, 
which passes through the chlorine bridge ,:,nd the central-point or the phthalazinc 
. , 
group. The IC02(PMP)91(H20).]3+ system is nearly planar, with the two cobalt 
atoms and the bridging CI atoIl] co-planar with the ligand . The two cobalt(n) 
ions ar~ linked by a chlorine bridge and a pht\alazine via its diazine nit.rogen 
pair I N(I)-N(IA) ]. The equ~torial coordin/ltion of each octahedral metal center 
is completed by the hydrazone and pyridine nitrogen donors, and the two axial 0 
coordination sites or the center are occupied by iwo water molecules, which are • 
_ tightly bound to the cobalt atom I Co-O(l) 2.057 A and Co-,O(2) 2.0g0 A I. The 
. 
two cobalt octahedra are quite distorted and separated by a distance or 3.712 )l 
I ' . ____ ._ " 
with\ a chlorine bridge angle of 106.56 ' . MJljor in-pla.ne deformations occur due 
. to the juxtaposition of the two five-membered chelate rings . 
• 
A. Colledion of X-ray Intensity Data 
\ 
A green single crystal ( approximately 0.15 x. 0.15 'x 0.20 mm ) DC the title 
compound 60 was conected which appeared to be s~itable for ' a detailed structure 
4 
determina~ion. The dift'~ctioD, data were mcasur~d at roo~ t~mp~rature (22 • C) , . 
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(J) 02 ~ 
Structural ireprescntation of [Co2(PMP)CI{H20)"J3+, 
36, with hydrogen atoms omitted ( 40% probability . J 








,TablE.' 8.3 IntE.'ralomic Distances (X) and Anglcs (deg.) RE.'Il'\"ant to the Cobalt. Coordination SphtrClI in 
1<;02(PMP)C'I(1 I :P )-tICI3.4·0H20(3~) . 
" 
Co-C"oA 3. 7121(16) '" O( I }-.Co-O(~) 174.37(:!O) 
Co-CI(I) 2.4131(16) O(I}-eo-N(I) 0&. 2()( 20) 
t Co-O(I) 2.057(4) O( I )-Co-N(3) g~.r,(J(~n) 
Co-O(2) 2.090(4} 0(1 }-Co-N(·I) OlHI ( :W) 
Co-N(I) 2.147(4) / O(2)-c"o-N( I) 8B.H:l( H») 
Co-:"J(3) 2.082(5) ( l(2)-Co-N(:\) 1.1'2.'21(1\.1) 
Co-N(1) 2.2:23(5) ()(~)-(,o-N(.j) H~. HI( Jll) 
. 
~ CI(I )-Co-O(1) 88.:21(14) N( I)-Co-NPI aUI (IX) 
4, 
. 
• CI ( 1 )-Co-O( 2) 87 Al (13) N( 1 H :o-N( -1) l-11.1.1l5( IB) ' 
CI( 1 )-Co-N( 1 ) 9G.71{13} N( 3 )-Co-N(·I) n.15( IU) (J 
CI( I )-Co-N(3 I 170.G::!(14) Co-CI( I )-C(}A I ()O}li(H) 






dr - ( ' 
" 
, '~ 
I. • ~ " " 
I' • '. 1 •• •• 
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Table 8.4 Interatomic Distances (X) and Angles 
ICo2(PMP )CI(1120)4ICI3.4·0H20(3G). 
N( 1 rN())A 1.374(1)) 
I: 




. N(4}-C(6) 1.343(9) 
N(4}-C(10) 1.336(8) 
C(1 )-C(I)A ( 1.361(13) \ 
C(I)-C(2} 1.352(9) 
. 
N( 1 )A-N( 1 )-C( 1) ~ to.!)( 5) 
N(3)-N(2}-C(4} • 115.7(5} 
Co-N(3)-N(2) 117.3(3) 
Co-N(3)-C(5) 119.9(5) 
N(2)-N(3)-C(.'» , 122.8(5) 
C(6)-N(4~C( 10) 118.2(5), 
C( I)A-C( J }-C(2) 121.0(5) 
C(I)-C(2)-C(3) ~19.9(5) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(3)A 119.1(&} 
C(2)-C(3)-C( 4) 124.6(5) 
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(degree) ,relevant to the ligand in 
C(2}-C(3) 1.398(8) 




C(6)-C(7) 1.389(8) . ' 
C(7)-C(8) 1.409( 11) 
C(8)-C(9) 1.362(12) \ 
C(9)-C(10) 1.363(10) 
C(10)-C(1l) 1.498( 11) 






















by employing a NQnius CAD4 automatic four-circle diffractometer with graphite 
monochromated CuKer radiation I >'(CuKer) = 1.54056 XI. The (J - 2fJ scan tech-
nique was used and , individual reflection profiles were analysedg7 to 
2fJmu = 110.0 '! The measured reflections totalled 2288, of which 2124 Werl' 
independent and, 1992 reflections with l"f' > 2.5'0'(Ilid ) were considered reliable 
and used in the analysis. The measured intensities were corrected for Lorentz and 
I 
, polarization effect~, but the absorption corrections were not made. No extinction 
correction was needed. The cell' parameters were obtained by the least-squares 
fitting of the setting angles of 45 well centred reflections with 20 in the rangC' 00,0 
- g6.0 ' . T~e ~ertinent ,crystal data are outlined in Table 8.1. 
B. Solution and , Refinement of the strllcture 
The structure of 60 was determined by direct methods using the progmm 
MUL T ANg8 • The atomic position!! were refined with full-matrix lenst-squarcs 
techniques by minimi~ing the (unction Ew (AF )2. All the non-hydrogen atoms 
were refined with ,anisotropic temperature factors, wherea..q all the hydrogen 
atoms were refined isotropic ally . The H-atoms or the methyl groups were located 
from th.e usual Fourier difference syntheses, but attempt~ to determine th() II-
atoms or the water molecules were not successful. The fiJal ' values -of th(' 
discrepancy indices were R9:= 0.049 and RID = 0.054 for the significant • 
reflections while R . 0.054 and RID = 0.070, for all data with unit weights bILqcd 
, ' 
on counting statistics: The final atomic positional parameters and \. e,quivalent iso-
tropic temperature (actors ·a're given in Table 8.5. All the calculations were per-
, ~ 
... 0 
(ormed with the NRCV AX system of programs!!!!. The atomic scattering ractors 
w~r~ ~aken (rom the usual source lOO• ,The anisotropic therma.l parameters' (or the 
" 
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Table 8.5 Awmic parameters X, Y, Z. and 81S0 (or 60. E,S.Ds. !e(er to tbe last digit printed' . 
." 
ATOM X Y Z 
NI 0.37030( 0). 0.25555(10) 0.00972( 12) 
CL 1 O. 22983( 17) 0.22983 0 , 
CL 2 0,43231( 15) 0.77582( 15) 0.00470(22) 
CL 0 0.1087 ( 3) 0.2148 ( ,3) 0.3606 ( 5) 
01 0.3690 ( 4) .0.2500 ( 5) 0.2121 ( 5) 
02 0.3812 ( 4) 0.2536 ( 4) -0.1947 ( 5) 
03 0.&044 ( 5) 0.7652 ( 5) 0.2885 ( 7~ 
N 1 0.4418 ( 4) 0.3962 ( 4) 0.0042 ( 6) 
N2 0.sn96 ( 5) 0.3870 ( 5) 0.0225 ( 8) 
N3 0.5133 ( 5) 0.2971 ( 5) 0.0209 ( 6) 
N4 0.38/4 ( 5) 0.1284 ( 5) 0.0086 ( 7) 
CI 0.7228 ( 6) 0.6761 ( 7) 0.0026 (10) 
(''I 
'w 0.6780 ( 5) 0.5839 ( 6) 0.00961 8) 
C3 0.5835 ( 6) 0.5371 ( 6) 0.0055 ( 7) 
C4 0.529:1 ( 6) 0.4399 ( 6) 0.0110 ( 7) 
C5 0.5388 ( 7) 0.2406 ( 6) 0.0185 ( 9) 
C6 0,4670 ( 6) 0.1449 ( 5) 0.0146 ( 7) 
• 
C7 o 4883 ( 8) 0.0770 ( 7) 0.0086 (10) 
C8 0.4105 ( 0) -0.0111 ( 7) 0.0019 (10) 
C9 0.3325 ( 9) -0.0282 ( 7) -0.0060 (10) 
CIO 0.31"58 ( 7) 0.0427 ( 6) .0.0004 ( 9) 
Cll 0.2213 ( 0) 0.0::!55 (10) -0.0106 (16) 
04 0.9665 (24)' 0.96648 1 
05 OJHO (3) 0.991 (3) 0.900 ( 4) 
H I 0.7f>6 (7) . 0.693( i) 0.025 (10) 
112 0.717 (6) 0.556 ( 6) 0.019 ( 7) 
HS 0.611 (7) 0.258 (7) 0.023 ( 8) 
H7 O.S54 ( 7) 0.095 (7) 0.010 ( 0) 
118 0.426 (8) -0.055 (8) ·0.019 (11 ) 
H9 0.273 ( 7) -0.089 (7) ·0.019 ( 9) 
H N2 0.613 (7) 0,406 ( 7) 0.022 ( 10) 
!IliA 0.100 ( 9) -0.038 (10) 0.011 (12) . 
HIID 0.207 (8) 0.050 (7) 0.065 (to) 
-IlliC 0.214 (8) 0.037 (8) -0.088 (12) 
... , , 
• E,S.Ds are the equivalent isotropic D~bye-WallFr temperature factors. 
t DlSO ill the menn of t~ principal axes or the thermal ~llipsoid. 
. . 






6.8 ( 3) 
4.3 ( 4) 
3.3 ( 3) 
5.7 ( 4). 
2,4 ( 4) 
2.9 ( 5) 
2,4 ( 4) 
3.1 ( 5) 
3.4 ( 5) 
2.6 ( 5) 
2.3 ( 4) 
2.3 ( 4) 
3.1 ( 5) 
2.8 ( 5) 
,. ·3.8 ( 6) 
4.3 ( 7) 
4.4 ( 7) 
3.7 ( 6) 
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non-hydrogen atoms and the related structural data arc given in the J\PPt'ndix 
and/or the Supplementary Material. 
' ~ 
C. Description of the Structure of 60 
The ~stal structure 60 is composed of a binuclear, !Ni2(PMP)CI(I~20)413+ 
cation, three chloride anions and 4.5 lattice water molecules. A stru.ctural 
, , 
representation of this binuclear cation, together with the atomic labelling' system 
used, is shown in Fig. ~.2. Selected bond lengths and bond angk'S are listed in 
.. 
Table 8.6 and 8.7. The ~tfucture 60.is essentially the same as its cobalt ~ounh'r­
part 36, and there appear no sig~i~cant differences bet.ween their bon~ 'parar~H'­
ters ( length and angle ). The binuclear cation is"almost planar, and lips on a 
two-fold axis which passes through the central-point of the phthalazine group and 
• . 
the chlorine bridge. The equatorial coordination of the two Ni(II) centers is mach, 
" 
up of a chlorine group and six nitrogen donors of a PMP ligand, in which the 
Ni(II) ions are doubly bridged by this chlorine and the diazine group, with two 
, ~ 
water molecules comple~ing a. distorted octahedral arrangement aboIJ teach rm'tal 
center. The Ni-Ni distance is 3.678 ~ and the Ni-CI-Ni bridge angle 101.6 .", 
Again t.he majpr in-plane deformations occur a.~ a result of the juxtaposiol1 of tilt' 
..... , 
two five-membered chelate rings. By contrast with the complexes ·31"..and 32 , 
, 
much larger metal-metal separations are found in 36 and 60, and th,·y arp attri-
buted to the presence of the 6-methyl substituent on ,the 'pyridine 'rings or ' tht, 
ligand PMP, in which the bul~r methyl groups arc in 11 position to force the two 



















Structural representation of [Niz(PMP)CI(II20)4]3+ I 
60, with hydrogen atoms omitted ( 40% probability 























Table 8 ,6 Interatomic Distances (X ) a~d Angl('s (d('g.) Rt'levllnt to th~ Nick('\ Coordination Sph(,ft'S in 
~ 
.. \ 
Ni-NiA 3.678-1(27) O( I)-Ni-O(f) 176. Ill(:'!4) 
~i-CI( 1) 2.3738(23) O(I}-Ni-N(I) # ~3.0(3) ., 
:i 
.. 
Ni-O( 1) 2.072(5) 0(1 }-Ni-N(3) UO.04(2"5) 
Ni-O(2) 2.088(5) O(I)-Ni-N(·1) UO.',!(~~) 
Ni-N(l) , 2.mn(7) O(2}-Ni-N( tl 8o.~r)I ·.!:\) 
Ni-N(3) 2,030(7) - O(2)-Ni-NP) U2.21(:H) 
, (-", 
Ni-N(4) 2.194(8) O(::!)-Ni-N(·I) '...;i 88.:lfl(:!3 ) 
.... 
CI( 1 )-Ni-O( 1) . 88AS( 16) N( Il-Ni-N(:l) • 7fL2P) 
CI( 1 }-Ni-O(2) 88.76(15) N(I)-Ni-N(4) 15:.!.1I(:~) . ~ 
CI(I)-Ni-N(l ) 9545(19) N(:l)-Ni-N( -1) 7(UI(:l ) 
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(~ ) and --*ngl(,5 I Table 8.7 Inlt.'Tatomic Distances tdeg.l- ~e\'anl t.o . - -!.hI' Ug:,nd . in 
• 
~ 
.. I~i 2 (1-> r-.1P )CI(H20 )4 ICI3.4 .5H 20( 50}. I ~ 
" 
N( 1 )-N( 1):4. 1.3.54 ( 13) C(2)-C(:l) . I.·ut!( 121 
N(I)-C(4) 1.300( 11) C(:\)-qa)A 1.382( J(l) 
... 
, N(2}-N(3) 1.347( 10J (3)-C( ·\) l.Hfl( I 2) ~ 
l 
< , N(::?)-C{4) 1.391( II) '. C'( 51-C'(fi) , l.4 78(1 2) 
N(3)-C(&) , --...' 1.245( 11) . .. ('(G)-C'{i} 1 . :Ut~{ 1 2) .. 
----
. N(4)-C(fi) 1.349(12) C(7)-C'(8) l.ao; [,( Ill) 
N( 4)-.C( 10) 1.333(12) qA)-CluJ 1.:\fiII( I H) 
... 
·.C(I)-C(I)A 1.386(20) C(9)-C'( Ill) 1.:~R 1 (I r,) 
C(1)-£(2) 
~-
' . . 
T37d(13) " C(1O)-C(11) 1.1\);)(17) . 
'- . 
. ~ ''-
Ni-N( 1 )-N( I)A 12313(5) N( I )-'C(.\ )-N(2) 
__ ~. 11i.7(7) _ 
Ni-N(1)-C(4) 116, 1(5) 
, -
N(J )-q.j~CI~) J:.!~·(j1H) . ~. 
t, . ' .. 
N!l)A-N(~)-C(4) . 120.2(7) '. , N(2)-q·n-C(~) 120.7(7 ) 
.. 
N(3 )-N(·2)-C( 4) 116.0(7) N(:l)-qr'rC(ti) I Hi.2{lJ) -, 
'\... . 
Ni-N(3)-NP) 115.9(5) :, Nl·! )-qo )-( '(;)) llO.ti(7J 
.) I • Ni-N(3~C(5) 11 g. 9(6) N(4 )-C((j~('{i) 12:.! ,ti(H) 
~ 
N(2)-N(3)-C(5) 124 .0(8) Q5)-C(fi)-C(7) , 120.7(H) • 
~ C(6)-N( 4)-C( 10) 117.6(8) ('(6 )-C(7)-C(8) IIB.S( Ill) 
• C( 1 )A-C( 1 )-C( 2) 121.0(8) (,(7 )-C(8)-QU J I J S.B(U) 
-........., 
. C( 1 )-C(2}B(JJ U8.5(8) C(8 )-C(9)-Q 10) I HHIHI) 
• \ . 
~, . C(2)-C(3)-C(3.)A 120.4(8} -- N(4)-C( IO)-C(U) 122.7( 10) 
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CHAPTER g ' 
SPECTROSCOPY AND STRUCTUR~S OF THE BINuCtEAR 
PMP, PP A AND PMI COMPLEXES 
.".. 
L 
O. I. The Infrared Spect~a Of J'he Binuclear C.omplexes 
A. Th£' Characteristic Absorption of the Pyridin'e.Ring 
The infrared spectra ottbe ligands PMP and PPA exhibit bands at 993 ahd 
, OgO cin- J r~pect.ively, which' can be ' as~ociated with pyridine ring , breathing 
I 
•. ' r ' 
moqes-of vibration. According to a previous report63 , it i~ " evident that the pyri- , 
.' ........ . . . . , /,/,, - . 
dine ,rihg' h-as,_co.ordinated to the metal ~enter' jI4s characteristi~ abs~rption 
.. ' 
shifts (.0 higher energy C above 1000 ;m-J ). ' The absqrptions in the ra~ge ' 1002 -
. . 
-1020 cm"J ( Tables 9.1 and 0.2 ){,~r the complexes 36 - 44 and 60 - 68, typiCally 
shifted to higher energy by 10 - 30 cm-J, indicate the involvement of the pyridine 
ri~n, c~ordin8tion and suggest tlrat PMP an'd PP~ behave as hexadentate 
ligtnds in nil t.hese compounds. The strong absorption at 1050 cm- J for 59, asso-
~ -- '" - dntt'd with ion~c ~~'4 groups" m~~s t..h~S charac~eristic ~and of, .the pyridine res~j 
'. due. The coordmnt.lOn of the pyrldme rmg has been veflfied by an X-ra~l(sis . 
, 
of t~e compounds 36 and ' 60, in which both p~ridine nitrogen donol1l of the 
lignnd PMP coordina.te to' tw~ m~tals of the complexes to complete the equ~torial 
. 
~oordinntion of the binuclear center ( See Fig. 8.1 and 8.2 ). It is reasonable to 
ass'ume ~hnt t,his situation prevails Jor all the 2:1 species. For the 1:1 derivatives 
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---r--able 9,1 Inhared spectral data ror the binuc\e~r Co(ll) complex('s. 
, 
_.
; , . '. 
, ,. ~ ' .:: 
. . 
. ' /. . 
. - ' -
No. ,Complex 
Assignern,ent (r m -\). 
-
H~O/ROH Pyridint" .Ligand/Anion 
36 ICo:J~MP)CI(H:P)J Cls'4HzO 3()00,3310(v8,br) 1010 300! Co-O )(sh) (I;f~O ) (sh) 242(Co-CI)~ 
37 ICoz(PMP)Br(H2°)41Br3'3H2O 3560,3300( v~, hr) 1010 304(Co.O)(sh) . (H2O) (sh) 223(Co-Br)~ 
38 . ICo:JP~1PhJ(N03)4 '4EtOH 3510(w,br) . 1006 17&5(rw) (EtOH) (sh) (NO~) 
39 ICoz(PMP)d(CIO.)4·EtOH ' j. 1..-3550(w) 1004 1000,930,62r.(II,t!h) 
. (EtOH) (elO., , ~ 
· 
\ " 
40 ICo:.{P~~H)d(~F .)z'4H2O 1 35·1O(ms) 10to l070(II,br) (H~O) .-
· 
. (UF.) . 
-
. 41 ICo:JPPA)CI(MeOH)CI3i 341O(slw) · 1020 2~(C~Cllc ... (MeOIl) (s'h) .!H8(Co-Cl), 
42 ICoiPP A.H)Br(H;O )J3r~le.5ElOH 3540,3400(ms} 10'15 275,230{C:o-Br)c 
. (H!!O,EtOH) .(sh) . 211(Co-Brl. 
43 ICoi PPA)2\(ClO.kElOH , 3500(w) 
. 1010 IOBO,032,622(H,flh) 
(EtOH) , . 
· 
(CIO~) 
44 19oiPPA.11)~(BF .r; ·EtOH·3HzO 3540(ms) 101O~ lOoo(s,hr,) 1H.,O ,EtOH) . 
-
(HF.) . 
45 ICo~(PMIICI(H20).iCla·1.5HzO ~600,3410(\'S , br) - 32:,!(Co-O)(sh) 
. (H2O) · 230(Co.CI)~ 
46 ICo~P~fl)Br~H20 ).IBr3'O.5H::O 3590,3420(vs,br) - 320(Cn-O )(1111) {H2O) 20-t(Co-Drh 
, 
· 
• • .... 3400(ms) 
., 
47 l<?o~PMI)(OH2)(N03)4JEtOH·0.5H26 - 17bS,1730(v. + v .. ) 
.(OH2,EtOll) , · (Co.ONO:!) 
48 ICo~PMIbl(CIO.)~·~tOH 3500(w) · lO95,030,020(1I,flh) (EtCH) 
· 
{CJ(M . 






0 : 5 means strong. vs .very strong, m~' medium strong,'w weak. alw 'slightly weak. rw relatively' weak, br 
broad. sb sharp, t terminal, and h bridging, etc. . 
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Tabl .. U.2 . Inrrared spectral data (or the binuclear Ni(lI) complexes. 
" 
" 




ASpignement (cm- I t 
No. ~ . H2O/ROH Pyridine Ligand / Anion 
. 
50 .. INidPMP)CI(I,2O).ICls·4 .5H2O 
.3600.33~(v5,br) 1010 314(Ni-0 )(sb) 
. IH:!O) (sb) 255(Ni-CI)~ , 
[,) INid P MP )Br(H:!O ).IBr~·O..5MebH·H20 3550.3340( vs. br) 1007 315(Ni-O)(sb) 
, (H;O) . (sh) 212{Ni-Brh 
. . 3560.3320(v5,tr) 52 . INi:!(PMP)(OI·'2)(H2O).IIN03).MeOH · 1002 1750(rw) 
. 
(H2Q,MeOH) (sb) (NOli) 
0 
1j3 [Ni:JPMP")d(CIO.).·4112O 
3500(ms) 1010 . llOQ,930,62'0(s.sb) 
. (H~) - (CI0 4 ) 
54 ' [Ni:.-(PMP)(PMP-H)I(DF .)3·5.5H20 3540(ms) 1.004 . 1060(s;br) 
.. . (H~O) ,- (BF~j . . , 
55 INi~PP A)CI(H20 ).ICI~ · 2n20 - 3460(vs,br) 1008.· . 300(Ni-0 )(sb), , (H~) .- . Ml) 242"tNi-Clh· 
. 34iO(ms) [,6 • . [Ni2(PP A-H)Br(EtOH)(}~P )BrdEtOH '0,5I-{P' 1020 258(Ni-Br), 
.. 
(H2O,EtOl·O (sb )" 21O(Ni-~'rlb 
. .. 
57 INi~~PP A )21(NO 3). '4H:P ·'3540,3380( ms) 1018 1740(rw) 
. 'tt-i20 ) . (sh) (NO~) 
58 INi~~PPA)cl(CIO.)c'6H:P, ' '3600,3420(ms) 1010 1090,935,622(s,sh) (H:P) 
-
(CIO.) 
50 INi:.-( PP A)2/(BF .4.·4H20 . . 3590;34 60( ms ) - 1050(s,br) (HnO) . . - \ (BF.) 
60 lNi:.-(PM1)CI(~20 ).ICI3·2H:!O 3540,3400( VS, br) - \ 344(Ni-O)(sii) . (H~O) 
- - -
235{Ni-Clh 
01 INi:.-(PMl)Br(H~O )4IBr3·3.5H~ 3580.3420(vs.br) . . 340(Ni-O)(sh) . 
. ~ . (H2O) - 207(Ni-Brh 
-





63 INidPMl):!I(CIO.).'4H2O 3500'ms) - 1100,~28 ;020(s.sh ) (H2O) - (CIO.)- . It . -




(I: S ~e,an~ str9ng, VS· very strong, ms mt'diurn strops. sb sharp. br broad. slw slightly weak t terminal 
Bnd b brldglllg, ~tc., . • • 
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tQ, 
the pyrid'ine-nirrogen coordinatipn still appears to exist. but in./\ rat,her difTl'rcnt. 
structural arrangement, as will be discussed later. 
B. The Absorptions of Wat..er/S.olyent moleculL>s 
All complexes prepared exhibit a broad mult.iple absQrption in the high 
--
energy region ( in the range 3300 - 3600 em-I) -of their infrared spect.ra. By com-
parison with the spectra of the ligands, this broad absorption is n..~signed t.o the 
coordinated and/or lattice water/alcoholic solvent -molecules, although it is 
difficult· to ' make specific ass,ignments in this area. The very strong ~road absorp-
, 
tions ~n this range displaye~ by most . of · the binuclear ha(ide cOf1.lplexes and -~ 
. . 




'. ' . 
water' and/or _alcoholicmplecules, as can be supportc~ .by· a sharp strong ab9brp~ . _ .' 
. " .... .. ' ' . - ......... 
. , .. . 
tion in the low ener~_ r:~ion ( 3.00 - ~46 c~-I .) of their infrare~ 9p~ctrn.i .. which is ' . 
.associated with a Co-O 'br Ni-O stretch ( See Tables. 0.1 and 9.2 ). 'fhe~lightl~_ 
. . . . 
w~ak bands around 3400 -3420 cm-I in ' the spectra of the PMl nitrate complexes, 
47 and 62, are ass.igned to the O-II stretch of a bri'dging water. 
" . 
. C. The IR Spectra of the Binuclear Halide Complexes 
i\. very rich infrared absorption is obscrv~d for all the binuclear hali(lc com-
plexes in the low energy region C 200 - 3'50 em-I -), The ch~raci('ristic bands 
between 230 · · 255 em- I of the .spec'tra for all the chloride <.'8mplexes are associ-
'ated with the M-c'1 vibration of a b;idgi'ng chlorine. The speet~um of 41 difTers:' 
. . ... , 
. . 
some1Nhat from the other ehloride o,complexes, showing no bands associated wit'h -
t ·. . ' 
# • / 
. water and the appearance of a str~mg a~sorption at 205 cm- I, ass,igned to a 9o-CI 
, ~ / 
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.. 
. () , . . . 
characteristic absorption in the range 204 ..: 223 em-I is observed in all ~he spectra 
" 
....... () , -
of Jhe · bromide compound.s1 which is ~signed to th e M-B'r stret~h of a bridging 
bromine, whereas- th~ strong band bet~een 230 - 275~-1 shown ~y 42 and 56 is 
associated with a M-Br stretch of a terminal bromine! which is also absent in t~e 
f ' 
other compo,unds ( Tables g:l and g.2 ). The infrared spectra of PMP complexes 
• ' . J , 
. J. . . 
36, 37, 60 and 51, PPA complexes ,42 and 66, and PMI complexes 46, 46, 60 
~. . . .. . 
and 61 are almost identical respectively , with respect to band positions and rela-
tive intdnsities, indicating very similar str.uctures between them respectively: Ali 
... #, \ 
the complexes of these three gro.ups, together with PPA chloride compounds 4}. 
, (J " . ' , 
and 66, are suggested having the same basic s.tructural unit as the PMP chloride 
. . -
co~pounds 36 and ' 60 ( whose str~ctures . ~av~ been " deter~ined by. the X."raY' 
cr~stailographY ), i.e., the . ;wo \ pseu'do-octahed~al ' :metal . ce~t~rs ar~ : do~bIY·~ 
bridged: ' fixed in . the mol~cular plane -by 3. s'i~gle hexa'dEmtate Hga~d as ..veIl. as a. 
. ' 
-halogen donor, and a~ially coordiriated by "hilogen "at~ms and/or' water /s?fvent 
" ' . -
molecules, 'as will be also supported by the electronic spectra and magnetic data. 
\ ' 
' . ~ I 
D .. The IR Spectra onh.e binuclear perchlorate complexes... __ '_. __ _____ _ 
. . 
f , 
All the cobalt perchlorate cornplexesu exhibit a relatively weak absorption 
. . 
around 3500 cm-1 in the high energy region of their IR spectr~ ( T~ble 9.1 ), . 
. . which 'is !lSsigned "to the. latftce ' ethanol molecule or -these compounds . rhis weak 
absorpt.ion is also consistent wit.h their elemental analyses: a si~gle" ethanol 
. , 
molecule per complex molecule. Their nickel. counter~arts, on tlle :. other hand, 
, . 
reveal a relatively. strong al)d .broad high energy absorption between 3420 - 3600 
. - " ~ . . 
<:~~l in their In spectra. ( Ta.ble g.2 ), indicating the ,presence of water molecules. 
'- . 
However, by. contrast with the very strong and bro~d high en~rgy . bands in,the 
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,. 
spectra of 50 - 52, theSe Water moleculcs' of' the CIO. complexes arl' only ('on-
. 
sidt'red as the wat<>r of crystallization; in otht'r words, they do not exist in tho 
- ~ 
. coordination sph'ere of the metal center. All the pcrci!Jorate compounds show 1\ 
\ " 
. rather broad absorption in the range 1080 - 1100 em-I (va), ~ weak blind around 
930 cm-I (vd and a sharp absorption bctweeh 620 - 625 cm- I (v,,)IOI, definitely 
'.' : 
indi'~ating ~he pr·esence ·of tetrabedral ionic perchlorate. Since .both t.hl> P.N- ""-' 
c'hlorate groups and '""ater/ethanol molecules do n,ot behave as t,he coordinating 
ligands in these hinuclear I:} species, all tile c,oordinali, n site§ of the'.two 'nietal 
.... , _ • • 0 , 
cent,ers nlust · b~ ('o.mpletely occupied by the nitr6g~n at m dorrf>r~ from the two 
. " ~ 
• ,~) <III 
ligands. This is, of sigitifi¢atlc~ concerning the prop.psed bi uclea.r slrucl\ir,e of t.IH' 
, , 
, , 
1:1 derivatives, ,as will be discussed later. 
, ' 
.... E. The IR s'pectra of f.'he Tetrafhloroborate Complexes . 
The t~tra.f1uqroborate anion, with the same poi~t group symmetry as the 
. ' 
perchlorate ion,' has, th~ same fundam;ntal vibrations as tbe perchlorate. There-, '. 
" ' -------:---.:--==-"-----~---=--. .--.-' -




similar to those 'of, the perchlorate counterparts. Indeed; the iR spectra or,'the DF .. 
compounds exhibit a broad and'intense"ba'nd between 1050 -' 1070 em-I, which is 
~signed . to ,the Va 'vibration of a ionic tetr~f1uoroborateI02" signifying 'thnt 
... .... ,II 
tetraDuoroborate group remains ioni~~ in these compounds.' Relatively weak. 
, ' 
'absorptions in, the range 3460 -, ~600 cm- I are observed 'ror all ~hese DF 4~om-
.. . 
,~ounds, and again they are assigned to thO' lattice wate~olic Rolv~lit' . 
~olecules :.( Table~ <),1 and 9.2 ), The spec~ral similarity between th;' BF ... ~nd 
• .. . \. , CI .' \ \, 
~ . " . ,-
CIa" complexes. suggests th~ir molecularsimil,~rity and that the same 1:1 strucl 
, . 
.. tural unit is present in th~e derivatives. 
, , 
, ' , 
" 
'.' ·f"· 
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• The nitrate complexes seem to be somewhat varied. :Five complexes may fall .. 
• 
int.o two groups: on the one hand, they are divisible into the binuclear 2:1 species 
. ( 47, 62 and 62 ) and the I:~ -derivatives ( 38 and 67 ) according to their ele:-
; 'f • 
, . 
mental. analyses, on the other hand, the.y are .classifiable under two headings, 
I 
complexes with ~onic nitrate group ( 38, 62 aJ;ld 67 ) or thbse with coprdinated 
nitrate ( 47 and 62 ) in ,!~e light 0,£ their infr~d spectra. Usually, the 'VI + v4 
combination band between '1700 - 1800 cm-1 in the IR,spectra of the nitr~te com~.' 
plexes reveals some structural irifolmationl03. The presence of only .one nitrate ' 
~.. , , 
. , 
the vib'ration of an ionic nitrate' group, whereas' two absorptions at/around 1730 
. ~ 
and ~750 cin-1 in th~ spect~~ of 47 ail~ ,62 can be associated with monodentate-
1 
. . . 
'nit.rate j :rables '9.1 and 'Q.2 ). The abs.ence of a high "energy nitrate combinati~n 
. . , .' . ' 
band.in the 2: 1 nitrate compounds, indicative oC the presence of a nitrate bridge, 
I • \ 
suggests that some group, rather than the nitrate, serves as th,e second bridge 
besides the' diazine "group oC the ligand. This group is proposed, to be a water 
moleculg, d u.e to the Cact that a moderat~. and clear ab~o~.ption between 3320 -
a,i20 em-! shows up in the IR spec'tra oC these complexe~, ",hich is assigned to 0-
. ,- .. . . ' . ..... 
H stretch oC bridging water. The three binuclear 2:1 nitrate· compounds are pro-
" ' I 
posed to posse~~ the si~ilar structural un'it to thos'e of the'halide compounds (S'ee 
• ' ,~'. ' - J. . ' ' • • II 
Chapter 11). As /Cor the binuclear 1:1 nitrate' complexes, th-ey are assum.ed to have 
. . 
- ~ 
the same brt5ic' ~tru~\lre ',as the perchlorate compounds. The feature that the 
. ' .., . ' . " ~ 
nitrn.te 'compounds 'pos~ess both tlie ~inu.cleat 2: 1 and 1: 1 'structural m~des is ,also 
in 8,gree~-eni wit~ the Caet that the . nit~ate' group is a ligand lying betw~.en· the 
' tl. ~.' , . . ~~ ' ~. ' . 
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o. 2. The Electronic Spectra or The Binuclear Complexes 
' I 
The ~olutioI1 electronic spectr's of all the" complexes prepared are recorded 
. , 
and displayed in Tables 0,3 and 0.4, All the electronic sp~ctrn. are chara('~erizcd 
by the appearance of absorptions below 16700 ~m-I, which can be assigned to d·d 
transition of the ' <?o(II) and Ni(In ions, and very fntense ( £ = {)800 • 46000 
, , I . - . 
, , ,.. , 
Imol-1cm-1 ) visible a~sorptions in the range 10000 • 23000 cm-~, which are obvi· 
, , .' I \ . . , 
, 1 h 'r \ , " A d' ' hi' h 
~Y' 
:. ous y c argot! trans er \In ongm . ceor 109 to t ese e ictroDlC spectrn:, toget or 
. . J \ ..: , ' / 
with the _ result~ from tpe m spectra, two important cqnclusions on tbc stereo-
" • ',' .. !, \ . " , 
chemistry of th~. metal center a~d the coordination geometry of'the 1:1 species 
, , 
I 
can be drawn. \. 
A. The St~reochemistry 0'( the ,Metal Center. 
The Co(II), complexes exhibit ne~r infrared b~nds between 6200 - 7400 cm- l 
(£ = 1· 66Im61-lcm~ich are assigned to the "l( 4T2g~ +- "rig) transition •• D • 
I 
oC t~e octahedrAl Go(II) metal centers ( See Ch.apter 3 ). No band~~ can be associ.." , 
ated. with the "ltra,sition.'inc: the transition t~ 'A 2, . is, as_ usual, too weak ~o . ::.;,: 
. . be observed. H9v ever, a fairly IDte.~se ( l = ·2900 . ' 8000 lmol lcm-1 ) shoulder l~ '" 
~ the range 15,4ob • 16100 em-I. for these Co(O) compounds could ~erhaps be 
assigned t~ the 1~3 transition i~ the pseudo-octahedral Co(II) center, although its ' 
high intensity is, not ~yp~cal of such bands. This mayt'bave aFisen through "in ten· 
sity s..tealin~;', i~ which t~e cry~tal field siates generally in~r~ase in int~n5itY as 
. \ ' . - \ . 
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'Table 9.3 ~ectt~nic spectral data for the bin~cJea~ -Co(lI) ~omplexes'. 
'. 
Complex' ') Assignement Oh . (em-
I}!( l;' Imol-Iem-I) 
No. 
VI . Va MLCT 
. , 
. . 





37 (Co2(PMP )Br(H~O )./Brs·3H:p • (43.7) , (2500) , (13800) 
-
20400 .. 7100 , 16000., 38 (Co2(PMPhHNOs). '4EtOH ( 419.) (6800) (32800) 
-
15400 20000 I Co2(PMP )21( CIO .). ·EtOH I (24800) 39 . (4100) -, . 
7100 
-
19000 40 (Co2(PMP-H)2J(BF 4)~ .. 4H20 (1 .3) 
-
(19000) . 
6780 . 15600 20000 4t.. ... (Co2(PP A)CI(Meo'H)Clal .. (38.9) (3800f (9800) 
. ' 
. . 
i6100 19600 6350 . , ~2· (Co2(P~A-H)Br(H:PhBrdO.5EtOH 
. (35.3) (5400) (10i00) . 
7400 15400 20400 43 (Co2(PPA)d(CIO.kEtOH , (4 .2) (3200) 1\ (26400) 
• 7400 15400 20200 . 
-14 (Co2(PP A-Hld(DF .)~·EtOH '3H:P (3.1) (3000) ~8°O1 
6900 15400 21300 45 (Co~(PMI)CI(H~O).ICI3·1.5H20 , (8100) ,(9550) (66.0) , 
6580 15700 20800 46 (Co2(PMI)Br(U20 )./Brs·0.5H2O (56.4) (7500) (9200) 
\ 7400 ~oo 21500 47 (Co2(PMI)(OH2}(NOs)JEtOH·O.5H2O (7.76) 6500) • (9900) 
.' 
20800 7400 15400 48 (Co2(PMI)d(CIO.kEtOH (22.4) (7900) (20360) 
. 
'; 7400 15750 21700 40 (Co2(PMI)d (DF .k2EtOH 
• (29.7) (7~00) . (177~) 
. 
t The spt'ctra recorded bere are solution spectra in QMF. 
\ 
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50 [Ni2lPt\-W ICl( H:P )41 ('13 ' 4 .5H2O (36.0) 
. 9000 
51 INi:JPr...1P )8r(1I20 )41 Brs·0.5MeO H 'II~O ( t 1.0) 
12500 52 [Ni:JPfvW)(0l12)( H20 }.]( N03).· MaOH (22.5) 
1280S 53 INiiPMP bJ( CIO 4). ··Hl2O (51.8) 
. 
12100 1)4 INi~PMP)(PMPll)I(BF.h·5 . 5.H:!0 (14.7) 
I 11800 55 INi2(PPA)CI(~~0)4ICI3'~H20 (34.4) 
'. , . 11400~ 56 ' {NiiPP A-~jBr(EtOH)(H20 )~rdEtOH 'O , 51~~O (41.6) 
57 {l':Ji~P~IJ~J(N03k4H:P 125~ (f> .5) 
,I ; 12500 58 INj~PPA bJ(ClO.k6H:P (6fi.3 ) 
.' 12500 59 INi:JPP A)d(BF .k4H:P 
·(63.0) I 
10900· 60 INi:JPMJ)CI(H:P )4ICI3·;H2O (2(i . ~) , 
10700' 91 INi2(PMI)Br(H:p )./Br3·3})H:P (:~ .~) 
11800 62 INiz(PMI)(OHd(N03}./EtOH ·1.5H2O ('2.':5) 
: 
't , . 
~ .. 
11900 
. 63 rNi:JPMlhJ(CIO.)4 · 1H~O (45.0) 
• '/ , 
/ 
. I 11900 64 INi~PMI)2J(BF 4)1 ·tHJ~P (43.1 ) 
t The spectra recorded in the Table are 80lutiun Aspectra in DMF. 
• Solution spedra in methanol. 
\ 
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tions, usualLy charge tfansfer sta.t,es, .On tbt'otlier hand, the vI absorptions of. the 
binuclear 1: 1 d~rivatjves s~ow much lower intensities (See Table 9,3) than tilo,se 
of the ·binuclear halide compte.x·~; ,' especially in the two t~rrafluorobo~ate ~om­
~o~~~s 40 and 4'4. fThis may suggest that only ~ 'small aplount of the oct~hedral 
Co(Il) species exists in these 1:1 derivatives, wh'ereas the rest of the cobalt ions 
. . " , 'I'~ 
• . I 





. are pr-obnbly present in the Co(IlI), oxidation state with octahedral stereoche~is-
, , 
try, Octahedral Co(IlI( ~pecies can generate two bands in' t~eir electronic spectra 
~ ~ . , , :' 
( See § 3,3 ), but, un(ortunateiy these two bands canqot be observed in the spec-
~ ~ 
tra or the, 1:1 derivatives, as th~y bot~ fp.1l within the region ~r.;pe charge transfer' 
absorption an~ are 'masked by. the-·very intense CT bands: Howev~r; the fuu'lts 
fropt the magrietk data ~ See § 10.1 ) seem to support the presenee of the Co(ill) 
species in the 1:1 derivatives. 
The Ni(Il) compounds display two visibl~ bands around 11000 cm- i ( f. = 22 
- 66 ~mol-I~m-i ) and 16000 cm-] ( l = 30 - 9500 imol-1crn-1 ), 'which can b~ asso-
- , 
cinted w,ith tbe vl{ 3 T 2g .-.-'J A 29 ) and 1'2 ( .3 T I g +- 3 A 29 ) transitions in a 
• • 
l' 
:'.,;:~. '... : . : ". :' ::~';", : , ' !. 
pseudo-octahedral Ni(IlL cente)', Again the unusually .high intensities of the;v2 
transition, ~hich are' shown by' all the nickel nitrate complexes and ,the 1:1 
dcrivllt'ives, are still ascribed to the intensity .stealiIrg, No major splittings of 
, these band~ occur, whi~h ~ect low symmetry o~ the six-coordinate Ni(G) centers 
,in these Ni(D) complexes, and so 'ail' these assj~nments are m~de' on the b~is of 
4 octahedral symmetry. 
~ . . . 
Tbe~ear 2:1 halide compounds exhibit tbe obvious 'difference in e'nergy 
or their VI transitions, reDecting the va.rying chromophores involved, in which the ' 








, 1/ , 




!hey are assumed to be isoslrl,lcturaL The 1:1 compound, of each, ligand cX,hibit, 
.. . . ,. 
the, vI transitions at essentially the same energy, implying that thE' same bn..,ir ' 
..J ' 
~truct.1lral unit of the binuclear 1:1 species (>xists in these derivatives, 
B. . The Coordination Gl'oml'try of the I : 1 Speeies 
. ' ~ 
According to Ta,bles Q,3 and 9A, the perchlorate al\d tl'traHuoroborat,(' ('om-
, . r ' : 
plexes ( the binuclear 1:1 mode) clearly dilf~r fro~ the halogen ~·b.riJg'Cd 'co~n-
, . 
pounds. Their vI /transitions occur in the !fame energy region but at .much hi~hcr 
. 
'energy th'an those equivalent, transitions for the halide 'compounds .• This (eHert.s. a 
J , \ 
stronger ligand-field enviroqment around each metal center of the 1:1 species, and, 
D '", ' 
.is also consistent with the fact that more nitrogen' donor groups are' surrounding 
, -I 
each ,center of ~his species by contrast wit.h the ?:I h~~ide compl;xes, The v~ry 
intense charge transfer (CTybsorptions exhibit.ed by these tw~, ,kinds of sp<'cit!S 
also support this result: the intensities of the CT bands in the 1: 1 derivatives arci 
, Q) \ 
almost t:wice as intense as those of the 2: 1 complexes, suggesting the i~volvement 
o~ more ligands per metal in the 1:1 compounds. 
; . Q 
The intense CT ai:fsorptian in the range 10000 --23000 cm- I observed for all 
" the complexes seems to be a cha~acteristic feature ',associated with- the ligands of 
~ ~ 
this sort. k the ligands are unsaturated derivatives with empty and/or r~lativ~ly 
. \ 
low energy .7r anti-bonding orbital~, the electronic origin of these intense bands in 
this relatively low-energy region would reasonably be assumed ' t~be "Meta.l to 
I 
Liga.nd Charg~ Transfer (MLCT)" in nature. Whereas the in ternal 7r' - , 7r tran~ 
sitions of the ligands themselves are supposed to lie at higher energies than those 
of the MLCT . 
',' 
, • • , I 
'" ' 
, . 
' .. \ .~ 
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It is also o( interest to note the striking difference in the MLeT intensities 
between the 2: 1 and 1: 1 nitrate derivatives. The nitrate compounds 47, &2 and 
62, three 2:1 spet:~s, are similar in the MLCT intensity to their halide counter-
. ", ~ 
parts, sugg(>sting that they aTe the '!lame sort of species. While those 1:1 nitrate 
• 
complexes 38 and 67, like the perchlorate analogues, have much more intense 
(more than twice) absorptions than those 2: 1 complexes, indicating th~t they do 
belong to' a differ~ni , group. Besides, the low-energy v] transitions of ~~e ~2:1 
nitrate complexes occur at higher en,ergy than those of the corresponding halide 
compounds, even close to those of the 1:1, species. This may be attributed to an 
oxygen bridge, a stronger ligand than halogen. 
C. The Conclusion 
All thc·studies of these m and electronic rpectra. come to the major conelu- , 
sio'os that (i) the binu'cllar 1:1 derivatives also contain two OCTAHEDRAL: meta'} 
centers, {ii) both ligands in ,the 1:1 co~plexes can coordinate to the binuclear 
. . , 
eenler In a I IEXAD EN TATE lashion and, consequ~nt\y, (iii). propo~e~ sir:;ur..! 
(or this spccicsjs illustrated in Fig. g. l, in which each ligand coordinates the two 
octahedr~ centers with the dia'zine and hydrazone nitroge~-atom donors forming 
t.he equa~~ri~l coordi~3.tion a.l~d with the two pyridine-ring nitrogen donors occu-
pying t.he axia.l coordinate sites which are arranged trans to one another. Molecu-
lar models reveal that this spcculative struciure is very stable apart (rom a slight 
, 
strniQ. However, it must await structural conformation (rom X-ray crystallogra~ 
• 
phy. Thus Car all the collected crystals of these species have been unsuita~e (or 
.., 
X-ray analysis. I 
\ 
-
. ' . 
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Propo'Jed structure for the binlJclenr ra.tion [M2L2IH 
in the binuclear J:l deriva.tives. 
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE BINUCLEAR 
PMP, PPA AND PMI COMPLEXES 
. \ 
98 
For the binuclear structures the exchange coupling between the metal 
cen ters is 'usually investigated by magnetic susceptibility measurements. The 
comparison of the magnetic exchange ot differ~nt compoun~s may give informa-
tion about the magnitude of the exchange, the possibl~ exchange mechanism and, 
. 
the correlation between exchange and geometric parameters. The magn~tic sus-
ceptibility' data r~r the binuclear Co(lI) and Ni(II) ~omplexes prepared are listed 
. . . . - - . 
in Tables 10.1- and 10.2, respectively. They will be discussed· in some detail below. 
10. 1. The ltoom-Temp.erature Magnetic Moment I 
The ro~m-tempern:ture magnetic moments (lJell ) for all the binuclear 
• • 
complexes, which arc given in Tables 10.1 and 10.2, are calculated Crom Eqn. (5-
. , 
26), in which X m' is the molar susceptibility per metal center corrected Cor 
diamagneUc components, and No the TIP. ( See p.50 ). TIP can normally be • 
. ~ . 
l'stimated Crom the d-d absorptions ( IODq ); but could not be calculated Cor the 
Co(D) compounds here, because only one (VI) transition was obser.ved for these 
ColD) complex~. ,ThereCore, the estimated correction oC 190 x 10-6 c.g.s.u. ?as 





" , ' , 
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,< , ~, , ' 
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Table :t9.1 Magnetic data for the binuclear CollI) cpmplexes. 
,1 




36 ICo:z(PMP)Cl(H~O).ICI3·4H:!O 4.81' 2.45(2) -3.18(10) -25,7 8,(}1 (30IK) 
37 I CoiP MP )Br(H:p ).IBrr3l:!t? 4.52' 2.31(2) -3.Hi( (0) -2(l,7 (294K) {U)2 r 
38 ICo~PMPbl(NO:lI.·4EtOH 2.58 -~ - - -I 
39 ICo:z(PMPbl(CIO.).·EtOH 2.64 - - - -
. 





41 Ido~PPA)CI(MeOH)CI:l1 3.90' (296K) - - - -., 
42 ICo:Z(PP A-H)Br(H20 ):,Sr2Io.5Et9H 3.38 - - - -








45 ICo:z(PMI)CI(I-i20 ).ICI:I·1.5H20 4.78 - - . -
46 ICo~P.n)Br(H20).IBrs·0.5H20 4.64 
- - - -
47 ICo:z(PMI)(OH2)(NOs).IEtOH·0 .. 5H2O 4.45 -
. 
- - -
48 I,CoiPMlhl(CIO.).·EtOH - 2.66' (296K) - . - -
" 





t; Tht TIP correction of 190 X 1O~ c.g.S.u. are applied for the calculations of the Jl tIl, 
.; These data come from the v~ri~ble-temperture magnetic 8uscep~ibility measurements, in which the 
TIP correction was set at 200 x 10-8 e.g.s.u . 
. 
.; 
,.',><' ' . 
• 
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All or the binuclear octahedral cobalt complexes exhibit room-temperature 
magnetic moments generally lower than the value expected for an isolated 
octahedral Co(l1) species ( 5.ee Tables lOt and 3.1 ), for five binuclear 2:1 com-
plexes 3Q, 37, 40, 46 and 47 these red uced values lie in the range 4.45 ~ 4.81 
BM, suggesting th'e p~ssibility ~f weak antirerromagnetic ex~hange between ~ 
two Cq(II) centers .in the compl~x. However, the binuclear. 1:1 Co(lI) derivatives, 
\ 
together with two CollI) halide compounds of PPA ( 41 and 42 ), are character-
ized by having very low room-temperature magnetic moments. This unusual mag-
netic behaviour may be attributed to (i) a very strong spin-coupled interaction, 
(ii) the existence'or low spin ColLI) centers, or (iii) .the presence of the partially 
oxidized Co(Il)-Co(In) sp:cies. , 
. \ 
• 
First of all,. it seems unlikely that these ~ompollnds possess a very strong 
f . • 
a:ntirerromag.Q~tic couj>ling between the Co(II) centers, since the diazine .bridge is 
not a strong superexchange medium, especially upon the considerati?n of the 
slightly reduced room-temperature magnetic moment for the ColO) chloride com-
plex or PMP (36), which suggests only a weak spin-coupled interaction between 
the~wo Co(II) ions. SeMndly, concerning the low-spin Co(II)' center, its existence 
is still within the bounds of possibility since a low-spin Co(lI) derivative does 
. 
occ~r when the donor atoms are constrained'in a planar arrangement like corrins \ , 
and porphyrins. However, .the ligands PMP, PPA and PMI are not likely to Corce 
the CollI) elec~rons to be paired- and also tb~4e ~s ~o evidence Crom the spectral 
data to reveal the presence of square-planar Co(lI) centers in these compounds . 
and, finally, it is ' m<?re likely tha~ these low moments are caused by the partial 
oxidation of the complexes during syntheses. Ir so, then the presence of mo)ecular 
. ... . 
oxygen ( 4e- + O2 + 2H20' = 40H- ) could ~e responsible for the oxidation as 
. , .... ~ ' .... 
{ '-- ' 
. . ~ . 
', " "::' : :: .~ :~'~~~ 
., . 
, ,J 
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well as the deprotonation or 40 and 44, and the low moment could btl'dtHl to th£' 
" ' 
, . 
presence of a significant proportion or Co(IIII in the mixture. 
Two cobalt tetraHuoroborate complexes 40 and 44 have unusually low mng-
netic, moments. This is again ptobably attributable to the occurrence of partial 
oxidation of the complex to a , binuclear Co(m) derivative. If s~, the small 
apparent magnetic moments would reHect the spin-coupled Co(nt-Co(I1) c(lntent 
/ 
in 'the 1:1 derivatives, for diamagnetic Co(III) spe'c.ies will not rtake any contribu-
.. 
tion towards the spin-exchange interaction. Theoretically ~ the relativ~ content of 
the Co(II)-Co(II)' species that 'a complex contains can be worked out by compar-/ 
ing the, magnetic susceptibility X of this comp~ex' I which can ,be cnlcul~t~d ~" 
the equation (5-26) I with that or some _"standard" binuclear complex with f O-
percen\ C~(ll) ions. According to roug~ es~im,ates , .~.aki,ng the structurall~-7nown 
\Co(~) ch16ride compound 36 as such a standard" only ~.O% and 7,8[b B,pin-
, -
. coup'le~ Co{ll)-Co(II} species exist in the compo~nds '40 an~ 44 r~p,ectively. In 
- "," " , 
o~he~ wor;' more than gO~, CollI} 'ions of the' complex ha~e been oxidized to 
diamagnetic Co(III), which appears to coincide with the results-. from their elec-
tronic spectra ( See 9 Q.2 ). 
l;. 
The PPA halide complexes, 41 and 42, exhibit relatively mucJh higher I'll i 
,', I 
........... 
values than tho~e or the 1:1 derivatives, which may reflect that the coordinated 
halogen c.ould be helpful to the stabilization of the Co(ll) ions. his is' based on 
. / , 
the fact that the electroneg,ative halogen can Jtolarize tlie metal- alogen bond and 
make .the metal. partially positiv~, which will cause ihe Co(II) 0 idation t<tf0(In) 
to be Jess thermodynat1tically favoured, in 'other words, stabil' e the Co(II) s'atc. · 
The absence of a halogen in the 1:1 compounds may allow th Co(lI) oxidation to 
, ' , 
.' 
,,' 
. " 'Ii ' ' I~ ,', 
{: ,l.. . ,' . 
t.:'tt .', ~. ' "' . . , . 
" , 
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occu'r more. easily. 
The room-temperature magnetic mOll?ents of all the binuclear nickel com-
plexes, except 64,. lie between 2.8 - .3.2 8M, which seem to be within the accepted 
range for mononucl~ar six-coordinate Ni(II) species ( See Table 3.1 ). However,'in J . 
. ~ 
some caseS' ( See Table 10.2 ) the binuclear nickel. cellters _of the compounds have 
I 
b~en show'n to be spin-couple<k. by tabl~temper~ture magnetic susceptibility 
'iheasurements, although their room·temperatur.e moments also fall in the non-
reduced range for octahedral/pseudo-octahedral Ni(U). This indicates that the 
determination oC the spin exchange for these nickel'~poun'ds must rest upon 
the variable-temperature m~gnetic susceptibility . :rpeasurements rather than the-:=-
! 
-room-t~mperature magnetic room en ts . 
. A . v~ry low' magnet~c moment. 
; 
IS also obtained Cor · the Qickel 
tetrafluoroborat~ complex ~f PMP I 64, upon the assumptipn' that both nickel'ions . 
. .. . . ".. . 
are paramagnetic ( i.e., two ~cta:hedr!tl centers ). This value is mu~h low~r ~han 
could be expected ' by consi9cring the ma~netic properties of the other binuclear 
nickel compounds, and cannot reasonably be expla.ined on the basis of antifer-
romagnetic exchange ( See § '10.2 ). However if one Ni(ll) center is assumed to b~ 
diamagnetic, i.e., one center is square planar ( See. § 4.3 ), the calculation wi! 
. . 
give a normal value 3.1. BM for .the other nickel center, implying that such n 
... >¥"umltion s •• m~ r."onabl:> This suggests that ~he dep~otonated ligan>d in the 
1:1 ·~ompl~x. bt'haves as a strong -coordinating ligand and helps to generate the 
,;. l~w.spi~ squ~r~pl~nar metal center. 
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No. Complex II ~ t" (BM) 
, 
IN i:z(PMP )el (H20)J CIa ' -4 .5Hp 3.06' 50 (301K) 
., 
51 INi:z(PMP)Br(l:I20).IBra·O.5MeOH·H20 3 .12' (296K) 
-
52 INi:z(PMP)(OH2)(H20 ) .. 1 (NO~)4 MeOH 2.86 
, 
53 (Ni:z(PMP_)21 (CIO .). '4H-:P 2.81 
2.22' 54 INi:z(PMP)(PMP-H))(BF .. k5.5H2O . (296K) , 
50 '!NiiPPA )CI(H20 ).!CI3·2H2O 3.19 
56 (NiiPPA-I:I)Br(EtOH)(H20 )8r2}EtOH ·O.5H2O 2 .~9 
fH (Ni:JPPAhHNO~k4H20 3.04' (295K) 
58 , (Ni:z(PPAh}(CIO .. k6H20 3.Hl 
. , 
59 , INi::(PPA)d(BF .k4H2O 3.07' 
. ' (296K) 
... 
.. 
60 (Ni~PMI)CI(H20 ).!CI3 '2H2O 3.19 
61 INi:z(PMI)~r(H20).IBr3'3 .5H20 3.24 
62 INi:z(PMI)( OH2)(N03) .. ) EtOH 'I. 5H2O 3 .18 
63 (NiJPMIbl(CIO.).'4H2 O 3.17 
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J D Z'J' 1021l (em-I) (CPl ' I) (em-I) 
\ 
-12.99 7.60 O.O·Hl 0 .0 
-10.0 10.3 0,0010 2.3 · 
- - - -












- - - -
.. 
.-0.35 20.22 0.41 '. 0.84 
. 
-- - - -
-0.31 20.50 O.~--, , 0,67 -
# 
- - - -
- - - -
, 
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
-
·f ; E.S.Ds or g I J. D and Z' J' (or compounds 50, 51, 57 and 50 are given in Fig. 10.1 • 10,4. rellpee-
tively, . 
, 
• . ; Tbese .data come rrom tbe variable-temperature magnetic lIulICei>tib~lity meaaurements , 
;: :":' . 
h -' 
r ;' :~·ji .• ~~'·~:. ·, ~ ·, ~.,J . ~ '. ~t · ~ - : . • - '-, . .. , .. i,.,·· .' . 
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10. 2 'rhe V arll\ble-Temperature Magnetic Susceptibility 
~fC~ 
The variable--temperature magnetic susceptibilities ( X ) have been measured ' 
. ~ ' 
on dried, powdered samples in the temperature range 5 - 300 K. The results are 
/ given, in Tables 10,1 and 10.2, illustrated in Fig. 10.1 to 10.8 and detailed as fol-
lows for the compounds under discussion. 
A. T~e Binuclear ~i.ckel Complexes 
, , 
F?r the , binuclear Ni(II) species, an important feature is the zero-field split-
ting of the . S =<= J ground state (D ), whi~~ is of teD' withi~fesame ,or,1ler of' 
m~gnitude_ as the efectro~.spin-exc.hange integra.l ( J '). T~erefore the magnetic 
, . 
'model used must take this effect ,'into account, besides w~ic9, an interdimer 
.. . \ ' ' 
exchange ( Z' J' ) should be also included. Thus" the spin Hamilton'ian (5-10), 
becomes as . ( 
H 2J • ., D' (A 2 • 2) 2Z 'J'S· \ SA ' auS· = - 81' 82.j Slz + S2: - j < i > - gj fJ~j (10-1) 
and then the resulting magnetic susceptibility equation (5-24), X( J ID , T I Z' J '), 
. 
which is applied to fit the magnetic data measured for the Ni(ll) compounds, has 
been further modified as 
(10-2) 
in orde~ 'to ,account for the mo~omeric impurity PI which represents the fraction , , 
of a possible magnetically dilute mqnonuclear Ni(II) impurity, The float.ing 
, ' 
I. 
parameters (J ,D ,T ,p,Z'J') giving the best fit are obtained 'by minimizing the 
'function 
" . /' 
' .1 .~. t 
: ,' ;." ' t' 
. , ' . ' 
.,,' ",.' "; ": ,, '," . ', ", ' 
" . . 
..... ; • • T . ' • " '. , 
- ' ~ .' ::.' 
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with use of a non-linear- IMSt-squares regression analysis, The best' fit or the 
\ 
theoretical expression (10-2) to the experimental data is illustrated] j'n Fig. 10.1 -
lOA for the Ni(ll) complexes 60, 61, 67 and 69 respectively, and the best vahll's 
of the fitting parameters ( g, J and D etc. ) rOr these cOJI1pounds q.re gathered in, 
, Table 10.2 as well. The values of the function R are. also listed, as a men.s~re ' of 
the ~iscepancy between \the ekperirnental and calculated curves. 
I 
. \ ... . 
All the results of the variable-temperature susceptibility measurements 011 
I • . , ' 
these four nickel samPl1 re~eai tbat, an .ntiferromngnetic excha~ge between tbe j 
Ni(II) centers is present ~n these ,con:Jpo?nds. Th,e complexes 50 and 51 that have 
, , -" -. I 
substantial antirerromag~etic·exchange centers show very similar g and J valuos, 
.\ 
when an isotropic model 'without the ZFS ( D ) or interclimer exchange ( Z'J' ) 
for nn s = 1 Ni(II) dimer fit is employed. Considering the large Ni(ll)-Ni(JI) -
separatiOlyin the dimer, a su perexchange pathway must be responsible for the 
Significa~. antiferromagnetic interaction .' Also, ihe results obviously divide the 
complexes' discussed into two groups: the compounds '67 and 50 ( the 1:1 deriva-
tives ) having very weak spin cotipllngs with J > -1 em-I, and tne compounds 
60 and ' 51 ( the 2:1 complexes ) with J!luch larger exchange integrals. A major 
difference between Ulese two groups of complexes is the second bridge, i.e., the 
.halogen group for 1)0 and 6.1, indicating that the -halogen bridge is a more active 
magnetic exchange medium than the diazine bridging group, and plays a more 
important role in the superexchange proc'ess. 
• J , , " . 
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0.0 ~---~I------~ __ ~ __ ~I_-~ __ ~b ______ ~ _____ ~~ 
5.0 100 150 200 250 300 o 
TEMP (K)' 
Fig. 10.1 Magnetic susceptibillty data for the PMP Ni(nj 
chloride ~o~plex 60. The .solid line w~ calculated 
froih equation (1()'2)' with 9 ::;:: 2~227(3), J = ' 
-12.gg(6} em-I, D·,.=' :7.60(2) em-I, '--Z'Jf = (f.040(2) 
em-I. ( corrected for ci% pa.ra.ma.gnetic lmp~rity }:u.t . 
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0.0 ~ ___ -'--___ --l_. ___ -L-
100 150 200 
L __ --'-_ .... 
250 300 o "50 
TEMP (K) 
Fig. 10.2 Magnetic susceptibility data for the PMP Ni(II) 
bromide complex 51. The solid line 'was calculated 
from equation (10-2) with g = 2.248(8)~' J = 
-}0.60(1) em-I, {J = 10.3(lkcm-1, Z'Jt = 0.0010(2) 
. cm- i ( corrected (or 4.2% piramagnetic impurity). 
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·T EMP 0<) 
...--
Magnetic susceptibility data _ fot:rtb(p'p A Ni(II) 
nitrate complex. 57. The solid line' was · calcula.ted 
from ~quation (10-2) with g.= 2.14~(~), J -,-0.35(1) 
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,., 
Magnetic susceptibility data (or the PPA Ni(lJ) 
tetranu~roborate complex 60. The solid line was cal-
culated from equation (10-2) with 9 = 2.127(2),·J = 
-0.34(1) em-I, D . 20.50(1) em-I, ~'J' '= 0.30(1) 
em-I. 
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The propo!'H'd I: 1 structu re for t9JYtompo~7 and 69, involving' two 
ph'halazine diazinl' bridges, would·haNe perhaps been thought to cause stronger 
. 
nntiterromagnC'lic (·xchange between its two metal centers considering the mag-
n('tic data tor th(' compound 16 ( J = - 22.3 cm-::' l )62. However, these species 
('xhihit quite w('ak antiferromagnetic exchange interactiQns. This unexpectedly 
~ ) 
weak exchange may result Pllrtially from the twist of the molecular plane ,sur-
• 
roundil'!g the binuclear ce~ter,' which will CaUse a decrease in the overlap of the 1f' 
. -,. 
molecular orbitals of the bridge system as well as the effective interaction 
I)('tw('('n the magn('l ic orbitals, thus leading to a decrease of the spin exchange 
iutNaction. RC'('C'nt, studies also reveal that 1h"e phthalazine bridge is, by contrast 
wit.h the oth('r' related diazine ligand, just a modest and/or relatively weak 
supN('xchange mediu rft80,. It is generally believed '"'that the major part of ~he 
super('xchnnge ta~es place via, rr-electron delocalizaiion of the ligand, but recent 
observations have shown th~t mJ~etic~change through u electrons' is also 'very 
importnnt104,JO& • . OU;er factors including metal-ligand bond lengths and metal-
~ . 
ligand-met.al bond angles should ~Iso 'be t.aken into account in quantitative dis-
, -
('ussions about magnetic-:xchange and ' structure correlations. The variable-
tcmp(>rature magnetic data measured for compoun~s 67 and 69 have also been 
exnn~ined by the mononuclear model to find out which treatment df the data pro-
duc('s n bl'U~r fit. The calculating results indicate that the monomer model gives ' 
much higher 102R valu,es ( 3.Q6 · apd 3.44 resp~ctively ), which means that the 
. . . , 
model does not fi t in wit.h the d'ata very well, t.h us further confirming the pres-' 
, enee of the oinuclear dimer in th~ 1·:1 species. 
" 
.. 
,',' ':.: , 
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8. The Binuclear Cobalt Complexes 
The interpretation of the magnetic data for binuclear CollI) ('omplcxes is 
much more difficult than tilat associated with comparable Ni(ll) compounds ( Set· 
§ 5,5 ), In the present study it has been assumed that the orbital nngular mOmNt-
tum for Co(II) has been completely quenched and the decrease in magnet.ic sus-
.. 
ceptibility of the Co(II) derivatives, 3:S a function of temperature, results solely 
from an exchange· i~teraction defined by an isot.ropic Hamilt,onian ( 5-1 ). Th(' 
susceptibility of a pair of Co(II) ions has been given by equation ( 5·27 ). in which 
the temperature independent paramagnetism term ( X TIP ) can usually tH' 
I 
estimated from the d-d bands of the Co(II) ion, but could nol be ohlainl'd h('r(~ 
II 
for these Co(II) complexes, because only one transition ( VI ) was clearly" visible in 
th'eir electronic ~pect.ra . The X TIP 'term has been set at 200 x 10-6 c.g.s .u., which 
means ,a small ( < 2% ) correction of the data, in the non-lint!ar len.~t.-squar('s 
• '\ • 0 
regression of the theoretical expression ( 5-27 ) to the experim(~ nta.1 data. ' 
The best data-fit line has been obtained ( See Fig. 10.5 and 10.6 ), and the 
.. best values of the fitting parameters J and 9 are gathered in Table 10.1. The 
high average 9 values are, as usual, t.ypical of binuclear Co(ll) dcrivntiv~s64,IH, 
but the values of the exchange integral around -3.2 ('m I that denotes a. weak 
",,' 
antiferromagnet.ic exchange interaction are much smaller than those disJ>laYNJ by 
the nickel compounds 60 and 61, as is also typical and normal upon ~he com· 
". 
parison of the other related analogous Co(U) and Ni(IJ) derivatives . The plots or 
Ilt// versus temperat~e ( T ) and X m -1 vs. T for 3'6 apd 37 ar(~ iIIustratl'd in 
Fig. 10.7 and 10.8 respectively. Both complexes' obey the Curie-Weiss Jaw ahove 
about 50 K, and give the Weiss constant 0 = -25.7: K (36) and· O' = -26.7 K (37) 
. '. -





~ ;- .,, " , " 
in the range 50 - 300 K by using a linear regression method to the experimental 
data points. These negative 0 values and the upward curvature of the the recipro-
cal 'susceptibility plots at low temperature, together with the .negative values or 
their exchange integral as a whole, undoubtedly indicate the presence of a weak 
antir<>rromagnetic spin exchange between the two Co(II) centers of these cobalt 
, 
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Magnetic susceptibiliJy data for the' PMP Co(n) 
bromidp; complex 37. The solid line was calculat,ed 
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Fig. 10.8 Mngneqc data for [C.0:!(PMP)Br(H20)4IBr3·3H20, 37. 
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OONCLUDING'REMARKS AND SUMMARY 
, 
The r~ults described in this study have shown that the three phthlllazin(> 
hydrazine derivatives prepared are binucleating, hexadentate chelating ligands, 
and are able to form binuclear complexes with spin-coupled pairs or transition-
metal ions, The binuclear transition-metal compounds formed have bmm chafllc-
terized by microanaly.tical, spectroscopic and magnet.ic studies, and th('y I1r(' 
i divided into two groups: 'those in which the two metal ions are bound in close 
• • 
proximity to each othe~ by a single hexaden tate Iiga~d ( binuclear 2: I sp('ci('s ); 
. , 
and those in which the two metals are linked ,close ,together by two hexl1dcnt.n~~ 
ligands ( binuclear 1: 1 derivatives ). Both groups of compounds exhibit v(>ry 
iptense MLCT transitions, and generally reduced room-tempNature magnet.ic' 
moments :ssociated ~he magnetic interaction between the two l11l'ta\ ions. 
The metal centers in both types or compounds are assumed to have distorted 
octahe~ral stereochemistries, and are doubly bridged by the ligand dinzirH' 
group(s) and/or an anion grollp. 
, 
The binuclear 2:1 species include aU the halide compounds and thr('e 
nitrates. The inrrl!r¢ and electronic spe~tra of these complexes are very similar 
I. 
within each subgroup reflecting close similaritie1? between the respective struc-
tures. The basic structural uJlit ror t.hese compounds is embodied in the reprcscn-
" ' 
tatives or this gro~p, the PMP halide complexes 36 and 60, whose structur~ 
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J 
have been determined by X-ray crystallography. In the three nitrate complexes, 
the PMP one, 62, is, proposed to ha.ve essen~iallY the same cation structure as (he 
PMP chloride compound 60, except that the bridging chlorine is replaced ~ a 
water bridg~while the other two PMI nitrates 47 and 82, with the water bridge 
and four monodentate nitrate groups coordinating axially, are suggested to pos-
sess the structure gi'ven in Fig. Itl, in which two metal atoms are symmetrically 
coordinated by the ligand and other donor groups. 
4 
• 
Fig. 11.1 The proposed bin,uclear structure for 47 and 62. 
Three' PPA halide complexes seem to have some differences ill their coordina- -
tioD spheres involving both coordinated halog~n and solvent. In the cobalt 
chloride complex 41, the, two Co(II) ions are both six-coordinated but in different 
coordinating environments: one Co(U) center has a chloride group at its sixth 
coordination site, while the other has a methanol molecule ( See. Fig. 1~.2 ). -This 
situation also possibly htppens in the c,ase of the nickel bromide complex 56, in 
wtiich an ethanol and a water molecule occupy axial sites of the two centers. Here' 
\ 
different is,orner: would _ be pos~le, depend,jng on whether the bromine atoms 
were bound to the same nickel center or one on each nickel ion. The same situa-
, 





J • • 
• ·lg 
• tion also exists for the cobalt bromide complex 42. It. is hard to determine whi('h 
configuration actually exists for these two bromide compounds bas('d on th(' 
available information, 
CI 
Me HN- Me 
I 
__ N N-N N __ 
~ \/ ' \/ 'I 
N-CO, /Co-N 
- I CI I -
CI HOCH! 
Fig. 11.2 The proposed binuclear structure for 41. 
'The binuc1eA.r 1:1 derivatives include the perchlorate and tctraOuoroborntc 
'" complexes as well as two nitrates, 38 and1i7. The stoichio1TIetri('s of these dcriva" 
tives indicate that only one metal atom and one ligand ar~ involved in the empir-
~ .. 
/ 
ical formulae ( IMLJY2'mS 'nH20 ). However, by comparing with the binuclear 2:1 
4 
species as well as o~er related ligand systems and their complexes, the electronic 
I 
spectra of the 1:1 derivatives are most simply interpreted by a binuclear structure 
with two ligands, i.e., the molecular formula is twice the empirical one, a.nd their \ 
magnetic behaviour at room temperature and hetwccn 5 - 300 K also indicate the 
presen.ce of pairs of metal ions with a weak antiferromagnetic exchange interac-
tion .. The similarities between the infrared spectra of these 1:1 derivatives reveal 
that these compounds are closely related and probably have the same cation 
structural unit. The IR spectra further indicate that the CIO., BF. and N03 
" 
groups of these compounds remain in a~ ionic state and the water !so1vent 
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molN'ule arc also present but only 10 the crystal latti<!e . Therefore the binuclear 
cation involves.jIJst two hcxaden~~te ligands bound to the two octahedral meta:i 
('('nters. A strurt ural~ rt>'prescntation for the 1: 1 binuclear complexes is illustrated 
ill Fig. 0. 1, in which the two pseudo-octahedral metal ions are symmetrically 
situated betw('en t h(> two adjacent hexadentate ligands, with the diazine and azo-
rm·thinl' nitrogen donors coordinating equatoril~.Jly and the peripheral-ring nitro-
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12. 1. Elemental Analysis And Phllical Measurements 
•. 
A. Elemental Analysis / 
The C. Hand N analyses were carried out by the Canadian Microanalytical 
Service Ltd., New Westminster, British Colombia, C~nada. Cobalt 'and nickel 
analyses were determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy using a Varian 
Techtron AA5 instrument on solutions obtaineti by the digestion of the samples 
in concentrat.ed HN03 , 
B. Infrared Spectra 
All the infrared spect.ra'were run as solid mulls, between sodium eh10ride ( 
"4000 - 600 em I ) and c~sium iodide ( 600 - 200 cm- I ) plates, using 'Nujol' as 
mulling agent 10 the region 4000 - 200 cm- I , with a Perkin-Elmer Model 283 
Spect.rometer. 
C. Electronic Spectra 
Electronic s$ectra of both solutions and solid mulls were recorded by a Cary 
17 Spectrophotometer. The samples or the solid spectra were prepared as rela-
, 
tively strong mulls in 'Nujol' and pasted onto filter paper held between two glass ~ 
microscope slides, then the ends or~he slides were ~ealed with adhesive tape. The 
CI 
, ,.1 ' .' . 
.. 
. :. \ 
. J 
<, 
'" , .' 
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sample and the blank of 'Nujol', whirh is on filter paper pla('cd bl'twl'l'n the simi-
Jar glass slides, were mounted with nJ~ll\sive tapes on t he solution (;('11 mounts in 
, 
.... , 
the instrument. The spectra were run in the range 300 - 1200 nm . Th(' solution 
spectra were tun in DMF or methanol solutions from 300 - 1600 nm . 
? 
D. Magnetic Measurements 
.. 
The room-temperature magnetic moments were measur('d using a Calm 
model 7600 Faraday magnetic susceptibility system .. VariabJ<'-t('rnperntllr{\ ( . in 
the range 5 - 300 K ) magn(>tic susreptibility data WNe ob"tnincd by Ilsing liD 
Oxford I.nstrum~nts Superconducting Faraday Magnetic Susceptihility Systl'lll 
. ' . 
with a Sartorius 4432 microbalance. The measurements were perrormed lI!lillg n. 
main solenoid field of 1.5 Tesla a!d a ~ra~ien t field or 10 Tm- I. Th(' susceptihil-
ity data have been corrected for diamagnetism ( Pascal corrections ), ternlwratlJrp 
independent paranlagnetism, and the presence or monomer impurit.y ( nirkpl COUl-
plexes only). HgCo(NCS)4 was \!sed as a calibration standard. 
·f 
E. X-ray crystallography 
X-ray diffraction data were colJected by Dr. E. J. Gab'(! and his ('o-workers in 
the Division of Chemistry, the National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, 
. " Canada. The X-ray data, together wit.h pertinent details on the data. collection 
and ins'trumentation have been included in ChaptN 8. 
• 
12. 2. The Syntheses or The Ligands 
, 






th(' synthf'ses without further pllrificfllion . 
A TIH' Pr(o('ursor DJiPIi 
TIll' aqlleous solution of hydrazin£'. wh irh was pr('p cd by mixing 8 ml 50C(-
aqll('()US aCl.'die arid ( dilut(' glacial 1:1 ) and 20 ml 85% hy . e monohydrate, 
was ndd(>d to a :-.olution of phthalon.itrile ( 12.8 g ) dissolved in 25 ml p -dioxane. 
TIl(' r(>sIJlting mixtllrC' was incubat£'d in oil bath !t QS 'C with stiring for 3 hr. 
UpOIl ('ooling, y£'llow crystals farmed which were filtered off and recrystallized 
from 500 ml wa.tp[ to give pal(' yellow needle crystals ( Mp. 100 - 102 'C, Yield: 
82.2% ). 
B. The Ligand PMP 
f OHPH ( 3.80 g, 20 mmol· ) and 6-methyl-2-pyridine-carboxa]dehyde J 4.85 g, 
40 mmol ) were react,ed together in hot methanol ( 100 'm] ) under r~flux over-
night with the formation of a peep reddish-orange solution, whose, volume was 
rC'du('ed to 30 ml after refiuxing. On. ('ooling i~ the refrigerator for several days, 
the resulting reddish-orange ligand was obtained by filtration and recrystallized 
. . ' 
from ethanol ( 500 ml ) 1 Mp. 120 ;. 132 : C, Yield: 2.40 g (.63.2% ) ]. 
-
o C. The Ligand PPA 
! . 
OHPH ( 3.80 g, 20mmo) ) and 2-acetylpyridine 4.85g, 40mmol ) were 
reacted in hot ,met.hano) ( 80 ml ) under reflux ~or 4 hr. On cooling in the, rerri-
grrator overnight, orange -crystals formed, which were filtered off, washed with 













D. Th(> Ligand P\U 
i] -n-buLi [' 8~ ml of 2.5 t\l solution ill IH'xanp.) was addt'd to dry ( distilh'<i 
OVN sodium l)('nZ()Phpllon~ ht)'1 ) TJlF ( 200 Illl ) in an ntnlO~llh~'r(> of clr)' nitro .. 
g(>n and the mixtllrp ('ooh·d to .. ' iT) '(' ill a dry it'1'/nH·thnl1ol hath . 1\:. 
methylimidazolE' ( 16 ml, O.20.mol ) dissoln'<i in dry TIlF I f)O tnl ) wa..~ nddt'd 
dropwisc to thr solution of n-RuLi in Till" onr n pl'riod of 1/2 hr and tht' mix-
ture was stirred for a further 1/2 hr at - 75 '('. 25 ml DMF mix('d in dry TIIF ( . 
.. 
20 ml ) was addrd dropwise over a pl'riod of 1/'2 hr and th(' mixtllre nllnw('d to 
warm up to room temperature overnight. A saturat.l'd aqueous solution of NII .. CI 
. . 
( 200 ml ) 'was added 1.0 the mixt.ure and the soh'(>ilt. volume reduced by uSilleJ a 
, . I 
rotary evaporator. The- solut.ion ~as extract.edr t.imes w~th chloroform nnd th'l'-
combined chloroform extracts reduc(>d j volume. The produet, N-
methylimidazole-2-carboxaldehyde, was obtained as colourless cr),stals aft.pr fruC'-
Honnting the combined extracts under vacuum (62 .. 1'5 'C, 1.15 mm Hg). , 
Yield: 4.46 g ( 20.7% ). 
I 
il] . ' DHPH ( ~.80 g, 20 mmol ) and N-methylimida.zol( .. 2-carboxllldl'hydr. 
·1.40 g, 40 mmol ) were reijm::ed togethet in mpthanol ( 80 rnl ) for 3 hr. Yellow 
, , 
crystals formed on cooling, which were filtered off, washed with pPt. ethrr, and 
dried under vacuum IMp. 238 - 240 • C, Yi('ld: 2.82 g ( 41.9% ) }. 
\ 
\ 
12. 3. The~ynthese1J o.r The Complexes 
Metal salts Were used as commercially available hydrates without further 
\ 
purification. 
. '. , . 




CoCIZ'6I1z0 ( 0 . .50 g, 2; 1 mmol ) was dissolved in hot water ( 5 ml ) and 
adch·d to II solution of PMP ( 0.40 g, 1.0 mmol I dissolved in refluxing methanol ( 
30 ml ). The mixture ~as refluxed for 2 hr' with the formation of a dark-brown 
- - - . 
solution, then filt('red hoi; and allowed to stand at room temperature and the 
• 
volume reduc('d to ' 10 - 15 ml by evaporation in air. Reddish-brown crystals 
formed, which Wl'fe collected by decanting the mother liquor, washed with a 1:1 
mrthanoljether mixture and dried with nitrogen gas. 
TI~e other PMP compounds 37, 40 and 60 - 53 v,iere prepared in the same 
way. They precipitated as nice crystalsL-crystallites or powders, which were iso- () 
• r . 
lat.ed by filtration, washing and drying under va~uum at room temperature. The 
t.wo PMP cobalt complexes 38 and 39 were also synt.hesized in the,same manner 
~ 
except. Urat ct.hanol ( 95% ) was used as the solvent. in their preparations to 
obtain t,be sat.isfactory products. 
. . 
Ni(BF .. lz·6H:P ( 0.70g, 2.0 mmol ) was dissolved in 5 ml of hot water, and 
• 
added to a solution of PMP ( 0.40 g, 1.0 mmol ) dissolved in refluxing methanol ( 
30 ml ). The mixture was filtered immediately after boiling on a, steam'-bath for 5 
min. nnd t.he filt.rate was refluxed for a.nother 30 min with the formation of a 
dark greenish-brown solut.ion. The solution was left to stand at ambient tempera-
• I 
t u reo Orange cryst.als formed and were i~~latcd by filt.ration, washing with the 
ml't.hnnol/ethl'r miJture and drying under ~acuum at room temp1Wure. 









manner. They were isolated as reddit-brown ('rysinllin(' solids. Thl" PPA ('obnlt 
complex 44 was synthesized in the same fashi~n employing £>thnnol ( 051'(\ I n~ 
the solvent in its preparation and obtained as a dark-brown produ('t. 
IC02(PPA)CI(MeOH)CI3H 41) 
CoCI2'6H20 ( O.50g. 2.1 mmol ) was ('ompktely dissolved in hot nwt.hal~ ( 
30 °ml I,' and added t.o a solution of. PPA ( 0.40 g, 1.0 mmol ) disgolved in 
reftuxing methanol ( 8.0 ml ). The mixture was rerd for 2 hr with thl' forma-
tion of an intense reddish-brown soitltion . The s.n WIlS filt('red on cooling. 
reduced to 20 ml in volume, and allowed to stand in a st.oPPNcd flask plll('cd in 
t.he refrigerator for days. A reddish-violet crystalline powder form(·d and was 
. ' . 
separated by filtration, washing with dry ~ethanol and ether. and drying under 
" 
vacuum at room tempPFature. 
The two PPA nickel complexes 56 and 68 were prepared in the saul(' way. 
/ r 
They were' oollected as green crystals an'd olive-green ('rystallit.es f<'Spectively. Th(> 
PPA cobalt cOf!lpound 43 was produced in the same manner employing ahsolute 
ethanol as the solvent. in its preparation . ..A dark-violet product. was obtained . 
NiBr2'3H20 ( 0.48g, 2.0 mmol ) was fully dissolved ill hot ethanol ( gr,lj'(), U", 
. 
ml ), and then added, to a solution of PPA ( 0.40 g, 1.0 nUlIol ) dissolved in 
'. refluxi~g ethanol ( QS%, 30 ml ) containin~ a rew drops of 48% hydrob~omi~ acid. 
The mixture was requxed for 2 hr with the formation of a greell solution, then 
filtered hot, and .allowed 'to ~nd in a ~toppered flask overnight. Grl'en rrystallirw 
solid rormed on the walls of the flask, which was filtered (~ff, wa.'Jhcd with the 
( 
t 
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ethan,oJ/ether mixture and dri~pder vacuum at room tl'mperatur¥ 
The cobalt bromi<!.e complt'x of PP A (42) was prepared in a same manner. 
without the addition of the hydrobromic acid in the preparation . The produCt 
was obtained as reddish-black crystalline powder. 
. NiCIz'6H20 ( 'Cl;60g, 2,5 rrt'mol ) was completely dissolved in warm absolute 
. 
ethanol ( 20 ml ) by stirring, and then added to a solution of PMI ( OAO g, 1.1 
. , 
. 
mmol ) dissolved in rE'fluxing absolute ethanol ( 70 ml ). The mixture was 
refiuxed for I, hr with the (ormation of. an intensp. green-isQ-brown solution, then 
filt.cred hot, and left to stand, for several days. Upon slow evaporatio,n of the solu-
tio~ to 20 m) ,in air, yellowish·gr~en lrystals wer.c deposited. The product was : 
fllt,orcd ofT, washed wit.h absolute-ethanol/ether mixtl!Fe, and dried under vacuum 
nt, room tempcratuJ'(,. 
The PMl nickel complexes 61 - 6'4 and the PMI cobalt complexes 47 - 40 
Wl're prepared in the same Cashion , They precipitated as .cry~talline solids or 
powders, nnd were isolate>d by filtration , washing with the mixture oC absolute 
\:. 
et,hanol and et.her, and dried under vacuum at room temperature. The PMI 
cobnlt compounds 4& and 46 were also produced by the same method but using 
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APPENDIX A 
SOME X-RAY DATA FOR COMPLEXES 36 and 60 
Tablr A. I V(I,JJ or V values ( xlOO ) for the complex 60. E .S.D's refer to the last digit printed. 
Atom Ul1(U) U22 U33 VIZ V13 U23 
NI 3.23( 8) 2.91( 8) . 3.5S( 7) 1.63( 7) 0.07( 6) O.ll( 7) 
c'L 1 3.63(12) 2.94 4.4G(18) 1.47(14) -O.OI( 7) 0.01 . 
CL 2 4.66(13) 4.07(13) 6.41(13) 2.63(11 ) 0.67(10) 0 .29(11) 
CL 0 9.2 ( 4) 8.1 ( 3) 9.7 ( 3) 5.4 ( 3) -0.3 ( 3) 0.8 ( 3) 
o 1 5,0 ( 4) 8.0 ( 5) 4.4 ( 3) ,4.1(4) 0.0 ( 3) -0.2 ( 3) 
02 . 4.4 ( 3) 4.3 ( 3) 4.5 ( 3) 2.6 ( 3) 0.2 ( 3) -0.3 ( 3) 
O~ 5.3 ( 5) 6.4 ( 5) 8.1 (.5) 1.6 ( 4) -1.3 ( 4) -0.7 ( .) 
N 1 2.7 ( 4) 2JJ ( 4) 4.1 ( 4) . uH 4). 0.2 ( 3) 0.0 ( 3) 
N2 Z.6 ( 4) 3.1 ( 5) 5.g (5) • 1.8 ( 4) -0.3 ( 4) 0.0 ( 3) 
N3 3.0 ( 4) 2.6 ( 4) 4.1 ( 4) : . 1.7 ( 4)' 0.3 ( 3) 0.0 ( 3) 
N4 4.7 ( 5) 2.6 ( 5)' 4.1 ( 4) • 1.4 ( 4) 0.2 ( 4) 0.5 ( 3) 
C 1 2.5 (.5) 3.8 ( 6) 6.2 ( 6) 1.1 P) -0.9 ( 5) 0.1 ( 5) 
C'2 2.7 ( 5) 2.7 ( 5) 4.3 ( 5) 1.1 ( 4) 0.0 ( 4) 0.2 ( 4) 
('3 3.1 ( 5) 3.1 ( 5) 3.0 ( 4) 2.0 ( 4) 0.0 ( 4) . 0.0 ( 4) 
C 4 3.2 ( 5) 2.4 ( 5) 3.3 ( 4) 1.6 ( 5) -0.3 ( 4) -0.6 ( 4) 
C5 3.8 ( 6) 3:Z ( 5) 5.2 ( 6) 2.0 ( 5) 0.0 ( 4) 0.1 ( 4) 
(;6 5.5 ( 6) 
. 
2.5 ( 5) 3.Z ( 4) 2.5 ( 5) -0.5 ( 4) 0 .0 ( 4) 
C'7 • D.7 ( 7) . 4.4 ( 6) 4.8 ( 6) 4.0 ( 6) 0.0 ( 5) 0 .2 ( 4) 
C8 &.8 ( 9) 4.1 ( 6) 4.7 ( 6) . 4.3 ( 7) 0.1 ( 6) 0.7 ( 5) 
CO 7.5 ( g) 2.8 ( 5) 5.0 ( 6) 1.6 ( 6) -0.7 ( 5) 0.3 ( 5) 
CI0 5.6.( 7) 2.9 ( 6) 4.5 ( 5) 1.3 ( /)) 0.4 ( 5) . 0.7 ( 4) 
Cll 5.7 '( 8) 4.4 ( 8) , 9.1 (11) 1.5 ( 0) 0.6 ( 7) trO.9 ("7) 
04 18.1 (15) 
05 ' 2H) (17) 
, 
H 1 5.1 -
H2 4.2 ~ 
'n /) , 5.1 
. ' 
117 6.2 ~ . 
H8 , 7.1 
H9 6.2 
H N2 4.8 . 
HIlA 10.1 (46) 
HlIB 7.8 (36) 
HIlC D·W) 
. . 
ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS ARE OF THE FORM-





Table A .2 lI(1.J) or U values ( xl00 ) for the complex 38. E .S.D's refer to the last digit printrd . 
, 
Atom Ull(O) U22 U33 U12 Ul3 U23 
CO 3.0CJ( 4) 2.60(4) 3.72( 3) 1.61( 4) -0.001 4) -O.lol( 4) 
CL 1 2.0S( 8) 2.99 4.93(14) 1.14( 01 0. l5( 5) -0.15 
CL 2 4.5S(9) 3.71(9) 6.89(11) . 2.45( S) 0.42( 8) 0.2Q( O} 
CL 0 8,0 (3) D.O (3) D.8 ( 3) 5 .68(~3) 0.06(22) 1.15(2'2) 
01 6.6 (3) 8.5 (4) 3.52(23) 5.2 ( 3) -0.14(24) 0.5 ( 3) , 
02 4.8 (3) 5.3 (3) 4.11(23) 2.8 ( 3) 0.68(24) 0.14(24) 
03 5.4 (3) 6.6 (4) 7.4. ( 4) 2.3 ( 3) -1 .4 ( 3) 0.0 ( 3) 
N 1 2.6 (3) 2.4 (3) •. 2 ( 3) 1.53{23) -0.04(22) .0.10(21 ) 
N2 2.0 (3) 2.3 (3) 5.9 ( 4) 1.15(22) -0.24(24) 0.10(24) 
N3 3.4 (3) 3.1 (3) 3.6 ( 3) 2.02(24) .0.12(23) 0.22(21.) 
N' 4 3.7 (3) 2.0 (3) 4.2 ( 3) 1.57(24) 0 .5 ( 3) 0.5 ( 3) 
C 1 1.7 (3) 3.4 (3) 6.3 ( 4) 0.7 ( 3) -0.5 ( 3) 0.7 ( 3) 
C2 3.1 (3) 3.8 (4) 4.0 ( 3) 2.2 t 3) -0.4 t 3)' 0.1 ( 3) 
C3 2.2 (3) 2.8 (3) 3.4 ( 3) 1.4 ( 3) -Q.21(24) -0.2 ( 3) 
C .. . 2.4 (3) 1.8 (3) 3 .0 ( 3) 0.50(23) -0.20(24) -0.2 ( 3) 
C5 5.2 (4) 3.8 (4) -i .3 ( 4) 3.1 ( 3) -0.4 ( 3) 0.2 ( 3) 
C6 5.0 (4) 2.4 (3) 3.3 ( 31 2.5 ( 3) -0.1(3) -0.6 ( 3) 
C7 6.2 (5) . 5.2 (4) ".5 ( .. ) ".3 ( 4) 0.2 ( 3) OA ( 3) 
C8 10.3 (7) 3.7 (1) 5.1 ( 5) 4.8 ( 5) -0.8 ( 5) -0.6 ( 3) 
CO ".05( Ii) • . 
ClO 4.7 (4) 2.8 (3) 4,9 ( 4) 1.1 ( 3) -0.2 ( 3) ·0.2 ( 3) 
Cll 5.2 (5) 5.0 (5) 8 .6 ( 7) 1.5 ( 4) 0.7 ( 5) 0.2 ( 5) , 
0 .. 12.8 (7) 
05 18.6 (7) 






H N2 4.4 
HllA 7.9 (4) 
mlB 5.3 (5) 
HllC 9.9(4) 
tH01 3.7 (6) 
H201 12.6 (3) 
Hi 02 7.1 (4) 
H202 2.5 (6) 
HI03 5.3 (5) 
H203 7.6 (4) 
. J 
ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS ARE OF THE FORM -
TEMP=-Z'PI.PI.(H*H*U 11*AST AR*AST AR+-+Z*H.K'UI2*AST AR*BST AR~-) 





V-T MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY DATA' 
OF SOME COMPLEXES 
I. 




No. T (l\) X (cgsu) . T (r\) X (CgiiU) 
_ ..... _-------- -----,-------- ' , 
I I. 1413E+001 1.0137E-002 I. 1134E-002 5.7Z48E+000 
2 2.1030£+001 I. 3324E-002 1.
1
2580E-002 8. 1 140E+000 
3 Z.4607E+001 1.3796E-002 1 .8493E-002 I.Z740E+001 
4 2.6342E+001 1.3941£-002 I: 6833E-002 1.731 SE+001 
5 Z .7058E.+001 '1.3988E-00Z--' 1 . 7354E-~2 2.2051E+001 
6 2. B 143E+001 1 .. 4046E-002 1.7395E-00Z 2.6945E+001 
7 3. 1 609E+00 1 1.4111E-002 1.7110E-002 3.2062E+001 
, 8 3.6386E+001 1.4038E-002 1 .6659E-002 3.6"1-33E+001 
9 4.0061 E+001 1 .3883E-002 1.6133E-002 4. 1488E+001 
t o 4. 4 1 77E+001 1. 3610E-002 . 1.57Z0E-002 4. 5043E +001 
11 4.9031E+001 1.3273£-002 1 . 5169E-00~ 4.9185E+001 
1 Z 5. 3790E+00 1 1. Z904E-002 1.4616E-002 5.3868E+001 
13 S. 8760E +001 I. Z497E-002 1 . 4040E - 002 5. a7B~E+001 
14 6.402 3E+00 I 1.2061E.,002 1 • 3452E - 002 6. 3936E+001 
15 6. 9Z 19E+001 I. I 640E-002 1.2908E-002 6.9014,E+001 
16 7.4320E+001 I. 1 Z 38E-002 1 .2403E-002 ?4080IE+001 17 7. 9540E+00 I 1.0862E-002 1. 1937E-002 7. 9150~+001 
18 a.4204£+001 1.0506E-~2 1.1505E-9)0Z a.3838 +001 
19 9. Z 642E+001 9.936IE-003 1.0826E-00Z 9.2 179~+001 
20 1.0306E+002 9. za94E-003 1.0081E-002 1.0241 +002 
1~~E+00Z 8.7068E-003 9.4018E-003 I 21 I. 12 87E+002 
22 1.2424E+002 B.1938E-003 B. 8205E-~3 1. Z.32 I /E+002 
23. 1.3428E+002 7.7456E-003 B.3181E-003 1.332 1 E+002 
24 1.4452E+002 7.3444E-003 7.8783E-003 
· '.431 E+00Z 
25 1.6ZS7E+00Z 6.6893E-003 7. 1478E-003 1.621 E+002 
26 I. 8314E+002 , 6.0927E-003 6.4935E-003 1.807 E+002 
27 2.0326E+002 5.6064E-003 5 ."9694E-003 2 .. 006 E+002 
28 Z. 2347E+002 5. ~a5tE-.003· 5.511IE-003 2.208 E+.002 
.. 2.9 2.443IE+002 4.8277E-003 S. 1 Z46E-003 2.412 3E+~2 , ..... . 
30 Z • 650~E +002 4. SZ 36E-003 4.799IE-003 2.6Z04E+002 
31 2.8575E+00Z 4.Z617E-003 4.5173E-003 2. B 176E+00Z .. 
32 3. 0074E+002 4.0940E-003 4. 3377E-003 2.9595E+002 
'", ' . i 
, , : -
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Table B.2 . Magnetic data for thE" ('omplex 67 and 60 . 
57 59 




----------,.....----------I 5.7160E+000 1 . 4800E - 001 5.802 6E +000 1.633ZE-001 
Z 7. 8060E +000 t .... 1617E-00) 8.1336E+000 1.2i40~-001 
3 1.2595E+001 7. 8B20E -002. 1.2679E+001 8.25Z9E-002 
4 1.7221 E +.00 1 6. 0Z7Z E -002 1.7286E+001 6.2438E-002 
S 2.1899E+001 4.8597E-002 Z.20Z9Ej001 5.008ZE-00Z 
6 Z . 6850E +001 4 . 0350E -002 2.694IE+001 4.1435E-002 '} 
7 3.1805£+001 3.4393E-002 3.2076E+001 3. ~Z68E~002 \ 
a 3.6633E+00\ 3.023ZE-002 3.6761E+001 3.0968E-002 ., 
9 4 •. 1264E+001 Z . 696BE-002 4.1453E+001 Z .759 Z E -002 
10 4.4318E+001 Z . 4963E -002 4.501 ZE+001 2.5558E-002 
I I 4.906ZE+001 Z. Z760E-002, 4.9 108E+001 2.3344E-002 
1 Z . 5.3751 E+001 Z .0885E-002 5.3926E+001 Z. 1385E -002 
13 5. 8640E +001 1 • 9234E -002 5.859ZE+001 1.9770E-002 
14 6.3821 E +001 1 .77Z5E-002 6.3908E+001 1 .82 30E -002 
IS 6. B911 E+001 1 • 6465E -002 6.915IE+001 1.6847E-002 
16 7. 3920E +001 I .5393E-002 7.4IS0E+001 I .575 3E -002 
17 7. 895SE+001 1 . 4474E -002 7.9199E+001 1.4789E-002 
. 1 B B.36Z8E+001 1 • 367 1 E - 002 8.3890E+001 I .39~E-002 
19 9. 19 14E +001 1.2490E-007. 9. 1649E +001 1.285IE-002 
20 I .0Z 1.6E+00Z 1 • .I Z90E -;;002 1.0Z49E+002 1.1521 E-001 
Z 1 1.IZ58E+002 1.0269E-002 1 . 1 307E +00Z 1 . 0475E -002 
ZZ I. ZZB6E+002 9.4389E-003 I.Z332E+002 9. ~Z9Z E-003 
Z3 1 . 3Z B 1 E +002 B. 75SSE -003 1.333SE+001 8.9249E-003 
24 1.4Z6BE+002 B.1815E-,003 1.4314E+002 B.3354E-003 
ZS 1.6178E+002 7 • 2556E~003 
-- 1.621BE+00Z 7.390' E-003 
26 I .8052 E +002 6.4680E-003 1.8124E+002 6.58'18E-003 
27 2.0011 E+00Z 5.8605E-Jl'03 2.0069E+002 S.9636E-003 
28 Z.201\,7E+002 S.3408E-003 Z . Z080E +002 5.4349E-003 
29 Z . 4046E +002 4.9150E-003 2. 4085E +00Z 5. 0035E -003 
30 Z . 6378E +002 4.56Z7E-003 2.6Z48E+00Z 4.64Z5E-003 
3_ Z.8IZ9E+002 4. 26ZSE-~3 2.8176E+002 4.3364E-003 
3Z Z.S475E+00Z 4.0756E- 3 2.9595E+002 4. '1433E-003 
i.· . k. I " , I 
.\ i· 
, .. 
" ~ .', 
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.. Table B.3 Magnetic data for the complex 36 and 37 . 
. . 
• 
. ~ 36 37 
/ "" 
No. T (1\) X (cgsu) T(K) X (cgsu) 
~ 
-----------------
I 5.6342E+000 7. 1925E-002 5. 3680E+000 · 6.5925E-002 
Z 7. 6008E+000 7. 1517E-002 7.7399E+~ 6. 4488E -002 
3 I .2 1 77E t00 1 6.94151:-002 1.2456E+ 1 6.1965E-002 
4 1.7008E+001 c 6. 5680E-002 1.7099E+001 5. 8427E-002 
5 2. 1802E+001 6. 1456E -002 2. 1 760E+00 1 5.4587E-002 
6 2.6854E+001 5.7178E-002 2.6705£+001 5. 0704E-002 
7 3. 2027E+001 5. 3150E-002 3. 1680E+~1 4.7076E-002 
8 3.6761£+001 4.9741£-002 3. 6459E+001 4.4040E-002 
9 4. 1524E+001 4. 6635E-002 4.1064E+001 4.1329E-002 
10 4.5012E+001 4.4591E-002 4.4177E+001 3.9435E-002 
1 J 4.9~32E+001 , 4. z.05~E -002 4. 8907E+001 3.7233E-002 
'12 5.4004E+001 3. 9746E -002 " 5.3595E+001 3.5114E-002 
13 5.9024E'+001 3.7519E-002 ' 5. 8448E+001 3.3329£-002 
14 6.4254£+001 3.5421£-002 6.~647E+001 3.1464E-002 
15 6.9425£+001 3.3548E-~2 6. 8705E+00 1 2.9820E-002 
16 ' 7 • 4520E+'001 /~. 1 ~79E-002 7.3720£+001 2.8357E-002 
17 7.9735E+001 -· 3.0394£-002 ,A 7. 8760£ +00 1 ·2.7064'E-00Z 
18 ' 8.446~+001 1.9051E-002 .~'71E+001 2.5872E-002 
119 9.2974E+001 2 .7005£ -002 . 848E-+001 2.4070E-002 
20 I • 0330E +002 .. Z. 4950E-002 1.0192£ +002 2. Z 157E-002 
21 I . 1405E +002 2.2912£-002 1. I Z38£+002 2.0460E-002 
~~ 
. '. 
22 1.2447E+~Z 2.1293E-002 1. ZZ40£+002 1.9040£-002 
23 1 • 3455E +002 1.9922E-002 J • 32~8£+002 1.7835E-002 
24 1.4452E+002 I. 8743~-002 ~ J .4237£+002 1.6796E-002 
2S 1 . 6276~ +002 1.6820E-002 1.,6139E+002 1 .5094£-002 
26 1.8362E+002 J.. 5137E-002 1.8029£+002 1.3601£-002 
, 27 2. 0354E +002 1.3798E-002 1,9970E+002 I.2416E-002 
. 28 2.2413E+002 r.2662E-002 2.1974£+002 1.1400£-002 
29 2.4431 E+00Z 1 . 1709£ -002 2. 3963E+002 1.0551£-002 
30 2.6291E~002 1.0907£-002 2;6248£+002 9. 8360E-003 
31 2.8575E+002 1.0222E-002 2 . 8081'E +002 9.2Z1'3E-003 
32 3. 0074E+002 9.7824E-003 2. 9425E+002 8.8354£-003 
• Uncertainties~in the susceptibility data are of the order of 0.1% 
• • , - 0 
.' 
.---' 
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